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Low 10 to 15. Northwest wind
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Bush begins hectic, 18,000-mile Far East trip
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WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court is hearing a case that could
offer new guidance to communities on the recurring question of
whether the Constitution bars religious displays in public buildings.
WASHINGTON — The former chairman of the House intelligence
committee is the first witness called by Iran-Contra prosecutors intent
on showing that Oliver North subverted democracy by lying about his
secret support of Nicaraguan rebels.
WASHINGTON — A health research group .today asked the Food
and Drug Administration to stop experiments in which children facing
painful medical procedures are given lollipops laced with a powerful
narcotic.
.
BOSTON — A federal recommendation to give chemotherapy to all
victims of early breast cancer will mean needlessly treating 65,000
women at a cost of iS338 million to improve the outlook for just 5,000
others, a new analysis concludes:

ArASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush sets out today on a hectic five-day trip to Japan. China
and South Korea to demonstrate
that "the United States is an Asian
power.Bush is traveling on Air Force
One, heading for a refueling stop in
Anchorage, Alaska, en route to
Tokyo. In Anchorage, Bush will
give a speech outlining themes of
his trip.
The overseas trip comes with
Bush barely in office for a month,
and with most aspects of the new
administration's foreign policy still
officially under review.
But Brent Scov;croft, the president's national security adviser, on
Tuesday disputed suggestions that
Bush is making the journey before

he has a cohesive foreign policy in
place.
"The president is not trying to
make quick headlines," Scowcroft
said. He said Bush wants to develop policies that "will aid us in
where we think we'd like to be at
the end of the century."
Over the next five days, Bush
will travel 18,095 miles. He'll
spend 36 hours on his plane before
returning to Washington on Monday night.
Because of the 14-hour time difference with Washington, Bush
will arrive in Tokyo at about 1
p.m. local time on Thursday with
much of the work day ahead of
him. However, his body clock will
tell him that it's 11 p.m. Wednesday at home.
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New action by
commission
ensures area
of buffer zone

Opportunity knocks at MSU
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STATE
ACROSS THE STATE — State highway officials prepared to
inspect roads for flood damage as heavy rains ended in Kentucky, after
dumping more than a foot of water on parts of the state in the past 10
days.
LOUISVILLE — Municipal sewage-treatment plants comprise the
majority of 22 violators that regularly foul nearby streams, according
to the first-ever compilation of Kentucky water-pollution problems.
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky General Assembly may be asked
to require notification of police when a felon in a state prison is
granted a parole hearing.
LEXINGTON — Billy Miller, manager of the Somerset-Pulaski
County Emergency Medical Service, says he is studying the possibility
of providing ambulance service to isolated sections of neighboring
Russell and Wayne counties.

SPORTS
BOSTON — The long-awaited Penthouse Magazine article on Boston third baseman Wade Boggs is arriving on newstands next week. It
has everything promised — sex, infidelity, racism, grudges, pranks and
nastiness.
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — Even as he broke off contract negotiations, Mike Greenwell felt he had "a deal destined to get done" with
the Boston Red Sox.
MUNCIE, Ind. — Rick Majerus has assembled an assortment of
junior college transfers, walk-ons, a freshman and a senior to propel
No. 20 Ball State to the second-best record in Division I basketball at
21-2, including wins over three Big Ten teams.

About 300 Murray State
University students attended
the Business-IndustryGos eminent Career Has
urns
Tuesday at the \1St_
Center. \hose. Illinois State
Trooper Kristina Kismet.,
Belles lite, Ill., explained jots
opportunities in law enforcement to Jeff Palmer ti
Esansville; at left, 'Merrell
Dow Pharmaceuticals representative Karen Watkins
pointed to sonic literature
on the company for Chnsta
Todd of NIay field. The
career day was sponsored
by MSU's Office of
Cooperative Education and
Placement.

BUSINESS - FINANCE
Type of music purchased
In percent of dollar volume for
Rook

LONDON — The dollar was
steady in-quiet European trading
late this morning. Gold prices
rose strongly.
Foreign exchange traders said
they expected the dollar to
remainn stable in lackluster trading over the next few days as
the market tried to sort out the
implications of U.S. Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan's Congressional testimony.
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Panel told positive measures nation
should use against greenhouse effect
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By LARRY MAR(;ASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — A House
panel was told Tuesday that the
nation should react to the greenhouse effect on global warming by
using natural gas instead of coal
and by developing "safe and publicly acceptable" nuclear power.
Robert M. White, president of
the National Academy of Engineering, said these are among measures
needed to prevent further build-up
of greenhouse gases that could be
responsible for global warming.
White and three other witnesses
cautioned that scientists still do not
know whether burning of fossil
fuels and other human activities

will cause significant temperature
changes, leading to heat waves and
drought.
One witness, University of Virginia professor Patrick J. Michaels,
told a House Energy and Commerce subcommittee it would be more
prudent to await more study before
making drastic policy decisions.
"Our policy should be commensurate with the state of our scientific 'knowledge," the professor of
environmental Sciences told the
energy and power subcommittee.
Michaels said climate experts
have a "clouded vision" of future
global warming, and added, "basing sweeping environmental policy" on such uncertainties "is espe-

cially risky, even it the policy
otherwise rational.''
The greenhouse effect occurs
when gases in Earth's atmosphere
trap radiant heat near the planet's
surface ---- the more gases, the
more heat.
The gases are more transparent
to incoming solar energy than they
are to outgoing infrared energy.
In addition to natural build-up,
greenhouse gases have increased
because of human activities,
including burning of fossil fuels,
coal, oil, and gas; and destruction
of tropical rain forests.
The problem comes in trying to
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Court allows
state abortion
notification
to take effect
WASHINGTON (AP) - - The
Supreme Court has allowed
Kentucky to begin, enforcing a
1986 abortion law requiring
parental notification.
The justices on 'Tuesday,
without comment, turned down
air emergencyrequest by "prochoice- advocates seeking to
block the law until a federal
appeals court rules on its
constitutionality.
At issue was the law's provi(Cont'd on page 2)
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Seargent
is candidate
for mayor's
seat in city

Kentucky lawmakers may be asked to
require parole hearing notifications
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) The
Kentucky General Assembly may
be asked to require notification of
police when a felon in a state prison is granted a parole hearing.
"The sun needs to shine on the
Parole Board," Ray Franklin, a
detective who is president of the
Louisville Fraternal Order of
Police, told a legislative committee
Tuesday.

Notification...
f('ont'd from page 1)
sions for parental notification
and consent.
As passed by the state legislature, the law required that
unmarried girls under 18 seeking abortions first obtain the
written "informed consent" of
both parents.
Suzanne Post, director of the
ACLU in Kentucky, declined
comment on the Supreme
Court's action, but the primary
sponsor of the 1986 law said he
as .elated.
"I'm glad this happened,—
said state Rep. William Donnermeyer, a Democrat from Bellevue, Ky. "The law has been
constitutional from the day it
passed the General Assembly."
Margie Montgomery, director
of the Kentucky Right to Life
Association in Louisville, said
requiring parental or judicial
consent of abortion for a minor
was "only common sense.''
The law, challenged quickly
by the American Civil Liberties
Linion. never has taken effect.
But U.S. District Judge Char:es M. Allen in Louisville last
Aug. 23 ruled that the law, with
certain modifications, could he
enforced.
Allen previously had struck
down the mandatory two-parent
requirement, a separate provision requiring that parental consent forms be notarized and the
imposition of criminal liability
on any doctor who does not get
the consent of both parents if
both are available.
Allen said those provisions
impermissibly interfere with a
girl's constitutional right to
have an abortion.

Franklin said Louisville police
learned "by word of mouth" of the
controversial paroling last year of
brothers Narvel and William
Michael Tinsley, who at one time
faced the electric chair for killing
two Louisville officers in 1971.
John C. Runda, chairman of the
Parole Board, told the interim joint
Judiciary Committee that the board
AoulLI not object to a broader notiBut in his ruling last August,
Allen said the state could
require that girls living with
both parents get their informed
consent or, as an alternative, get
permission from a judge before
obtaining an abortion.
If the girl lives with only one
parent or legal guardian, Allen
said, she only needs the consent
of that person.
Allen's ruling is being challenged before the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, but the
appeals court refused to block
enforcement of the abortion regulations pending its review.
In seeking emergency help,
ACLU lawyers said Allen's
decision inappropriately rewrote
the Kentucky law to make it
pass constitutional muster.
They' said numerous affidavits
from doctors and other health
providers introduced as evidence in the Kentucky case have
"demonstrated the burdensomeness of the informed parent consent requirement (and) the attendant increase in cost and medical risk to the minor through
delay."
The law's opponents say
"informed consent" means that
parents likely would have to visit a hospital or abortion clinic
before approving of the
procedure.
The emergency request said
the law would lead some young
girls "to delay or avoid seeking
professional help and medical
care — when they believe they
are pregnant.
It said enforcement of the
Kentucky law should be blocked
because two similar cases —
one from Ohio and one from
Minnesota — currently are
pending before the Supreme
Court.

fication requirement, provided the
legislature gave it the extra staff
and equipment it would need.
Runda defended the handling of
the Tinsley cases, saying the board
gave more notice than was legally
required when it alerted Jefferson
County court authorities in 1987
that a parole hearing was
scheduled.
"Without hesitation, I can say
the board fulfilled its statutory and
administrative obligations," Runda
said. But board members "knew
full well not everyone would agree
with our decision," he said.
But Franklin said a police officer
testifying in criminal trials must be
able to prove his case "and no less
should be required when these convicted people are to be released."
Somerset Police Chief David
Gilbert, representing the Kentucky
Association of Police Chiefs, added
that "police chiefs across the state
are extremely concerned ... that we
are not being notified" of parole
hearings.
The Tinsleys originally were
sentenced to death for killing officers John Schaefer Jr. and Wilbur
Hayes on May 2, 1971. Their sentences were changed to life in prison after the U.S. Supreme Court
struck down the death-penalty laws
of Kentucky and several other
states.
A 1986 state law enacted at the
urging of advocates for crime victims required notification of victims or their survivors when a parole eligibility hearing is scheduled.
It also allowed crime victims to
make statements supporting or
opposing parole requests.
Runda said the board has held
crime victims' hearings in 175
cases since the 1986 law took
effect. Twenty-two of the 175 prisoners were then granted parole, he
said. Parole was deferred for 88
and the other 65 were ordered to
serve out their sentences, Runda
said.
"The impact of the victim hearing is very real," Runda said,
adding that a victim's statement
"personalizes" a case.
But because such hearings tend
to be requested in cases of very
violent crimes, it should not be
assumed that more of the 175 prisoners involved would have been
paroled without the victims'
intervention, Runda said.

Jim Kelly
,

FOR

County
Judge Excecutive
'We can be better than we are."

To the Good People of Murray and Calloway County:
.. I am Jim Kelly, a candidate for County Judge Executive. I am a life-long
resident of Calloway County. having lived in the northeast area of our
county for all of my forty years.
.. I am a farmer and raise cattle, grain, hogs and tobacco. I also own a
landscaping business and do custom farming of various types.
.. I am married to the former Joetta Harlow, Minister of Children and
Activities at the First Baptist Church. I have one son, Benji, a junior at
Calloway County High,and we are expecting another child in March. I have
one brother and two sisters. My father, the late Jack Kelly, died when I was
young. My mother, Mrs. Geraldine Kelly, resides in the Long Term Care unit
in the MCC Hospital.
.. I am an active member and deacon of First Baptist Church. I have been a
member of the Board of Directors of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association for 12 years and am currently serving as President of
the Board.This board is responsible for the management of tobacco valued
up to 18 million dollars.
.. In 1986, I was elected to the Calloway County School Board. After two
years service, I resigned in order to run for the position of County Judge
Executive. I have also been a member of many other church and civic
committees.
.. I am a 1966 graduate of Calloway County High School and have several
hours toward an agricultural communications degree at Murray State
University.
.. I have a lot of pride in Murray and Calloway County. It is a great place to
live, work, raise a family and also a great place to retire. I believe, however,
that we can be even better than we are. Several issues need our attention
and we must never stop striving to improve.
.My pledge to you is to work hard for what will make us better. I will be a full
time County Judge Executive and I will work hard to serve your interests
with pride and dignity. I ask your support for the opportunity to serve you
as County Judge Executive.
Please vote for me, Jim Kelly, on May 23.
Paid For By Vickie Travis, Treasurer

Terry Bogard

Bogard files
as candidate
to run for
magistrate
Terry Bogard has announced his
candidacy for office of magistrate
District No.1 of Calloway County.
Bogard is the son of Tommy and
Eugene Bogard and his wife, the
former Kim Johnson. is the daughter of Jim and Linda Johnson. The
Bogards live at Route 6, Murray
and have three children.
Owner of Bogard Auto Sales,
Bogard previously co-owned and
operated Bogard Paving along with
his father Tommy. With 14 years
experience in paving and road
developing, he would be a man
well qualified for the job.
Bogard would like to take- this
opportunity to let you know that
your vote and support will be
greatly' appreciated and he would
like to serve and represent all of
the people in District No.l.

Workers build
bridge to site
ofjet cargo
plane crash
HURLBURT FIELD, Fla. (AP)
— Workers today were building a
bridge so vehicles could get to the
remote, swampy site of a jet cargo
plane crash that presumably killed
eight people, officials said.
Four bodies have been removed
from the wreckage of the C-141B
Starlifter plane that went down on
a military reservation in the Florida
Panhandle, said Staff Sgt. Robert
Pfenning. a spokesman at Norton
Air Force Base at San Bernardino,
Calif., where the plane departed
Monday.
Meanwhile, a special Air Force
panel today is to open an investigation of the Monday evening crash
at the Eglin Air Force Base
Reservation.
Victoria Hanson, a spokeswoman
at Hurlburt Field, said more than
100 workers were building, the
bridge today. "This should speed
up removal of the bodies," she
said.
Air Force civil engineers worked
through the night to build a halfmile dirt road to the site.
The swampy terrain, thick brush
and a series of thunderstorms Tuesday hampered rescue and recovery
efforts. Helicopters, bulldozers and
,bridge-building equipment were
used.
The plane went down about four
miles north of Hurlburt during its
final approach. No cause has been
determined for the crash, which
occurred during sporadic thunderstorms and high wind, said Col.
Howard Oakes, an Eglin
spokesman.

F.T. "Butch" Seargent, 43, is the
owner of F.T. Seargent Surveyors
and Land Use Consultants since
1978. He was employed by the
City of Murray from 1983 to 1987
as director of Planning and Engineering. Seargent operates his business and lives at 602 Main St.
Seargent, his wife, Jan, and two
sons, Trice, 19, and Todd, 18, have
lived in Murray since 1976. Jan is
a speech pathologist with the City
of Murray Elementary Schools.
Trice is a full-time employee of
F.T. Seargent, Surveyors, and Todd
is a senior at Murray High School.
"Over the past six years, I have
been involved with all areas of city
government. I have a good understanding of the operation of each
department. My involvment with
the working budget of each department gives me a clear understanding of city's past and the direction
the city should proceed over the
next few years. My goal as mayor
would be to work diligently with
the general fund operation and the
Department of Public Works and
Utilities to make a more progressive community through long range
planning and operational efficency.
"I chose to run for the office of
mayor for two reasons — (1) To be
able to use my' talents and knowledge of city government in a position that could make a difference in
the outcome of this city Over the
next few years. (2) I would like to
keep the growth and development
of this city' in-check with the progress of the governing body through
maintaining and keeping up-to-date
all ordinances, equipment and personnel. We do not want 'run away'
growth and development. We want
planned. gradual development.

Greenhouse...
(Cont'd from page 1)
predict what will happen in the
future. Projections are now made
by scientists using mathematical
models that are only approximations of the real atmosphere.
White told the panel not to wait
for more study to take action, suggesting, "we can intervene through
more efficient use of fossil fuels
and incentives to use those that
contribute least to the carbon dioxide building per thermal unit.
"For example, shifts from coal
to natural gas, as well as intensified efforts to develop no-fossil
energy' sources such as passively
safe and publicly acceptable
nuclear power are desirable.
"We can work with other
nations to reduce tropical deforestation. These actions should- slow
the climate warming."
Dr. Stephen Schneider, a scientist for the National Center for
Atmospheric Research, in Boulder,
Colo., agreed with White that
action was needed now as "insurance against catastrophic change."
"It's a question ot what kind of
risks do you want to take with the
planet," he said.
Dr. Daniel L. Albritton, of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, said even after
more is learned about the greenhouse effect on global warming,
lawmakers still might not be able
to learn how the trend would affect
their own regions.
The National Academy of Engineering is a private organization
created by the National Academy
of Sciences.

BRUCE GREEN
BUILDING CONTRACTORS, INC.
•Residential
*Commercial
*Custom Design
753-8343

Murray, K y.

F.T. "Butch" Seargent

Buffer zone...
(Cont'd from page 1)
thing next door," said George Karnavas, owner of property at 1106
Main. "It could be a gas station, it
could be a junkyard."
Karnavas reminded the Commission that when property was
rezoned on the southwest corner of
12th and Main in 1983, property
was left as an R-4 zone between
the highway business and residential zones.
A representative for the applicants told the group that plans for
the property in question included
restoration of the existing home at
1108 Main, changing the home into
a nice, refurbished restaurant that
would not be a hinderance to
neighbors.
The Commission, however, voted the application down
unanimously.
In other business, the Commission granted preliminary approval
for a planning development project
on N. 16th Street.
Seargent presented plans for a
four-building, 12-unit apartment
complex to be built on property' on
Brittney Ridge approximately 1.5
miles from the Hwy. 121 Bypass
on N. 16th.
After making several changes in
the application including increasing
the parking spaces at the complex.
the Commission voted to send the
application to the Board of Zoning
Adjustments for further study.
The Commission also granted
preliminary approval to, an extension of Westwood Extended, a
move which would allow developers to design 11 additional lots on
the street.

Bush...
(Cont'd from page 1)
chapter in Sino-Soviet relations. In
May, Soviet leader Mikhail S. G6rbachev will go to Beijing for talks
with Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping
— the first such summit in 30
years.
Hirohito's funeral is expected to
draw representatives of 154 countries, including 55 heads of state.
Taking advantage of the gathering. Bush will hold more than a
dozen 15- to 30-minute meetings in
Tokyo with kings, presidents and
prime ministers from around the
world.
Scowcroft said Bush will meet
with the leaders of Egypt, Israel,
Jordan, Singapore, Pakistan, Thailand, West Germany, France, Belgium, Turkey, Brazil and Nigeria.
More meetings will be added.
"We're going to try to see as
many as possible so the substance
will not be extensive,— Scowcroft
said. He said there will not be any
decision-making meetings.
However, the national security
adviser said it is important fo the
leaders to have a "face-to-face
opportunity to get at least out on
the table a few issues for
discussions."
After two nights in Tokyo, Bush
will fly to Beijing, where he spent
16 months beginning in the fall of
1974 as the U.S. diplomatic envoy.
Bush said recently that "on a nostalgic basis, needless to say, Barbara and I are looking forward in a
very personal way to going back to
Beijing."
In Beijing, Bush will confer with
China's four top leaders,ncluding
Deng, President Yang Shangkun,
Communist Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang and Premier Li
Peng.
The president will spend two
nights in Beijing and then fly to
Seoul for a stop of less than five
hours. Scowcroft said Bush will
underscore "the partnership of our
two countries, the solid security
relationship and our appreciation
for the flowering of democracy by
our old ally."
Even so, with anti-Americanism
on the rise in South Korea, there is
a good chance of demonstrations in
Seoul during Bush's brief stay.
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PERSPECTIVE
Rushdie gets a break he's being censored
Miirray Ledger & Times

Many famous writers have rallied to the
defense of Salman Rushdie, the author who
has been sentenced to be bumped off
because he wrote a book that offended
Moslems. They have decried the death
threat of Ayatollah Khomeini, the strange
old bird who rules Iran.
Besides decrying the threat, they have
expressed deep distress, horror, anger,
indignation, shock and outrage at efforts to
censor Rushdie's novel.
I'm not sure if all of them are really that
worked up. Any self-respecting writer is
expected to at least pretend that he's in a
tizzy when something like this happens.
In fact, I suspect that, down deep, many
of them envy Rushdie. I sure do.
Until a week or so ago, at least 99.9
percent of the world's population had never
heardof Salman Rushdie or his current
book. Or any of his previous books.
He was known to some admiring book
critics and literature professors. And he
was read by those who fancy themselves
members of the literati, which means they
read the New Yorker and claim to under-

stand Ingmar Bergman movies.
As far as popular success goes, any old
movie star could write her memoirs, list all
the leading men with whom she had
tumbled about a stairwell and get on more
best-seller lists than Rushdie.
But suddenly riots were erupting in
countries where his book wasn't even being
sold, and rioters were dying.
Then the ayatollah, who's pretty murderous for a holy man, ordered a hit on
Rushdie. Some other Iranians put a $3
million bounty on his head, and the littleknown author was an instant international
figure.
In Chicago, where Rushdie wasn't
exactly a household word, his books were
sold out in a day or two. A friend of mine,
who was not familiar with Rushdie's work,
rushed to buy one.
wanted to know what the big fuss was
all about," he said.
And?
"Now that I've read the book, I'm even
more confused because I'm not sure what
the book is about. It's just weird."

Royko
Says
By
Mike Royko
Terrified book chains, which make literary judgments based on what their computers tell them, have stashed the books in
back rooms, fearing Moslems will blow
their stores up if they see a window
display.
And in some countries, publication of the
book has been postponed or canceled for
the same reason.
But that's only making the book a bigger
seller in places where it is available.
What it amounts to is that Rushdie has
been given the greatest blessing any author
can have — he's being censored.
Despite the outrage writers display at the
mention of the word censorship, it is every

author's dream to be a victim. That's
because a sincere censorship effort can
take a book that is just sitting there
gathering dust and turn it into a big seller.
A few years ago, I discovered that one of
my books had caused a flap in a small New
England town. Some parents didn't want
their high school children reading it as a
class project because they thought I didn't
respect authority.
I called the parents and told them that I
fully supported their efforts to have the
book censored and I would gladly sign a
petition to ban me.
They were surprised. "You want your
own book banned?" they asked.
Of course, I told them. And I asked them
if they'd mind publicly condemning it for
being obscene, erotic, filthy, perverted,
filled with dirty words and deeds, and a
danger to public morals. It wasn't any of
those, but I figured we should go for broke.
Unfortunately, the censorship movement
didn't spread beyond that one town, or even
the one school. It would have helped if they
had held a book-burning. I offered to send

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

them a dozen copies so they could get a
nice fire going in the town square, but they
declined. So my hopes were dashed. It
takes more than a few irate small-town
parents to get a lucrative censorship movement going.
But Rushdie has hit the jackpot. While
other authors would be thrilled to have
their books thrown out of a couple of
bookstores, be damned by one or two
preachers and picketed by a few fat ladies,
Rushdie gets riots, diplomats exchanging
indignant notes and a multimillion-dollar
bounty on his head. If you spread all those
goodies around, there would be enough to
create a dozen best sellers.
True, Rushdie has to endure the tensior
that goes along with a death threat. So, for
a while, he will have to lie low in England.
Although the ayatollah has already
rejected Rushdie's apology, maybe someday the contract on him will be lifted.
Then it's unlikely he will be killed by any
Moslems. Unless he rides a cab in New
York or Chicago.
Copyright !SO The Thmag-
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Mitch McConnell
USDA .ANNOUNCEMEN I. MEANS
MORE N1ON1-IN FOR "TOBACCO (ROWER
pleased with the USDA's announcement last week
wa‘
that the hurley tobacco quota will he increased 24 percent for the
1989 crop year. that w ill push the quota estimate to 587.6 million
pounds. This is the highest quota since 1983 and only the second
increase in the past seven years.
The size of the increase is particularly pleasing. It sends a clear
signal that the tobacco industry is not declining, but in fact is a growing industry. The quota increase will put an additional S120 - 130
million in our farmers pockets. Before the Tobacco Improvement
.'ket of 1955 many People were 331111112 213c up on tobacco. this 111051
"—
--recerrr-annOnnvement provo'ffiosekkETtie-s--vvro-nr
When we analyze the specific numbers ofthe quota we realize
that tobacco companies have hig intentions for use in 1989. How
can this he 3% hen all of the reports state that there are fewer and fewer
people smoking cigarettes in the L. S.? It is because of the efforts'
to open foreign markets to U. S. tobacco and tobacco products.
Foreign demand is dramatically increasing. Japan, for example, bought 30 percent more unmanufactured tobacco from
American growers in 1988 and Japan purchased 50 percent more
manufactured tobacco in 1987. This highlights the kind of
. .potential
.
that - exists- for Ken-tircky-prOduCed burley.
Of course. burley tobacco is not the only type of tobacco grown
in Kentucky. {here are another IS - 20 million pounds of different
varieties of dark tobacco grown primarily in the western part of the
state. All combined tobacco accounts for 40 - 45 percent of the value
of crops produced in our state.
Tobacco is the cornerstone of Kentucky's agricultural economy.
That is y‘liv I will remain fully- committed to working for the future
of Kentucky agriculture and the nearly 100,000 farm families.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Calloway County has purchased
two 21/2 ton Chevrolet dump
trucks which have been delivered,
according to Rob Walston, superintendent of Calloway County Road
Department.
Marilyn Morton of MurrayCalloway County Hospital discussed the new ultra-sound diagnostic equipment at a meeting of
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi held at Ellis Center.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Prescott, Feb.
11
Attorney Bill Phillips spoke at a
meeting of Murray -Calloway
County- Ministerial Association
held Feb. 14 at First Assembly of
God.
Twenty years ago
Boy Scout Troop 45, Murray,
has been named -National Youth
Conservationist for the year 1968'
by the National Wildlife
Federation.
Mary Matarazzo of Murray has
been .elected vice president of
Purchase Area Youth Symphony
Orchestra. She is a senior at
Murr4ay High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Adams Jr.,
Feb. 11; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Lassiter, Feb. 14; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ray Lee, Feb.
17.

Civilization Marches On
Letters To The Editor

Communism lost battle in Afghanistan
Theresa Resig of Murray is one
Dear Editor;
of 18 finalists for Miss University
In this hemisphere, last week .
Last week the Soviet Union pay and the American weapons
of Kentucky Pageant on Feb. 28 at
withdrew its forces from Afghanis- u-seny the guerillas seem to have .conference of five 'Central Amer
Lexington.
tan. The Afghan guerillas, with aid been very effective. It is too early can presidents called for the disThirty years ago
that freedom and democracy banding of the Contrassand the
from the United States and Pakis-._
Robert W. Huie, superintendent
have won in Afghanistan, but we Contras indeed might as well give
tan, made the price of victory high- 'have
of Murray Water and Sewer Syser than the Soviets were willing to can say that communism has lost. ,Jp because their cause was doomed
tems, reviewed the schedule of
hen the Democrats in Congress.
work of the departments for the
their infinite wisdom. cut off
next two years at a meeting of
American aid' last year. And am
Murray City Council on Feb. 20.
refugees are crossing the "Fexas
Recent births reported at Murray
border at the rate of 2000 per week
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
and
the Immigration and Naturalieverything
have
Dear Editor;
I would hope to
Mrs. Lewis Todd.
zation Service has dispatched 500
This letter is from a Kentucky
formulated by April 1.
A surprise "This Is Your Life"
native who has never seen a Derby,
I was recommended to your pap- extra employees to the area to
program in honor of Mrs. Lubie .been to a Derby party nor has any
handle :he deluge. People always
er by one of your subscribers.
McDaniel was presented by PTA of idea what you should serve at one.
ice from communism if they can.
Max Miller
Lynn Grove High School on Feb.
It should he obvious that these
I resolve that this year will be dif21221 Covington Ave.
20. Mrs. Ronald Burt is PTA prog- ferent. With your help I would like
same Democrats let a golden
Port Charlotta, FL 33952
ram chairman.
to host my own Derby party.
Winners of Music Contest by
This is where the trouble begins.
Music Department of Murray
What does one have at a traditional
Woman's Club were Eddie Lee
.Kentucky Derby party and what
Grogan, first, and Nancy McCuisdoes one do'?
ton, second.
I need your help with a sugForty years ago
gested menu, recipes and any activForty-eight students from Callo- ities you could think of. This
way County are among those
would be a casual gathering around
named to the honor roll for the fall
the pool for about 20 people. Ages
semester at Murray State College. range from 24 to 40.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Todd, Feb. 14; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Turner
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Jack Turner, Feb. 15; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Bauer and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peter, Feb.
18.
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
miist receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their hill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their paper
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
avoid the bother of monthly collection.
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_MURRAY TODAY

• Two newborn admissions and
dismissals listed for Tuesday

Celebrates birthdat
North Fork News

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Feb.
21, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Jones baby girl, parents, Kathy
and William, Rt. 5, Box 238,
Benton;
Barnett baby girl, parents. Jana
and Randy, Rt. 7, Box 199,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Wanda Phillips, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Susan Haneline, Rt.
7, Box 126A, Mayfield; Miss
Nicole Bandarra, Rt. 5, Box
Murray.

Church services canceled
and persons visit in area
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Aaron Harper and Justin Malray
Feb. 13, 1989
visited their grandparents. Mr. and
News is scarce because of ice
Mrs. Ludic Malray, Sunday.
cold weather. Churches cancelled
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Stalls and
and schools were dismissed. Also
children, Christy and Andrea, vislots of colds and flu around.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Ludic Malray
Judy Orr was absent from
Tuesday.
Puryear post office several days.
Mitch Sykes and son, Matthew,
She returned to work last week.
visited Jewel Key and Jennie Sykes
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
on Thursday.
son, Matthew, and the Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
Mrs. Warren Sykes were dinner
sons, Chris, Jeffery and Danny,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben FletchNance on Sunday. Jan. 29.
er on Saturday.
Hilda Miller, Estelle Morris and
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Gwinna Gallimore visited Mrs.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ken Roberson
Bertie Jenkins on Tuesday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCree
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
recently.
visited Warren and Dorothy Sykes
Mr. and Mrs. John Weiher Sr.
Tuesday afternoon.
° visited Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes
Linda Orr, Dorothy Sykes and
Sunday afternoon.
Laruc Orr visited Myrtle Vandyke
•A happy birthday to Ricky Orr
at Murray on Wednesday.
of Paris. Tenn., who was 23 on
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
Feb. 14.
son. Matthew, and the Rev. and
The Rev. Glynn Orr of Murray
Mrs. Jerry Lee and daughter. Tabitvisited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
ha, were supper guests of the Rev. Puryear recently.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes on Friday.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes has been ill
Mr. and Mrs. John Paschall and
for the past few days.
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
Get well wishes to all the sick
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
and shutins. I hope 1989 will be a
better year for all.
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Humane Society plans meeting
The Murray-Calloway County Humane Society will meet Thursday,
Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are urged to attend, according to Elizabeth Gill Pasco, spokesman for
the society.

Noe
Bradley Joe Hale celebrated his first birthday on Dec. 30, 1988. He is
the son of Jimmy Joe and Kimber Hale. He has one brother, Jason
Derek, 4. The family resides on Rt. 1, Kirksey. A party was given in
Bradley's honor at the home of his grandparents, Jim and Bettye
Conner. The theme was "Disney Friends" with a Donald Duck cake.
Members of the family were guests. Bradley is the grandson of Jim
and Bettye Conner, Rt. 2, Benton, and Dwayne and Janice Hale, Rt. 1,
Kirkseyr. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Effie Kemp, Rt. 5, Murray,
Hubert and Clara Bazzell, Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mrs. Virginia Hale,
North 19th Street, Murray. A step great-grandmother is Mrs. Augusta Conner, Rt. 1, Almo.

Of the 220 copies, 200 were
hound in sheep or calf hie for the
Indians and the remaining 20 were
presented to King Charles II of
England.
The Eliot Bible belonged to the
Estelle Doheny Collection from St.
lohn's Seminary in Camarillo,
Calif. and was sold on behalf of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles to
New York dealer Glenn Horowitz.
according to Christie's spokeswoman Gloria Harris.
Christie's has sold more. than
2,000 lots worth S33 million from
the 15;000-volume collection owned by the archdiocese, including

220 on Tuesday. On Wednesday,
207 other lots are to be auctioned,
featuring the autographs of four
signers of the Declaration of
Independence.
The autograph of signer Button
Gwinnett of Georgia is contained
in a letter date July 12, 1776, and
estimated to be worth up to
S250,000.
The Doheny collection comprises a library of rare hooks and
manuscripts, including early printed books, Bibles, illuminated manuscripts. English and American
first editions and fine bindings.

Actress Linda Gray says
will leave 'Dallas' show
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Actress
Linda Gray has had enough of Sue
Ellen Ewing and will leave Southfork. J.R. and the "Dallas" nighttime soap cast after 11 years.
"She's going on to pursue various other things that she had in the
works," her publicist Jeffrey Lane
said Tuesday in announcing the
departure. He said the ventures
would probably be in television or
films.
-Miss Gray, 46, will leave the
show at the end of the current season, Lane said. It wasn't known
how her "Dallas" character would
be eliminated from the series.
In the past, the show has featured odd twists and bizarre plots

to explain character exits, including
an entire season that evaporated as
a dream sequence.
Miss Gray played the role of the
alcoholic wife of Larry Hagman's
conniving, womanizing character,
J.R. Ewing, in the popular "Dallas" series.
The actress has performed in two
television movies, "Haywire" and
"The Wild and The Free," both in
1980. She played a divorced
mother of two struggling for custody in -Not in Front of the Children" in 1982.
Miss Gray was a model with two
children before becoming an
actress in her early 30s.

STEVE GREEN
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Dr. and Mrs. Roos tour Israel
Dr. David Roos, minister of First Christian Church, Murray, and his
wife, Glenda, recently toured Israel along with 19 other ministers and
spouses led by Dr. Roger Carstensen, president. of National Institute for
Literacy, Athens, Ga. This special tour prepared Dr. Roos to host
a tour of his own to Israel along with the Rev. William Pieper of Earlington Christian Church near Madisonville. Dr. Carstensen's trainees specialize in bringing biblical sites in touch with today and developing a warm
community experience among participants.

Teen 4-H Club to meet Thursday

In Concert

SPECIAL

Mrs. Marcia Henson, Rt. 6, Box
308B, Springfield, Tenn.; Mrs.
Martha Fox, Rt. 5, Box 806,
Murray;
Mrs. Lisa Chrisman and baby
boy, Rt. 4, Box 149, Murray; Mrs.
Lavada Garland, 406 Sycamore St.,
Murray;
Mark Jetton, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Josephine Emerine, 3920 Bentree
Dr., Owensboro;
James Woodrow Curd, Rt. 3,
Benton; Clyde Hale, Rt. 3, Box
138, Murray; Gaylon Henson, Rt.
4, Box 553, Benton;
Aubrey Ahart (expired) Rt. 1,
Box 47, Almo.

DATEBOOK

Indian Bible sells for $330,000
NEW YORK (AP) - The first
Bible printed in America, in the
language Of the Algonquin Indians.
sold Tuesday for S330,000 at a
Christie's auction.
The volume, bound in black
morocco leather and ornately gilttooled, is the finest known copy of
220 Bibles printed in Cambridge,
'Mass:. in 1661 and 1663. The edition was translated by John Eliot
into the language of the Algonquin
Indians who lived in the town of
Natick, Mass.
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FIND US
FAITHFUL
may all who tome behind us
find us faithful,
May the lire of our devotion
light their way,
May the footpnnts that we leave
Lead them to beline.
And the lives we live
inspire them to obey
Oh, may all who come behind us
find us faithful'

A timeless messagefor every believer
A lasting heritage for every generation.

March 2 - 7:00 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 So. 4th St.

753-1854

Calloway County 4-H Teen Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 23, after
school at Calloway County High School. A survey for a teen retreat will
be filled out by those present. For more information call Becky Freeze,
753-6820.

Ashley Michelle Jackson born
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Jackson, Rt. 4, Murray, are)the parents of a daughter, Ashley Michelle, weighing eight pounds 10 ounces, measuring 211/2
inches, born on Monday, Feb. 6, at 2:12 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The ,mother is the former Laura Bearsby. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Bearsby,New Concord, and Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Jackson, Rt. 4, Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Velma Rose and the late
Miller Rose, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lassiter. Rt. I, Hazel, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Jackson, Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Teddy Crider, Beverly King and Paul McGee, all of Murray,
and Francine Maness, Dexter.

Ladies' Night Out Feb. 28
Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, Feb. 28, at
5:30 p.m. at the club. Reservations should be made by Monday, Feb. 27,
at the country club or call Peggy Billington.

Singles to meet Thursday
Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Educational Building, First United Methodist
Church. For more information call Ruth, 753-7645, Glen, 435-4143, Jim,
492-8733, or Carol, 753-2596.

Wohl will speak for parents
Compassionate Parent Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb. 23, at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets. Nancy Wohl of the Psychology Department of Murray State University will be the guest speaker. This is for all parents who have lost an
infant, child, teen, or young adult by death. For more information call the
coordinator, Lillian Robertson GLPN, at the center, 753-3381.

NARFE Chapter will meet Friday
The Kentucky Lake-Murray Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, Feb. 24, at 11:30 a.m. for a lune.,
heon meeting at Sirloin Stockade. The featured speakers will be Bethel
Richardson and Sina Richardson, both Certified Public Accountants. All
members and other retired federal employees are urged to attend, according to Lowell Palmer, chapter spokesman.

Parkinson's group will meet
'Parkinson's Disease Support Group will meet Friday, Feb. 24, at 12
noon in the education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech therapist.

ti Final Clearance
Winter Merchandise
Already Reduced
1/2 to 2/3 off

20% off

Take an extra
Lowest Price

Suzie
Corner of
12th & Olive

*pm

tv=e))1

%sale (1
Classic

Murray
753-7857
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Cornmunzty events are listed
Wednesday, Feb. 22
Cesarean Birth Class will meet
at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Schedule of Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for today at New Providence
Church of Christ has been changed
to March 8.
Murray High School Freshmen
Girls Basketball Team will play
Marshall County High School at 6
p.m. in Freshmen Girls Basketball
Tournament.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m. and
Drama Practice at 8:30 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.:
Hunger Supper and Youth Handat 5:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
'Children's Choirs and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Signa Language Class at 7:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's Class at 6:20 p.m.;
Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include prayer service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.
Events at First- United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a:m.; W'esley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.:
Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Council on
Ministries at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK from
4:45 to 6 p.m. and pizza party at
5:30 p.m.; Choir practice at 6:30
p.m.
Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.

Thursday, Feb. 23
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Murray State University Dance
Theatre will present a potpourri of
selections from jazz, modern and
contemporary dance at 8 p.m. in
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Golden Age Club is scheduled to
meet at 11 a.m. in social hall of
First Vied Methodist Church.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at'7 p.m. at American Legion
Building.
Exercise Class will be at 10:45
aln. at First Baptist Church.
Evangelism Committee of First
Christian Church will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Bible Study at
9:30 a.m., Bell Choir at 6 p.m. and
Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Friendship Bible Coffee will be
at 10:30 a.m. at home of Robin
Brittain, 1614 College Farm Rd.
Calloway County Teen 4-H Club
will meet after school at Calloway
County High School. For informa-tion call 753-6820.
Murray-Calloway County
Humane Society will meet at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Performances of Children's
Theatre will be at 9:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. in Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Friday, Feb. 24
Friendship International will
meet from 9:15 a.m. to 12 noon at
First Baptist Church.
Kentucky Lake-Murray Chapter
of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Thursday, Feb. 23
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

The Murray Magazine Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. in Commonwealth Room, Curris Center, Murray State University.

Commodities Sub-Committee of
Purchase Area Development District will meet at 10 a.m. at PADD
office, Mayfield.

West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc., will have its Board of Directors meeting at 2:30 p.m. at Central
Office, 400 North Fifth St..
Mayfield.

Games will be played at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for members
only.

Kentucky Nurses Association,
District 13, will -have a dinner
meeting at 5:30 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Bible Forum, sponsored by West
Murray Church of Christ. will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Barkley Room,
Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call
753-3800.
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
The newly farmed Purchase
Area Walking and Racking Horse
Association will meet at 6 p.m. at
Golden Corral, Mayfield. for information call 753-4033.
The Singles Organizational Society will go as 'a - group to see
"Where the wild Things Are" at 8
p.m. at Johnson Theatre, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Paul,
753-7351.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on the court square in downtown
Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Basketball teams will
host Graves County at Jeffrey gym.
Life House will have prayer time
from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at Crisis
Pregnancy Center, 1506 Chestnut
St.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach Streets.
For information call 753-8136,
489-2628 or 762-6297.

Parkinson's Disease Support
Group will meet at 12 noon in educatipn unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on court square at Dresden, Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Branch of
Weakley County Bank, Palmersville, Tenn., from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Calloway County High School

Butternut wood used
ATLANTA (AP) — The bark
and fruit husks of the butternut tree
were used to produce yellow dye
during the Civil War when other
sources for the dye were unavailable, according .to Georgia-Pacific
Corp.
Butternut wood today is used to
produce a variety of items, including cabinets and furniture!

Holton Art Show Planned

Friday, Feb. 24
Lady Lakers and Men Lakers will
play basketball games at Hickman
County High School.
Murray High School Tiger Girls
and Boys will play basketball
games with Fulton County at home
at 6 p.m. Seniors will be honored
and Band and Honor Guard will be
featured.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Murray State University Dance
Theatre will perform at 8 p.m. m
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Performances of Children's
Theatre will be at 9:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. in Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
A reception for annual Murray
State University Art Faculty Exhibition will be at 7:30 p.m. in Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. Admission is free.
Jimmy Walker and Free Flight
will appoear in concert with Murray State University Wind Ensemble at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. Admission is $3.

Murray Art Guild members look at some of the paintings and drawings that will he included in the \tarnHolton Retrospective Exhibition at the Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, starting Sunday. Feb. 26.
and continuing through Sunday, March 12. .An opening reception for the Holton Exhibition will he iinday, Feb. 26, from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Art Guild. Mrs. Holton is well known in 'Alurray for her man
portraits of Murray citizens, young and old, portraits which are prized by both institution: and by priy ate
families. Mrs. Holton was one of the organizers or the Art Guild in 1967, and as the person most responsible for the acquisition of the present building by tit, Art Guild. Pictured, from left. are Pat
I mily
Wolfson and Dick Jackson.

hand-wound. To get to the clock to
wind it, one would climb stairs on
the inside of the house to an opening to the clock. Mr. Farris did tha:
for years. He may have done this
service free. He was a generous
man.

observations
by lochie hart
Mary Charles Farris Rhea's
attendance at the last Spring alumni
banquet at Murray State University
kinda turned the clock back to the
'40s for me. In the approximate
500 in attendance, she found her
way to my table and introduced her
husband, Jerome, and hurriedly
told me a little about her family
and that of her sister, Mildred Farris Wilmurth. I intended to write
about our brief chat, but energy
and illness hindered.
• a •
I phoned Mary Charles' home in
Center Line, Mich. Her husband,
Jerome, gave me the facts. He and
Mary Charles and her sister,
Mildred Farris (Mrs. Joe) Wilmurth
are all retired graduates of Murray
State. He was a banker. The sisters
were teachers.
Mary Charles' father and
mother, Rhoda and Jeff Farris,
natives of this county, lived in a
two-story frame house at Poplar
and Third Streets. His shop was
nearby where he did metal work.
His hobby was working with antique clocks. He gave us one for the
mantle over the fireplace in our
cabin on the lake. It was beautifully finished in natural oak and
struck the time hourly. Someone
stole it. I continue to look at every
antique clock I see. I'd recognize it
I believe.
• • •

Another interest Mr. Farris prac-

Insect stings said
used in treatment
NEW YORK (AP) — For centuries, many South American people
provoked insect stings in the belief
that the venom helped alleviate
painful symptoms of arthritis, says
AIMphis magazine.
Researchers now confirm such
stings may possess antiinflammatory properties and are
working to discover the elements in
the venom responsible for this
effect.
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REWARD!
UNCLAIMED SCHOOL SEWING MACHINES

Uced was keeping the courthouse
clock in working condition. It was
no easy job getting to it. Mr. Farris
kept in repair the clock on the
courthouse. That is no easy job. I
can hear the clock strike the time
of day, from my home near the
University.
He built a house in later years on
the corner of. Fifth and Olive
Streets. It was a luxury house
because he could do the wiring,
plumbing and little extras. He
screened the front porch, unusual
in those days. The house continues
to be a residence and is painted a
pretty canary yellow.
* • •
I called Judge Weaks about the
clock. He told me that when the
courthouse was built in 1913. (after
another one burned), it had to be

• • •
I learned from Judge Weaks that

the dock is kept in good repair.
cuts off rarely — only in an electrical storm. Rupert Nix, county
maintenance man, takes care of it.
Nix also maintains the enitre county as well. "Hiring him is the best
county money I ever spent." Jadge
Weaks said. He commented that
Calloway County's courthouse
the prettest in West Kentucky.
• • •
After the death of Mr. Films and
the daughters marrying and leaving
here, "Miss Rhoda" as she was
popularly known, moved ;nit) an
upstairs apartment on Poplar Street.
She fell in her, bath tub and lay
there several days before she was
found. Death followed Jter
lengthy hospitalization.
This incident caused Ls to install
a phone by the tub side in my bath-

room. On'A 07,e

i
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ANN A- AUSIYAPS FABULOUS
Thursdayjuesday
23rd-28th
LADIES' WEAR
All Ladies

Jeans

Denim Jackets

20% off 25% off
Large Group

Casual Tops

20% off

Buy any Ladie's
Swimsuit
Get A FREE

Tee-Shirt!!!

A

Large
Group
Ladies'
Accessories

50% off

MEN'S WEAR
All Generra

See All
The Exctung
New Spring Looks

25% off
Lntire Selection

Necchi's Education Department placed orders in anticipation
of large school sales. Due to budget cuts these sales were
unclaimed. These machines must be sold! All machines
offered are the most modern machines in the Necchi line.
These machines are MADE OF METAL and sew on all fabrics;
Levi's, canvas, upholstery, nylon, stretch, vinyl, silk, EVEN
SEW ON LEATHER! These machines are new with a 5 year
warranty. With the new 1989 Necchl you Just set the colorcoded dial and see magic happen. Straight sewing, zigzag,
button-holes (any size), invisible blind-hem, monogram,
satin stitch, embroidery, applique, sew on buttons and
snaps, topstitch elastic stitch, professional serging stitch,
straight stretch stitch.., all of this and more. Without the need
of old fashioned cams or programmers. Your price with the
ad $198, without this ad $529. Cash, check, MASTERCARD,
or VISA. Layaways accepted,

MURRAY HOLIDAY INN
S. 12th Street, Murray
US 641S (Rt. 4)
Thursday, February 23
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Liz Claiborne

t

44k.v
to

25% off
All Jean?,

Iv

Sar

25% off

30%

Save
on Alexander Julian "New Spring" Sweaters for Men!

REGISTER TO WIN
Two Sets of

S.E.C. Basketball Tournament Tickets
GREAT SEATS!

(in Knoxville, Tenn.)

ALL 5 GAMES'

(You may register at both locations)
COURT SQUARE
MURRAY

KY OAKS MALL
PADUCAH

•••
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SAVE•A•LOT

Coke,
Dict Coke,
Sprite,
Caffeine Free Coke,
Classic, Tab

Pringles
Potato
Chips

7 oz.
09

FOOD STORES

fr(t-Z

1°9

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Prairie Farms
Citrus Royale
or
Daire Lemonade

1/2 Gallon

Coca Cola, Classic,
Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello,
Cherry Coke

Potato
Chips

Chicken of the Sea

12 pk. cans

9
$1 19
3 lb
Tub Spread ____
_ _ 12 oz. S1 45
Borden Cheese
Cream Cheese _.._._._._ _ _ _ ________e 69'
Biscuits

White or Red Seedless Grapes

8 oz.

lb

Tomatoes _
Iceberg Lettuce
Florida Oranges ______

lb

Arad

....4 lb

Corn Chips

21' Coke, Classic, Diet.._._..24

$1" Reelfoot Hot Dogs

Prairie Farms
Whole
TO' Milk
1/2 Gallon
/
1
2

..„ oz. 99'

Red Grapefruit__ _ _

--,41/$1 00

Field Wieners

pk. $1 19
Microwave Popcorn
Dry Roasted Peanuts_. 16 oz $1"

. _.10 63'

Royal Cookies and Cakes........69'

2 lb.

pk. can products $5
"

$119 Reelfoot Bologna_

79' Field Bologna. ._.
79' TAV Cooked Ham

Donuts_

Chef Boy Mini Bites__
15 or 87'
Salad Dressing
____ _______ _ at 99'
Dill Pickle Slices
99'
Mayonnaise........--------------------------.. oz. $1 19

oz 79°
65'

J. Higgs Potato Chips_
Yellow Popcorn _
. _...

..16 oz. $1 29

_

$149

16 az

.12 oz.

_

3/1'4

Yellow Onions______ .

_ 3 lb. bag 89"

Green Peppers.._._

88' Red or Golden Del. Apples_____3 lb.

Metzger 5 Lb
Sausage
395

5 lb

55'
59'

Corn Oil Margarine Qtrs.._ _ _
Texas Buttermilk Biscuits
Sliced Mozzarella Cheese
American Cheese Singles

$9"

07_

3 16

4"
$5"

12 oz

oz $1

16 cm

SaltineS
Saltine
Crackers
16 oz
•

16 oz $1 59

Reelfoot Bacon

_..3 lb. $1 49

Ends and Pieces._

Houser Valley Bacon.

_16 oz. 99°

Gold Medal
Self-Rising
Flour
5 Lb.

69

69'
63'
Country Brand
CL 119 Chunk Light Tuna
$1"
Country Brand Meat Wieners
69' Beef Stew.
_100, 33°
Jimmy Dean Sausage
_16
79
Vegetable Soup
Country Brand Pickle Loaf
119 Chef Boy Beef Ravioli......1501. 87'
59' Tamales

Turkey Franks_

Corn Dogs

Kelly's
Chili
with beans
15 oz.

American Cheese______ _

$1 39

_

89

_15 or

Vegetable Oil

48 oz.

$1 89

61+2 oz.

Powdered Sugar_

.2 lb.

99'

•

_24 or

15 oz. 99°

Evaporated Milk
Creamed Shortening

.39`
_12
42 oz_

99°
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Chemotherapy improves outlook of early breast cancer
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
AP Science Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Four new studies show that chemotherapy and
hormones can moderately improve
the outlook for the 70,000 women
diagnosed each year with early
breast cancer, but experts disagree
over whether every patient should
get these powerful drugs.
Until recently, doctors believed
that chemotherapy should be
reserved for women whose breast
cancer had spread to their lymph
nodes. The new research suggests
that many of those whose tumors
are still confined to their breasts
could also benefit from this
treatment.
The studies found that women
who got chemotherapy or hormonal
therapy were somewhat more likely
to remain free of cancer, but they
did not live any longer than those
who were treated with standard
surgery and radiation.
About 70 percent of women
operated on for early breast cancer
do well without any follow-up drug
therapy. The newest results present
physicians with a dilemma: Should
they subject all patients to oftengrueling courses of drug therapy,

Details of three U.S. studies and
even though only a small minority
one conducted in Europe are being
of them will benefit?
Several experts agreed that the published in Thursday's New Engdecision to use the medicines land Journal of Medicine.
should be left up to the patient and
"I think these four studies will
not made by the physician alone. have a significant impact on how
The mistake would be for people are taken care of," said
dotors to automatically give the Robert. "People will have an
drug without explaining the unre- opportunity to read the details and
solved issues about whether there will change the way they talk to
will be a survival advantage and women with node-negative breast
the possible long-term side cancer."
effects," said Dr. Nicholas Robert
In general, the studies found that
of New England Medical Center, a about 80 percent of the women getting drug treatment were still free
co-author of one of the studies.
Last May, the National Cancer of disease after about four years,
Institute sent letters to doctors compared with about 72 percent of
recommending that all breast those who were not treated. There
cancer patients get chemotherapy was no significant difference in the
or hormone therapy. As evidence, death rates between the two
it revealed the broad conclusions of groups.
However, researchers noted that
three of the latest studies but gave
even if the treatment does help
few details.
women live longer, this advantage
"Many people didn't feel that may not become clear until many
the alert from the NCI was docu- years later.
mented by enough evidence to jusIn an editorial in the journal, Dr,
tify it," said Dr. Merrill I. Feldman Vincent T. DeVita Jr. of Memorial
of University Hospital in Boston, Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, a
another co-author. "It still doesn't former head of the cancer institute,
justify putting all women on this, said the studies document "an
unless they fit the strict criteria of impressive reduction in the risk of
the women in these studies."
recurrence." He recommended that
drug treatment be offered to all
breast cancer patients except those
with very small tumors.
However, in another editorial,
Dr. William L. McGuire of the
University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio noted that if
They filed suit against
doctors treated all 70,000 women
Pittsburgh-based USX and its subsidiary U S. Steel Mining in March
1983, charging that younger workers were hired shortly before the
layoffs and were given jobs at
another U.S. Steel mine in its
Lynch district.
The jury ruled in the miners'
favor Feb. 9 after a four-day trial.
Because the jury agreed the age
discrimination was willful, the
S600,000 in lost wages being
sought was automatically doubled,
said Jennifer Coffman, who with
Arthur Brooks represented the
miners.
Mary Beth Taylor, an attorney
for U.S. Steel Mining, said the
company would ask U.S, District
Judge Eugene E. Siler Jr. to set
aside the verdict and, if unsuccessful; would appal.
The plaintiffs, most of whom
live in Harlan or neighboring counties, were at least 40 at the time of
the layoffs. They sought lost wages
from $7,000 to 593,000 each, Coffman said. Some retired, while
others found jobs after the layoffs.
When the company announced
the layoffs in 1982, it cited poor
economic conditions and said about
225 of its 1,000 workers in the district would be affected.

Coal-miners awarded 1.2 million
in age-discrimination lawsuit
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — A U.S.
District Court jury has awarded
$1.2 million to 15 coal miners in
their age-discrimination lawsuit
against USX Corp. and U.S. Steel
Mining Co. Inc. .
The men worked at the company's No. 35 mine at South
Winifred in Harlan County and
were laid off in April 1982 when
that mine was closed.

Breckinridge Co.
may convert jail
to juvenile facility
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Breckinridge County may build a
new jail and convert its existing
jail into a juvenile detention center
if the facilities can be selfsufficient.
Rather than continue spending
S60,000 a year to operate the jail,
the county is looking at ways to
make the facility pay for itself.
A jail can pay for itself by taking other prisoners either from the
state or other counties, JudgeExecutive Tom Moorman said.

with early breast cancer, they
would prevent recurrence in 5,410
of them. The rest would have been
treated needlessly, and the therapy
would have cost 5338 million. As
many as 50 to 100 women would
die from the treatment itself.
"I would argue that the cost
considerably outweighs the benefits
of treating all node-negative
patients, especially in the absence
of a proved survival benefit,"
McGuire wrote.
Robert said he would consider
drug treatment for somewhat more
than half of women with early
breast cancer, while Feldman said
it might be reasonable for about 70
percent.
The four studies published were:
—The National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project. or
NSABP, treated 679 women with
tumors that did not respond to hormones. After four years, 80 percent
of those getting a three-drug combination were cancer-free. compared with 71 percent in a comparison group.
—A second NSABP study
treated 2,644 women with tumors
sensitive to hormones. After five
years, 83 percent getting the synthetic hormone tamoxifen were
cancer-free, versus 77 percent in a
comparison group.
—A multi-hospital study
directed by Dr. Edward G. Mansour of Cleveland Metropolitan
General Hospital treated 403
women with large tumors. -After

three years, 84 percent getting a
four-drug combination and 69 percent in a comparison group were
still fr.T of cancer.
--The Ludwig Breast Cancer
Study Group in Europe treated

1,275 women with early breas,
cancer. After four years, 77 percent
of those who received a four-drug
combination were cancer-free, as
were 73 percent in a comparison
group.
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SALE!
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TENNIS SHOES
Canvas & Leather

off.

come check our Spring Shoes New styles arriving daily!

hoe
16110
hack

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8p.m
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza 759-4795 )

INALMART
PHARMACY
Great Savings on
Our Wide Selection
Of Items For Your
Personal Needs.
0,0 a, NAY

ff.,.

[AMU,A

thmsoio.
LiQuirAelosoi
CURES

ATHLETES
FOOT
Kills Fungi
kkonit.E
JaPtIES
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Loving Hands Latex Gloves
•

i'eotures non-slip grip with soft absorbent
tOrrr fitting shape for 0 comfortoale fit Full nand protection

Tinactin
Antlfungal Liquid Aerosol
•4 Ounces

ag•
•Nature's
Remedy,_1

Novahistine
Cold & Hay Fever Formula

Renu Disinfect.
Solution

•4

•12 Ounces

Ounces

A, 4over
,
ssa
Notion°.

w

Nature's Remedy

Natural Vegetable
Laxative
•30 Court

Natural Vegetable Laxative
Campho-Phenique
Antibiotic
•antment
•.5 Ounce

Drawstring Kitchen Bogs
Rugged plastic kitchen bogs woh Jr owsti mg closure 20 per box
Cepacol
Throat Lozenges
•'8 Ccu-t

OINT ENT

tht-.11t,
',It
SL,d,

SOOTTeING RELTEC TOR DAT AINDuT.,
AND IRRITATED Thileoe,

TA 1k E T S

Single Deadbolt or Entry Lock
Strong, singie cylinder I
deadboit or
(6,500,4001cTi) entry lock with thumb turn inside, key out\ 54350.517'1 ./ side. Both with polisned brass finish.
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flossy Sweep Corn Broom
Long flexible fibers with o wood' handle

on this old fashioned quality 100% corn
broom

208 E. Main

753-3361

Actifed
•100 Count
•Coated tablets

ciaaisponse
Firs
lion Predictor
Test Refills
.Three tesv refills

*,

FlberCon
Fiber Laxative

Sale

26

at

100 coaled lattlet,

•36 Count

Sale Prices Good thru Sat., Feb. 25
Hwy 641 North - Murray
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6

VISA
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Royal Air Force crew fight elements;
search for missing sailors continues
LONDON (AP) — Royal Air
Force rescue aircraft battled stiff
winds and rough seas to search for
the 17 crew members of a cargo
ship that sank early today in the
Atlantic Ocean about 350 miles
west of Scotland, the coast guard
said.
Lifeboats were lowered from the
Panamanian-registered Secil Angola just before it sank at 7:30 a.m.
(2:30 a.m. EST), but the first aircraft on the scene reported no sign
of survivors, said coast guard
spokesman John Griffiths.
The crew members' nationalities
were not immediately known, he
said.
"Weather conditions are making
it difficult to spot exactly what's
going on," said Griffiths, a district
staff officer in Clyde, Scotland.
He said winds in the area were
about 45 mph and waves were 20
feet high.
Griffiths said the 2,625-ton Secil
Angola was transporting salt from
Spain to Iceland when it lost its
forward hatch coverings and started
taking on water. He said the ship's
captain sent a last dramatic message: "There is great danger. Helicopters please hurry."

An RAF Nimrod maritime reconaissance aircraft, the first on the
scene, reported the stricken vessel
was awash — just above the surface of the water — at 7:20 a.m.,
said Griffiths.
Minutes later the pilot reported
radio contact has been lost, the ship
had turned on its side and sank.
Griffiths said the Nimrod
dropped three life rafts and other
rescue equipment onto the water.

Rescue helicopters were dispatched from Royal Air Force
bases in west Wales and northwest
England, he said. Two long-range
U.S. Air Force helicopters were
also en route from Keflavik, Iceland, he said.
Griffiths said the British helicopters would be operating at their
maximum range. The American
helicopters have an inflight refueling capability.

PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are aailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Satin," a female adult DSH black cat; "Tyler," a male four-months-old DSH Tabby; and "Dougie," a two-months-old Collie/Shepherd mix pup. Also abailable are female Chow Shepherd mix pups and
sereral adult cats. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call
759-4141.

Storey's

NATURES BEST
GRADE A LARGE

FOOD
GIANT

EGGS

lái
1111111CW)
&.

BEL- AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.
OP

Mars photos
transmitted

LARSEN'S
FRESH-LIKE

I7

I
9'

PRINGLES

COLA

ir[ptis

--1- ---' 12 PK. 12 OZ. CANS
k, TWO LITER PLASTIC '1' ,
..m....m.m.......CHOC.

- ALL FLAVORS -

BI-RITE
PURE VEGETABLE

DEL MONTE

CATSUP

792 CHIPS
POTAT

79

[MARSHMALLOW - MILK OR RICH
CARNATION

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

•

OR

OIL

9'

)

69
48 OZ. PLASTIC BOTTLE
U.S.D.A.

N

UNCAN HINES

rD

LUVS

CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIES

HOT COCOA MIX
100z.

10 PK.

DIAPERS

899

99c ipia.z-

66 SMALL $
48 MED
32 LARGE

GOLDEN ROD L140c- nIII

IDEAL
HAMBURGER & HOT DOG

490

ROMAN MEAL

1

MARTHA WHITE
FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

i
19LJUICE
ORAN

BUNS
12 OZ. PK.

ROUN

BREAD

U.S.D.A.

990

ROUN

200Z.
LOAF

U.S.D.A.

ROUN

I

TRAIL BLAZER
DOG

FOOD

8

39

PLAIN OR SELF RISING
JIF

PEANUT BUTTER

18 OZ.

$ 1 99

0SAGE

99'
100
15 OZ. 3/$

PEACHES

29 OZ.

BUSHS

HOMINY
BUSH CHILI

HOT BEANS

Missouri target
of advertising
for festivals
UWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
The Green River Tourism Committee has targeted Missouri for a
series of radio and newspaper ads
on Owensboro's barbecue and
Iilucgrass music, Muhlenberg
County's Everly Brothers festival
and other area attractions.
The campaign will run from
March 1 through June 30.
"We feel like a lot of our travel
patterns come from that area," said
Shirley Dexter, tourism coordinator
for the Green River Area Development District.
"The area we've targeted is
within easy driving distance," she
said.
The committee was given
$35,000 in state funds for its promotions, with each of the counties in
the district contributing S500 to
help provide the matching funds.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

UP, MT. DEW, DR. "PEPPER
DIET PEPSI, CAFFIENE FREE

PEPSI

2/29' Bonnet;

REEI

(
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

N

DIET OR REG.

PORK & BEANS
14 OZ.

V EG — ALL
16 OZ.

FREE!

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

SHOW BOAT

I

CORN
17 OZ. CAN

Robrahn new
Ky. AP editor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Steve Robrahn, Associated Press
correspondent in Pikeville, has
been named the AP's news editor
in Louisville.
Louisville Chicf of Bureau Ed
Staats announced the appointment
on Tuesday.
Robrahn, 31, has covered eastern
Kentucky from his base in Pikeville for nearly two years. He is a
native of Wichita, Kan., and a graduate of the University of Kansas.
He joined the AP in Topeka.
Kan., in 1983 and worked two
years in the Kansas City bureau
before returning to Topeka to cover
state politics and government.
In Louisville, Robrahn succeeds
Debra Hale, who has transferred to
the AP's Atlanta bureau.

Ode

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO STAMPS NECESSARY

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

MOSCOW (AP) —.. An
unmanned Soviet space satellite
has sent back to Earth the first
images of the largest of Mars' two
moons, the lass news agency said.
The space probe, launched July
12, began orbiting Mars on Jan. 29
as part of a program to unlock the
.and its
secrets of the red planer
largest moon, Phobos, which is
seven miles in diameter.
The Phobos II probe was moved
into an closer orbit Saturday and
began beaming broadcasting
images of the moon at midday
Tuesday,- Tass said.
"A high-qualiity image of Phobos from various angles was
recorded on nine television sequences," Tass said in a dispatch
from the flight control center in
Moscow.
Phobos II carries instruments
and experiments prepared by 12
countries as well as the European
Space Agency.
A sister ship, Phobos I, failed to
respond to commands last September when a ground controller sent
an erroneous computer command.
Its flight controllers have since
been unable to communicate with
it.
The Phobos mission is a precursor to what officials say will be a
manned mission to Mars early next
century.

Not .

15 vOZ

3/S 1

HUNTS

RONCO

KETCHUP

MACARONI &
ARMOUR

32 OZ. $ 1 29
KRAFT POTATOES SCALLOPED OR

AUGRATTEN

7 OZ.

79'

15 OZ.

3/9°°

SENECA

APPLE JUICE

4 OZ. $ 1 19

DAIRY

FROZEN

4/$ 1 00

CHILI WITH BEANS .... 16 OZ.
RINSO

BUSHS GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS

CHEESE..71/4 OZ.

LAUNDRY
PURINA

DETERGENT

DOG CHOW

3802.

79'
99'

$799
25 LB.

DELI

BAKERY

ALL FLAVORS
GAYMONT
FLEISHMANS

ll3/i1 00

Y0pURT

EGG

BEATERS
17

FIELD
HONEY GRAIN

$159

JELL-O REG '2"

NEW! KRAFT

FUNTREESI

s 149

6 PK.

10 OZ.

KRAFT SHREDDED

280Z. $1 19

CHEESE
CHEDDAR OR MAZZARELLA

BANQUET

FRUIT PIES

PUDDING

99'

BREAD

16 OZ.

FRIED

DANISH

EA.

99°
29°

HAWAIIAN

BREAD

99
$
16 OZ.1

BOLO
YODLER SWISS

CHEESE
POTATO

SALA
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Weeping Wand I)o?

What Does
Fix the shutter, Fix the gutter
Fix the floor, Fix the door
Paint the hall, Paper the wall
Clean the shed, Move the bed

r, East Sycaty. They are,
y; and "Dou- mix pups and
, open to the
ormation call

Not as much as you might think.

ven Prices

Odd Jobs At
753-8866

PAYMORE?
BEANS

MARGARINE

FILLED
CASH CARD

u1SHINASHING LIQUID

PAPER TOWELS

220Z.

RITE
GETABLE

IL
69

WITH ONE FWD
SHOPPERS CASH CARD,

999

LB

$ 1 99

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

REELFOOT

SMOKED
PICNIC

SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST

59c

$239 j
LB

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BOTTOM

ROUND STEAK...1B. $159 ROUND STEAK....i.B.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE TENDERIZED

X

RUMP
ROAS

i $ 1 59
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

MEAL

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

'GROUND
CHUCK

STIC BOTTLE

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

FRESH
GROUND DAILY

I

39'

39°

Blue
(
11.)'
Bonnet,",
Arair

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

BOUNTY

1 LB. QTRS.

29°

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

DOVE

BLUE BONNET

BOAT

Clark said duesday that Mnada is
withdrawing its charge d-laffaires
from Tehran for consultations on
the death threats issue, but is leaving one diplomatic representative
in Iran.
Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency said Iran's diplomatic recall was in response to Monday's decision by the 12 nations of
the European Economic Community to withdraw their envoys from
Tehran for consultations.
Iranian parliament speaker

CAANL Y
AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

PRICES GOOD WEDS. FEB. 22ND
THRU TUES FEB. 28TH
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

However offensive Rushdie's
book, "The Satanic Verses," may
be to Moslems, "inciting murder
and offering rewards for its perpetration are deeply offensive to the
norms of civilized behavior," Bush
said.
The United States does not have
diplomatic relations with Iran.
Bush noted existing economic
sanctions against Iran and said: "I
don't know where we'll go from
there.''
In Ottawa, Foreign Minister Joe
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n. aIramna. rket memher. went
cr‘nre.
tep furthnn
nes,'..is. it
announced it was expelling the Iraman charge d'affaires and his aide.
It is neither possible nor sensible to conduct a normal relation hp
Iran.— l'ore# Secretary'
Sir Geoffrey Howe told the House
of Commons.
Sweden and Norway followed
the Common Market and recalled
:heir ambassadors. and Sweden
threatened to cancel a trade mission
lo Tehran next month unless the
kat warrant were rescinded.
Finland and Austria summoned
the Iranian amhassadors to their
:i:itins:oemrcs dsapproval of
Moslems car ' !le Satanic Verscs — blasphemes [noir religion h\
portraying
h
r.rophet
Mohammed's wive'<
nros!irutes
and suggesting that !;‘: mote toe
Koran. the_ holv book of Islam,
rather than receiving it from God.
The novel was met with critical
acclaim when Viking oiblished the
547-page book iD Britain in
September.
It was not until last week, on the
eve of its publication in the United
States. that Khomeini ordered
Moslems to track down Rushdie
and kill him.
Publishers in France, West Germany, Greece and Turkey then
canceled plans to publish the book.
Bookstores in Japan and many in
the United States pulled the novel
from their shelves.
Many independent booksellers
continued to stock the novel, however. The New York Times
reported that based on last week's
sales ''The Satanic Verses" will he
listed as the second hest-selling
hardcover fiction book in the
March 5 issue of The New York
Times Book Review.
.
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LAST WEEKS NAME:
NANCY BUCHANAN
CARD' NOT PUNCHED

$799
LB.
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.13E114CH GREEN
{FRESH

Hasherm Rafsanjani called the Eb
move "a big mistake."
"The EEC decision ... is a clear
sign which proves claims that the .
issue of this blasphemous book ...
is a plot designed by Western
imperialism to fight true Islam,"
IRNA quoted him as saying.
We do not fear such threats....
We are prepared to follow our own
path at a cost." said Rafsanjani.
The confrontation over Rushdie
appeared to be eroding efforts by
some Iranian officials, including
Rafsanjani, to strengthen ties with
more nations despite opposition by
fundamentalist hard-liners.
Although Rafsanjani was not
quoted as endorsing the death sentence. his comments indicated Iranian leaders were closing ranks in
the face of retaliation for Khomeini's death call.
President Ali Khamenei, a Rafsanjani ally, said Friday that Rushdie might be pardoned if he
repented and apologized. Rushdie,
a Moslem himself, apologized the
next day, but Khomeini ignored the
"(verture- and - renewed the death
threat.
Iran's deputy foreign minister,
Nlohammad Javad Larijani, said
fuesday that although Iran stood
ny its statements on Rushdie, it had
not dispatched death squads to kill
'He author.
.We have not closed the door on
negotiations nor have we opened
the door for confrontation.' Larinani said in an interview w_ith
!RNA.
At the United Nations,
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar appealed to Iran to spare
:he lives of k
and his
publishers.
The 41-year-old Indian-born
author has been in hiding with his
vit.e M Britain, where he lives.
rhe Common Market nations
toppe short of breaking relations
Ieranl nhgu t tsoa:
p d paitominI ats,h
addition
t e
,ould suspend high-level visits to
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Diplomatic fight over 'Verses' continues
By KERIN HOPE
Associated Press Writer
By The Associated Press
Iran recalled all its ambassadors
from European Common Market
nations Tuesday and Britain
expelled an Iranian envoy as the
diplomatic battle grew over Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's death
threats against author Salman
Rushdie.
In Washington, President Bush
said he supported the retaliatory
moves by the European countries.

What's The Cost?
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TENDER FRESH

2 LB. BAG„ BLUE RIBBON

SPINACH LB. 9g)

POPCORN!.EA.

9

A full-page advertisement Wednesday in the Times announcing
publication of the book proclaimed:
"Free people- write books. free
people publish books, free people
sell books, free people buy hooks,
free people read books." The ad
was signed by the Association of
American Publishers, the American
Booksellers Association and the
American Library Association.
In a letter Tuesday to Premier
Michel Rocard of France, the more
than 500 authors in the French
chapter of the international Pen
Club called for publication of "The
Satanic Verses" and said they were
confident authorities could assure
the publishers' safety.
In West Germany, internationally acclaimed novelist Guenter
Grass said a group of-24 writers
will publish the book under an
agreement with the publisher,
which said last week it feared for
its employees.
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UK wants to question reporter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- The
Cniversity of Kentucky wants to
question a newspaper reporter
about who leaked confidential
information regarding the school's
response to NCAA allegations
:gainst the basketball program.
The school's notice of intent to
t.:ke a deposition from the reporter
.as made part oT a suit filed in
I ayette Circuit Court by the Lexington Herald -Leader and The
h Louisville) Courier-Journal to
make the response a public record,
university spokesman Bernie Vonderheide said Tuesday.
The Courier-Journal reported

Sunday that Kentucky's response Lucky 's response. The university
indicated head basketball coach will seek the deposition from WilEddie Sutton may have wanted a son about March 1, Vonderheide
high school basketball coach "to said.
give false and misleading informaSutton declined to comment
tion to the NCAA" about the trans- about the story Tuesday at practice
portation of Kentucky basketball
The leak prompted two members
players Eric Manuel and Sean Sut- of the university's board of trustees
ton to a college entrance exam in to call MoQday for an
Lexington in June 1987.
investigation.
The allegation concerning Sutton
David Hawpe, editor of The
was not part of the NCAA's 18 Courier-Journal, on Tuesday said,
allegations against the 'program, 'I'm surprised and disappointed
and Sutton has denied any impro- that UK would pursue this. It
per conduct.
appears to be an effort to intimiThe story, written by Richard date and harass our reporter. If they
Wilson, quoted directly from Ken- (Coned on page 11A)

Luck still bad for MHS Tigers
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Murray High Tiger coach Cary
Miller feels like a lucky man.
Cnfortunately for Miller and his
ligers, the luck is all bad.
Tuesday' night in Tiger Gym,
Murray lost a heartbreaker in the
final seconds on a questioned -foul
and two free throws by Hickman
County's Eugene Alexander, giving
the Falcons a 51-50 win.
"They should never have been
shooting those last two free
throws," Miller said. It was a
touch foul."
After Jim Hornbuckle put in a
James Payne miss with 10 seconds
to go, giving the Tigers a 50-49
:cad, Hickman inbounded the ball,
and Alexander and Murray' guard
Chris Dill touched after Alexander
crossed the half-court line.
Dill was whistled for a blocking
foul.
After Alexander hit the first of
the free throws, Miller called Murray's last timeout, and after Ale\ander hit the second, Willis CheaDiet Pills Sweeping U.S.

Doctors Invent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight

I

U.S. Gov't. Approves Patent
Claims for New Diet Pill
BEVERLY HILLS. CA (Special)\n amazing new weight loss pill called
'tat-magnet" has recently been devel• ped and perfected by two prominent
doctors at a world famous,hospital in
Los Angeles that reportedly "guarantees" you steady fat loss and calorie
reduction by simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
1-he U.S. government hasjust approv':d the doctors claims for a hard-to-get
pak.iit that confirms "there has never
been anything like their fat-bonding pill
priicess before.' It is a totally new major
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss industry.
Inu Can "Fat Norrnall"
Best of all. "you can continue to
eat your favorite tixxis and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You can start losing fat and
reduce calories from the very first day.
until you achieve the ideal weight you
desire without exercising".
Flushes Fat Out of Body
Hie new pill is appropriately called
the "tat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles, each acting
like a tiny magnet. "attracting" and
trapping many times its size in undigested tat particles. Then,all the trapped
tat and calories are naturally "flushed"
right out of your body because they
cannot be absorbed.
Within 2 days you should notice a
change in the color of your stool,caused
hy the fat particles being eliminated.
"Automatically"
. Lose Fat
According to one ofthe inventors, Dr.
William Shell. heart specialist and
associate professor of medicine at
UCLA medical school. "the new fatbonding process is a "lazy' way" to lose
weight because the pills alone
"automatically" reduce calories tw
eliminating dietary tat. It is 100% safe
and not a drug."
'Pie fat-magnet pills are already
sweeping the 'country with glowing
reports of weight loss from formerly
overweight people in all walks of life
who are now slimmer, trimmer and
more attractive again.
No Available to the Public
It you arc trying to toe 20, 50, 100
pounds or more, you can order your
supply' of these "no-risk" highly successful tat-magnet pills directly from the
doctors' exclusive manufacturer only
(includes optional calorie-reduction
plan for even better results). Send $20
for a 90 pill supply(+$3 handling), or
S35 tor a 180pill supply(+S3handling).
Fat-Maenet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd..
Dept. W1-126, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date.
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800) 527-9700.
•F l19019
ext. WH26.

ney drove the court for the Tigers. WON.
His attempt. from just inside the
Hornbuckle hit the first of two
3-point line, hit the rim but free throws, missed the second,
but
bounced off to the right.
Payne rebounded and scored to
"We're having a lot of luck right give MHS a 34-31 lead.
However,
now, it's just all bad," Miller said a 7-2 Hickman spurt,
aided by a
as Murray dropped their sixth in a questionable goalten
ding call on
row, falling to 8-17, while Hick- Hornbuckle, gave
Hickman a 38-36
man improved to 17-7.
lead going into the fourth quarter.
Hornbuckle led the Tigers with
Free throws by Fulton and Payne
19, followed by Payne with 11. tied it at the start
of the quarter,
Jimmy" Poffenberger and Michael and after a score from
Sutter, a
Sutter each had 14 for Hickman, jumper from Brian Sowerby
and a
while Alexander had 11.
stick back from Hornbuckle gave
Murray started out with a 4-0 MHS a 42-40 lead. Hickman's Alelead, when Hornbuckle and Payne xander buried a 3-pointer,
but
each hit jumpers. However, Hick- Hornbuckle answered for Murray.
man scored six straight, before A score by Poffenberger gave
Payne tied it up with a jumper from Hickman a 45-44 lead,
but Chea17-feet. The teams exchanged ney put MHS on top
with a pull-up
buckets until Hickman took a jumper from the free throw
line.
14-11 lead to end the first quarter Hickman took a 3-point
lead at
when Alexander scored on a 49-46 following scores
by Barnett
3-point play, hitting a layup and and Sutter.
being fouled by' Brian Sowerby.
Payne hit two free throws to
After two free throws by Mike draw Murray within one, at 49-48
Davis gave Hickman a five-point with 1:22 left in the game. Hicklead at 16-11, MHS ran off six
man went to a spread offense, and
straight on two field goals by Mike Dill fouled Alexander with 26 secFulton and a score from Jason onds left. MHS called timeout to
Joseph to take a 17-16 lead. A jum- ice Alexander, and the strategy
per by Hornbuckle gave MHS a
worked as he missed the front end
19-16 advantage, but Alexander hit of a one-and -one and Fulton pulled
a 3-pointer to tic it up. After a down the rebound, setting up
the
score from Hornbuckle, Sutter last-second heroics from Hornscored on a jumper, and two free buckle and Alexander.
throws by Barnett gave Hickman a
One costly factor for Murray was
23-21 halftime lead.
their inability to connect at the free
Scores by Hornbuckle and
throw line, going 6-of-16 from the
Murray High sophomore Jason Joseph tips the ball off the glass while a
Joseph put Murray up by two to charity stripe.
Falcon player challenges the
rebound
effort in last night's narrow loss to Hickman County.
start the third quarter, but, after a
Staff photo by David R2rIle
Despite the six-game skid, Miller
Hickman timeout, Barnett hit two seems convinced the Tigers are
jumpers to make it 27-25. Payne getting better.
tied it up, and Barnett hit another
"We're playing much better, but
jumper, but back-to-back scores we just can't seem to get a break
STAFF REPORT
team-high 13 rebounds, to mark his
from Cheaney gave Murray a 31-29 right now," Miller said.
in some different situations on the
"SomeMurray Ledger & Times Sports
second straight double-double. Hart
lead. Poffenberger tied it up with a (Cont'd on page 11A)
road."
had 12 points and 11 rebounds in a
Morris said he hopes it pays off
The Calloway County Lakers loss at Oldham County
Friday
when the district tournament starts
continued a long road swing, drop- night.
at Mayfield next week.
ping an 82-73 contest at Fort
Calloway' played without starting
"We'll take playing on the road
Campbell Tuesday night.
forward Cliff Curd, nursing an
seven
or eight more games."
"They're a very good basketball ankle sprain.
Junior Varsity
team," Laker coach Craig Morris
The Lakers trailed by three at the
Callowa
y lost the JV contest as
said. "Their three perimeter people end of the first quarter, but the
Fal- well, dropping a 38-34 decision
are excellent shooters. They hit cons outscored Calloway 26-19
in despite 13 from Rob Dennis and 11
some crucial shots."
the second quarter to take a ten- from Travis
Turner.
The three perimeter people point halftime edge, and Callowa
y
Limited Time
Nexst Game
bombed the Lakers from outside. had to scramble to get
back in it.
Offer!
The Lakers close the year at
James Washington had 22, Lamar
The Lakers, who traveled to Old- Hickman County
Friday' night in a
Monitor and
Wright
had
21,
and Randy Jett ham County on Saturday and will
EPSON
video board
girls-boys doubleheader.
opbonal
pitched in 19 for the Falcons.
visit Hickman County' on Friday' to CALI,OWAY COUNTY
EQUITY II+
15 34 48 73
Tim Armstrong and David Hart close out the season,
CAMPBELL
18 44 57 82
are gaining FORT
Calloway County (73)- Armstrong 17, Hart
shared scoring honors with 17 some much-ne
eded experience on 17, Rued° 14, Kelly 13, Carpenter 6, Newton 4,
each, while Mike Ruccio had 14 the road.
Dennis 2, T
Totals Ft: 211-57, FT 14-19, 26
(Hart 13), 21 turnovers.
and Benji Kelly" added 13.
"Everybody would like to play at rebounds
Fort Campbell (82) - Washington 22,
Hart had his second straight sol- home, Morris said.
L.Wright 21, Jell 19, Strop, 12, D.Wright 4,
"We're getting Kellman
4, Palen:,
id performance, pulling down a some experien
Giles Totals Ft:
ce, and we're getting 27-58, VT 20-25, 2.8Strodiski,
rebounds., 17 turnovers.

Falcons edge Calloway Lakers

$200 CASH
REBATE

Cash in on quality.
When you make a s. mart
business decision you
deserve to be rewarded for it
So, for a limited time only.
Epson is offering a $200 Cash
Rebate when you purchase
an Equity- II+ personal
computer BETWEEN
FEBRUARY 1, 1989 AND
MARCH 31, 1989. This is
your chance to put the power
of an Equity 11+ on your desk,
and get $200 cash back in
your pocket.
The Equity 11+ delivers
powerful AT'-compatible
performance in a remarkably
compact design Perfectly
suited for the most demanding business applications, the
Equity 11+ delivers a perfectly
balanced combination of
features, performance and
value

- Powerful dual-speed 8/12MHz
80286 microprocessor
• Fully compatible with the
PC/AT standard
• Standard 640KB RAM
memory
• Six full-size expansion slots
• Three half-height mass
storage slots
• Backed by Epson's one year
limited warranty
To receive your $200 Cash
Rebate you need to act
now! All purchases made
BETWEEN FEBRUARY 1
AND MARCH 31, 1989
must be documented and
postmarked no later than
April 15, 1989

EPSON'
WHEN YOU'VE GOT AM EPSON,
YOU'VE GOT A LOT OF COMPANY.

Epson .s a registered t,ademark of Seiko Epson
Corporation Equity is a trademark of Epsor,
America Inc AT is a registered trademark 01
International Business Machines COrpOrabOn
YOur request must be postmarked by 1/15/89
Offer only val,d tor product(s) purchased
'0 11* USA Rebate alid only on
sales for personal use or business user to nod
users
Rebate not Yak)on products sold for resale

g/g1Z7

Computer Center

314 Main St., Murray Ky. 42071
(502) 753-7733

BOCK BEER IS HERE!
BOCK BEER IS A
SPECIAL BREW OF
HEAVY BEER,
USUALLY
SOMEWHAT DARKER
AND SWEETER THAN
REGULAR BEER,
WHICH IS PREPARED
IN THE WINTER FOR
USE IN THE SPRING.
BOCK BEER IS
SUPPPOSED TO
HERALD THE ARRIVAL.
OF SPRING.

MariI M E
BOCK BEER
I
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GIVING UP THE HOST

Tourney changes'homer'rule
KANSAS CITY, N10. AP) — One complaint losing teams in the NCAA basketball tournament may
never make again is that they gut "homered."
Revising an earlier decision, the tournament committee has decreed that beginning this year, no team
will be assigned to play first or second-round games
on its home floor. The new policy, originally to take
effect in 1991, takes aim at what many critics have
felt was a major tourney shortcoming.
"After the tremendous favorable response the
committee received last year when no team played on
its home floor in the first or second rounds, we went
hack to the host sites td see whether they would consider us moving the policy from 1991 to 1989. and
they all complied," tournament chairman Cedric
Dempsey said Tuesday.
The committee has long had a policy against teams
having the "home-court advantage'. when they reach
the regional competition, one step from the Final
Four.
The first fans irritated by the new early-round policy could be at Arizona, where Dempsey is athletic
director. The Wildcats are the official host of a West
Regional first and second-round site March 17-19 at
Tucson, Ant., but are certain to play elsewhere.
Dempsey said in a national teleconference call that
he .does...IIQL. _expect _attendance - to- -suffer- greatly.- -"The only place that begins to create a problem is
in the West. where we have long distances between

Boston slugger Wade Boggs and his Red Sox teammates are waiting for whatever repercussions may
follow Margo Adams' revealing comments in a recent edition of a national adult magazine.

Boggs' designated swinger' tells
all in adult magazine interview
BOSTON.(AP) — The long-awaited Penthouse
magazine article on Boston third baseman Wade
Boggs is arriving on newstands next week. It has
everything promised — sex, infidelity, racism,
grudges, pranks and nastiness.
Margo Adams, Boggs' former lover, details
graphic descriptions of the sex lives of several Red
Sox players in the article, which is described in
today's editions of the Boston Globe and the Boston
Herald.
The article said that Boggs also made a racist
remark about teammate Jim Rice, saying the left fielder 'think's he's white." Boggs also "would jokingly say Keith (Hernandez, the New York Mets first
baseman) was a homosexual."
Adams is suing Boggs for $12 million and is being
paid a minimum of $100,000 by Penthouse for the
story, entitled the "Designated Swinger,— which was
written by David D. Shumacher. She could make as
much as $500,000, depending on sales of the issue.
Adams said that Boggs made racist remarks On
several occasions.
"Several of the white ballplayers preferred black
women when they were on the road," Adams said in
the article. "This was very upsetting to Wade. One
white player was dating a black girl from Milwaukee.
and Wade told him it wasn't good for his image to be
seen with a black woman."
Al Nero, Boggs' agent, said — it's a very sick,
weak attempt on Margo's part to hurt Wade and his
teammates.'
"I'm going to take a day and then decide if I'm
going to make any kind of statement.— Boggs said in
a statement issued by his lawyer, Jennifer King.
"I'm not going to dignify the story with a response
right now. Basically, I've already refuted
everything.''
Adams said that Boggs told her he had contracted
venereal disease from one woman and impregnated
another. The woman subsequently had a miscarriage,
Adams was quoted as sayong.
Adams also detailed a number of Boggs' superstitions. She claimed she took 64 road trips with Boggs.
purchased his clothes and avoided sex with him during the day because "Wade believes that sex
weakens your legs, and he needs strong legs to play
third base."
Boggs also had a superstition related to Adams'

undergarments.
"One night I went to the game and he went
4-for-5," Adams said in the article. "He found out
that I hadn't worn panties underneath my dress. So
for the next couple of months when he went into a
chimp, he'd ask me not to wear panties to the game.
It wasn't sexual -- it was that he'd gotten hits and
wanted to be sure of the little things he had done to
get those hits."
There are no nude photos of Adams in the April
issue, which goes on sale next week. There are four
pictures showing Boggs and Adams together, the
Globe said, but the issue does not have the photo that
Boggs has admitted taking when he and Adams set
up pitcher Bob Stanley with a stripper.
Penthouse said there would be a sequel in its May
issue: "Next month: Margo bares all — sensational
pictures, plus more on baseball wives and groupies
and sizzling locker room intrigue."
The Globe and Herald did not identify any players
Adams alleged wpre involved in sexual incidents.
Red Sox general manager Lou Gorman, who
according to Adams is not liked by Boggs, said the
article was not likely to make him increase his
efforts to trade the third baseman.
— I'm not going to trade him unless someone
makes an offer that'll improve our ballclub," Gorman said. "As you know, Wade denies many of
these statements were made.The Houston Astros have offered pitcher Bob
Knopper, outfielder Kevin Bass and third baseman
Ken Caminiti for Boggs, but Boston had asked for
pitcher Mike Scott to be included in the deal. Several
other general managers have said they do not want
Boggs at the moment because of the controversy
generated by Adams' lawsuit.
Adams alleged that Boggs made the following
remarks about his teammates:
— On right fielder Dwight Evans: "Wade felt
Dwight didn't appove of his drinking and partying.
He felt that Dwight went to management about him
and Wade was spoken to about it. Dwight probably
thought Wade was a bad influence on the rookies
because of his relationship with me."
— On right-hander Roger Clemens: "Mr. Perfect.
That's what he calls Roger. He (Boggs) felt and a lot
of players felt that he (Clemens) changed after that
first year.''

Luck still bad...
(Cont'd from page 10A)
time, hopefully soon, we'll get it
all together."
Junior Varsity
The Tigers won the jayvee contest, 52-29 thanks to three players
in double figures. Sowerby had 19,

followed by Scott Gordon with 11
and 10 from Robbie Danner.
Next Game
MRS closes regular-season
action Friday with a,girls and boys
doubleheader with Fulton County.

HICKMAN COUNTY . ....... 14 23 38 51
MURRAY
11 21 36 50
Dickman (51) — Barnett 14, Sutter 14, Alesander 11, Poffenberaer 6, Pillow 4, Davis 2,
Fstes. Totals FG 26.56, FT 9-14, 27 rebounds, 13
turnovers.
Murray (50) — llornbuckle 19, Payne 12, Fulton 7, Cheaney 6, Joseph 5, Sowerby 2, Thur.
mond, Dill. Totals FG 22-44, FT 6-16, 29
rebounds, 16 turnovers.
Records — Hickman 17-7, Murray 8-17.

institutions, he said. "But we do feel the neutr,
will enhance the tournament and should not a:„.
crowds. I am confident we will do well (at Tucson),
probably not quite as well as we would have done if
the University of Arizona had been bracketed there.
The committee will be careful to make certain fans
where early-round games are played will be able to
watch their local teams play elsewhere on televisioin.
"lf a host institution is playing elsewhere, they
will play on opposite days in the bracketing," he
said. "In other words, if the University of Arizon,.
hosting on Friday-Sunday. then we the Ar
team) would play in the Thursday-S
sequence.''
Critics of past tournament policy have poin1L
such situations as Indiana playing at the fitH
Dome in Indianapolis in the early rounds be.
going on to win the 1986 championship. Another
example of the "home crowd" problem would be
Georgia Tech playing in the Omni in Atlanta.
Dempsey agreed that eliminating the home crowd
problem at regional sites is much more difficlt.
The committee has wrestled with that along with
the home floor advantage ever since Use been on the
committee," he said. "We feel we made a good
move to the neutralityof home
Se n -arisv.er to developing any policy relating to
home crowds. We feel it would reduce the number of
sites to where it would be impractical at this time

UK wants to question...
(Cont'd from page 10.4)
want this information, why don't
they ask the people who have the
report? UK knows, or ought to
know, that attempts to force our
reporter to break the confidentiality
of his sources would clearly violate
Kentucky law and the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution."
Vonderheide said that the
lawyers for Manuel, assistant Kentucky coach Dwane Casey, Lexington Lafayette High School basketball coach Donnie Harville and
Sutton also have copies of at least
parts of the response.
Vonderheide, however, said the
attorneys would not be under restrictions facing the university to
withhold the response from the
public.
"They're pretty much on their
own," he said. "But any person
with the response could incur the
same problems that the university
is concerned about and that's privacy of the individuals named.
'There's no legal impediment to
their doing what they want, but
they could face the same liability.''
Terry McBrayer, Eddie Sutton's
attorney, had charged that a university official leaked part of the

response in an effort to promote toe
tiring of Sutton at the end of the
season.
The university maintained Monday that it was not responsible for
the leaks.

The only two people w ith eop:es
the response were questioned
and assured the university's legal
counsel that they had not released
any -portion of the document tH
new spaper. Von.Lrheic.'e
Of

Members of the undefeated Calloway County 7th grade Lady Lakers
included (front, left to right) Amanda Greer, Valerie Shelton, Vanessa
Huey, Christy .Sledd and Becky Burkeen:(back) ,Jennifer Paul, manager, Heather Myers, Marti McCiard, coach James Pigg. Jamie Pigg,
Tammy Chester, coach Pete' O'Rourke. Elise Anderson and Mitii
Rickman.

SNAPPER VALUE SENSATION
Stay la Florida On Us!
With Purchase of any 12 hp Snapper Rider or Lawn Tractor
During the Months of Feb, & March,
Consumers' #1 Choice
Includes Four Days and Three
Nights of...
'Deluxe Accommodations at The Hiiton
Inn Fiorida Center, The Hilton inn Gateway or the Altamonte Springs Hilton for
Two Adults 'Welcome Split of Champagne • First Morning Continental Breakfast tor Two 'Discount Coupons 'or
Shows, Restaurants and Attractions'Two
All-Day Adult Walt Disney World Passports (Choice of Magic Kingdom or
EPCOT Center) 'Children Occupying
Same Room as Parents Stay ree 'Complimentary Greens Fees w/cart renrsi Qt
Orlando's Posemont Country Club
America's Vacation Paradise, Orlando,s
home of World Famous Walt Disney
World and EPCOT Center as well as
being conveniently located near Sea
World, Cypress Gardens, Circus Wood,
Silver Springs, Cape Canaveral and of
course Florida's shimmering white
beaches.
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Ask About Snap-Credit With Low Monthly Payments.
Join The Millions Of Satisfied Snapper Users.
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GREENWICH GRIFFIN GALLERIES
Paris, TN
642-9144
WORKSHOPY 113 N.Poplar
Available)
(Lay-Away.

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

Phone
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College basketball

SCOREBOARD

Crum says this year's team doesn't 'click'

........

-See me for all
A
your falTilly
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs.
Jane Rogers

(

iftsussoct

••

State Farm insurance Companies
Home CaticeS B400min9ton Illinois

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

The Top 10 teams in the Kentucky Asso
...sled Press buss and girls high school basket
pc.,, w.th first
soles. records and :is:
a
as of Sundas Fen 19. 1984
Boss
7.
26-)) :06
243 86
;
2.2-4 8:
41.,
3)9 /01
5I _
21 6 47
6
11-4 42
7 I ou laddele
21 5 4:
1. 1.a.. Moore
21 4 30
9 Pulaski Co
20-2 26
10 I cx Bryan Station
:8-6 29
Others recto/mg sours Shelbs Co lox
Hems ClAy , Adam r Co., Central City. Hopkins
v ....lc Knox Cent, Christian (-0 Clark Co
As -.e Co and Corbin
Girls
222 9:
24 1 74
19-2 68
21-2 62
1 7. 3 44
2'
:9 5 30
3 1 en
244 2)1
Li, I Fort.'
-17
2 24
20 5 22
nine, rrui
Clark
W Hook
Slamhal: Cc l n...n
Fleming Neon.
. 9-s a- S/..ition.
C
C•rb - and

TITSDAY'S G '.911 9
LOCAL BOIS
Co 52. Reidland 43
Ft Campbell 82, Callowas Co 73
Gra‘cs Co 77. Slay field 68
Ili:Liman Co .5T Murray
ngston Cent 71, Heath 5:
lone Oak 73. Ballard Mem 67
l'e 84. Marshall Co 62
STATE urns
Met..a!re Co 6:
1.
\II

(I7L, •
63
,
Boyd Co 70,
Firemen'. %lb...-.
H ,
&Ili:: Cent 66, Carroll Co 59
Campbell Co 71, Simon Kenton 65
Cdrnpbellssille 63, Green Co 60
Cases Co 78, Mercer Co. 63
Central City 80, Daviess Co. 58
Christian Co 91,- Batdstewn 84
Clark Co 62, Scott Co. 59
Cs Co 92, liar:an 51
Corbin 90. Lynn Camp 53
Cordia 60, Whitesburg 56
Cos Hoknes 80, Hanger Lloyd 66
Cos Holy Cross 92. Belies-or 77
Danville 70, Born 52
Edrnonson Co 63. Butler Co 33
Elkhorn Cily wins bv forfel: ci,er
Evangel 93, Portland Chr 44
Feis Creek 84, Dorton 54
Frankfort 90, Richmond Model 73
Frardclin-Simpson 72. Ohio Co. 66
it Knox 81, Lou. Beth llasen 56
Ft Thos. Highlands 89, Conner 80
Glasgow 61, Cumberland Co. 59
Grayson Co. 97, Hancock Co. 78
Harrison Co 93, Pendleton Co. 61
Harrodsburg 59, Jessamine Co $8
Hookinsville 85. Logan Co. 62
Hughes-Kirk 86. McLean Co. 65
Jefferson:own 77, Lou. Iroquois 68
Johns Creek 79, Mullins 65
Knott Co. Cent_ 79. Bets). Layne 74
Knox Cent. 66. Laurel Co. 59
LaRue Co. 78'. Nelson Co. 70

Lawrenue Cu 69. Fairy iew 63
I
Lee Co 70 Madison Southern 56
Lewis Co 94, Manioc Co 93
lox Bryan Station 93, Paris KG
Les Catholic 56, Fleming 46
Les Hear) Clas 76, Lou Easterr. 64
lox Lafayette 89, Lou Seneca 55
Let. Sare 65, Ks •Sch Et Deaf 45
Lou Atherton 59. Lou DeSales
,
L.Ballard 82, Shelby Co 59
Lou Ballard 82, Shelbs Co 59
Central 78, Lou Ilois Cross 41
Lou Fairdaie 70, Washington Co 53
los Fern Creek 48, Lou Butler 36
Lou Male 61. lou Doss 57
Lou Moore 98, Lou PRP 94
Lou Sc XS• ler 79. Bullitt has: 33
Lou Shawnee 113, Christian Adad 64
Lou Southern 6.5. Lou Trinity 61
Lou Vales II. lou Manual 70
Lou Western 86. Lou Wagger.er 73
Ludlow 56, Silver Grose 53
Madison Ceni lOsi. Western Hills 88
Mar.on Co 86, E Hardin 79
%Eason Co 80, Deming 56
Nlasss..le St Patrick 89, Rosehil:
MoCrears Cent 65, Ltnuo.r. Co 62
81,1)owell 76, Cawood 65
Meade Co 65, Brecionndge Co 61
Monroe Co 71, Caverns 53
Montgomery Co 80, Bo,irhor. Co 76
Slonucello 73, Williamsburg 63
Morgan Co. 85. Bath Co 70
8.3..b.terAttg Cent 17,- Oviensboro Cath '
39
N Hardin 89, Warren_ East SlOT
Oldharn Co 58, Franklin Co 50
Oneida Baptist 3i6, Wolfe Co 7:
Owen Co 64, W Anderson 50
Owensboro 72. Union Co. 69
Powell Co 76, Le•cher 59
Prestonsburg 67, Paintsvilk 66
Pulaski Co 85. Clinton Co. 32
Rooan Co 63, Ashland 49
Russell 65, W Carter 39
Sheldon Clark 66. Belfry 58
Somerset 134, Boyle Co. 58
St. Romuald 6.1, For4sville 48.
Todd Cent 76, Caldwell Co 4t;
Tollesbore 73. Bracken Co. 61
Trimble Co. 75, Eminence 73
Virgie 81, Johnson Cent 7:
Warren Cent. 77, Allen Co. 74
Wheelwright 76, Fleming-Neon 73 OT
3Abitley. Co. 83, Middlesboro 71
Woodford Co 59, Garrard Co 57

LOUISVILLE. Ky.. (AP) — Indicates Louisville is taking the
Coach Denny Crum said Tuesday lumps instead of handing them out.
that he doesn't remember having a
"I don't remember having a
team struggle this late in the season
as much
his eighth-ranked team that's gotten behind 24, 13,
Louisville qardinals have this year. 10 and 15 points in the first half as
we've done in four of our last five
"lhis time of year you've got to
be doing everything right and games," Crum said. "To me,
clicking on all cylinders." Crum that's strictly mental."
said. "I'm not going to single anyThe Memphis State game, he
one out, but we're only getting two said, was case in point.
or three guys playing up to their
We spent two days talking
abilities."
about mental preparation, how it
That was evident in Monday's works and why," Crum said. "So
72-67 loss to Memphis State in a
game in which the Cardinals fell
behind 24-0. So, Crum and his
coaching staff met for three hours
Tuesday to discuss the team's
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
plight.
(AP) — As the season has prog"We've analyzed it and made
ressed, so has John Morton's medisome decisions .., but that's cal chart.
nobody's business but our own,"
It started early in the season with
Crum said. "I'm not going to give
a badly sprained left ankle which
my opponent a scouting report. still isn't 100 percent. That was
That would be stupid."
followed by a cut on his left hand
Louisville, 18-6, plays host to
requiring 13 stitches earlier this
Southern Mississippi, 9-13. in a
month and finally a sprained tenMetro Conference game Wednes- don on his'shooting hand, the right,
day' night.
last weekend.
"-When ,the game comes. they'll
The injuries had limited Morknow," Crum said.
ton's contributions for No. 15
February has historically been a
Scton Hall until Tuesday night
successful month for Crum. who
when he shook them off and scored
has guided the Cardinals to a
all 22 of his points in the second
130-35 record during the stretch
half to help the Pirates defeat St.
run to the NCAA Tournament in
John's 63-60.
his 18 years at the helm.
The victory assured Seton Hall,
But a 4-3 mark_so far this month
22-5, of its first winning season in

to play like we did in the first four
or five minutes was really disappointing. We didn't give a maximum effort."
Following the game. senior forward Kenny Payne questioned the
team's motivation and dedication
and indicated he believes some attitude changes are needed.
"This team will not sacrifice
itself," Payne said. "I can't go
into detail, but it's a situation on
this team where guys are putting
other things before basketball. And

Seton Hall downs St. John's
the Big East, now 9-5 with two
games to go, and hurt St. John's
chances of making the NCAA tournament. The Redmen are 14-10
overall and 5-8 in the league after
dropping their second game this
season to The Hall.
In other games Tuesday involving ranked teams, New Orleans
upset No. 12 Florida State 83-77
and No. 5 North Carolina crushed
Nevada-Reno 109-86.
"I was just fed up in the first
half with my performance and
decided I had to go out and play
hard, play my game,— Morton said.
'I decided to go back to my' old
style, penetrating, dishing off, taking the shot. I was quicker than my
man, so I felt 1 could get by him."

LOCAL GIRLS
Marshal: Co. 80, Madisonville 49
STATE GIRLS
Allen Co 46. Warren Cent. 43
Apollo 46. Warren East 44
Butler Co. 78, Edmonson Co. 30
Carroll Co. 90, Williamstown 32
Central City 33, Daviess Co. 32
Corbin 55. Lynn Camp 36
Cumberland Co. 53. Glasgow 43
Estill Co. 47, Madison Southern 20
Evarts 79, Bell Co. 64
llopkinsville 58, Webster Co. 46
Ky Country Day 55, Lou. Male 38
Kv Sch. f-t Deaf 53. Lox. Sayre 49
Lou. Ballard 72. Holy Rosary 43
Lou. Butler 57, Lou. Fern Creek 34
Lou Doss 57, Assumption 48
Lou. Holy Cross 86. Lou. Central 19
Lou. Manual 91, Lou. Valley 43
PRP 65, Lou. • Moore 44
•
Lou Waggener 61. Lou. Western 07
Monroe Co. 60, Cavern& 46
Oldham Co. 62. Jeffersontown 45
Russellvi1te 31, Bowling Green 30
Sacred Heart 61, Lou. Iroquois 58
Taylor Co. 51, Hart Co. 49
Walton-Verona 88, Villa Madonna 69
'Whitley Co. 58, Middlesboro 57

you can't win with four or five
people playing good when you
depend on eight or nine.
"In order for us to win, basketball has to be the main thing in our
lives coming down to the end of
the season."
Payne also charged that some of
his teammates aren't playing as
hard as they should or following
Crum's instructions.
"1 don't think we take to what
Coach Crum says," Payne said.
'We think we're Louisville, we've
got all this talent and sometimes
we brush him off. Sometimes guys
in a winning program get the big
head. But he's right; he knows
what he's talking about.
"We've got to get together and
decide to play hard. If some guys
aren't playing hard. Coach Crum
needs to say, 'Take a seat."'
Crum said he didn't disagree
with Payne's comments.
"I think that's partially' true anyway," the coach said.
Payne also said. Jmisvillc..inay
blow its chance to reach the Final
Four in Seattle if it doesn't change
its ways.
We can do something not many
teams have a chance to do. There's
no way we shouldn't have a good
chance to be in the Final Four and
win the national championship,"
he said. But until these guy's get
themselves together, we're not
going to win."

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Sports In Brief
TRACK & FIELD
NEW YORK (AP) - Florence Griffith Joyner, who spnnted to three Olympic gold medals and one
s .ver medal in 1988 and broke world records in the women's 1(30- and 200-meter dashes, received the
489 Jesse Owens International Trophy Award
Joyner shattered two world records by astonishing margins, lowering the 100 mark from 10.76 sec
-ids to 1039 and the 200 record from 21 71 to 21,34 She also won Olympic golds in those events.
us the 400-meter relay, along with a silver in the 1,600 relay
lire award is presented annually to the athlete who best personifies excellence in athletic performance
and promotes sincere cooperation and understanding among people throughout the world
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$899S
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LIFETIME WARRANTY DURALAST STARTERS

Jane Rogers Insurance

What makes the Duralast Starter so good? The good
parts that go into each one.
While most other starters are rebuilt using the same
old parts, the Duralast is remanufactured using mostly
brand new parts.
But that's only the beginning.
To warrant a guarantee like ours, every Duralast

753-9627

201 South 6th Street
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We're sure
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Thousands protest Bhopal settlement
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Thousands of survivors from the
1984 Bhopal gas disaster marched
on the capital Tuesday and
demanded the reversal of a settlement with Union Carbide Corp.
that was less than one-sixth what
the government asked for.
About 2,500 protesters blocked
the road to the Supreme Court
which on Feb. 14 instructed Union
Carbide to pay $470 million as full
and final settlement of all claims
arising from the leak. The government had asked for $3 billion.
Placards depicted Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi on his knees before a
devil throwing a coin. They proclaimed: "Slave India Salutes Killer Carbide."
A spokesman said the protesters
made the 16-hour journey by train
from Bhopal "to seek justice and
relief" for the world's worst
industrial disaster, which has killed

at least 3,403 people by government count.
More than 20,000 people are
listed as seriously affected by the
leak of methyl isocyanate on Dec.
3, 1984. Deaths attributed to it continue at the rate of at least one a
day. More than 500,000 damage
claims have been filed.
Some of the demonstrators had
not eaten since the train journey
began Monday afternoon. At least
five protesters were admitted to
hospitals Tuesday suffering from
shortness of breath and exhaustion,
said V.C. Shukla, a member of Parliament from the opposition Jan
Morcha (National Front) Party.

two children in the gas leak, said
the protesters did not accept the
award and demanded the hanging
of former Union Carbide chariman
Warren Anderson.
"Killers of one prime minister
are hanged, but killers of thousands
of people escape with only a small
payment," he said, referring to the
Jan. 6 hangings of two Sikhs convicted in the 1984 assassination of
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.
The government is working on
how to divide the award among
those who have claimed damages
from the Danbury, Conn.-based
company whose Indian subsidiary
owned the plant.

Many more in the crowd looked
ready to collapse and talked
between gasps for breath. They
complained they had no water to
drink since arriving in New Delhi.
Riaz Ahmed Qureishi, who lost

Kaushalya Ahirwal, a leader of
the women's wing of the Welfare
for Bhopal Gas Victims group, said
she did not know the amount but it
was "very little."
"My husband is very ill, in hos-

pital. My sister died and my
mother is blinded, but we have got
no money,- Mrs. Ahirwal said.
We have been betrayed by the
court.'' said Shukla, a former chief
minister of Madhya Pradesh state.
where Bhopal is located.
He said the protesters will march
to Parliament on Wednesday and
would ask the Supreme Court to
review the verdict.
"We are outraged that the government should have agreed to the
order without consulting even the
relief agencies,- Shukla, the
opposition legislator. said. "After
losing four years. what was the
sudden hurry to settle for so
little?"
Parliament opened a three-month
session 'Tuesday, and President
Ramaswamy Venkataraman made
no mention of the Union Carbide
settlement in his opening speech.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
-22.50
Industrial Average
1126.43
Pre% ious Close
Ingersoll Rand
44'. -'.
Air Products
Jerrie()
. .4
I)
33'1 B
A.T.C.-Class .4
30'. .),
Kmart
AT&T
Kroger
28',
Briggs & Stratton
I
161
JCPenney
Chrysler
Penwalt
32'.
CS X Corp
Quaker Oats
193.
Dean Foods
Sears
95, A
Dollar Gen. Store ....9'
1 owe.)
Exxon
c;
Time Inc.
Ford
U.S.Tobacco
g0'.
GAF Corp
al-N1art
87'. -1'.
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
+'
GenCorp, Inc
1
51'.
Goodrich

treated for leukemia.
Fritz speculates that an ability to
But Luis. 12, was unable to talk talk openly about the disease
about his leukemia. After falling ill enables doctors and nurses to corhe withdrew from his friends and rect the child's misconceptions
talked little to his doctors. He suf- about cancer.
fered severe weight gain after
"By being able to talk openly
ending treatment and left school at about the illness, the child (also)
14.
gains empathy and support from
parents and friends, and avoids
Although cancer remains the
leading cause of disease-related social isolation." Fritz saysd.
The study also found that having
death among pre-teens, the fatality
rate has dropped from 8.3 per the support of peers or a - close
100,000 in 1950 to 3.6 per 100.000 friend during treatment contributes
to healthy adjustment.
in 1985, says Kara Smigel, a
One 9-year-old girl who adjusted
spokeswoman for the National
to her illness, according to the
well
Cancer Institute.
'With the survival rate for study, was visited by her classchildren's cancer having increased
substantially in the past two
decades, the youngsters' psychological adjustment is of increasing
importance," Fritz says.
The study involved 52 children
and young adults, ages 7 to 21.
They had been free of cancer for
Say no to high tat foods
from two to seven years. Leukemia
and Hodgkin's disease accounted
for about half the cancers diagnosed, with Ewing's sarcoma,
g IAmerican Heart
Wilm's tumor, bone cancer and
NI Association
muscle tumors among the others.
WE'RE HGHPNG FOR
Since the study began in 1983,
YOUR LIFE
and
relapsed
children
the
of
two
died, Fritz says.

Give your heart
an extra helping.

mates

'v%

Hog Market

501/. -')
106% -1
21'. .1.
-'.
8.38

MURRAY KY.

753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

FDIC INSURED
CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT

ha she was tell III with

lymphoma. Friends often accompanied her to outpatient treatments.
• The children were rated on several standardized measures relating
to their illnesses and to their psychological and social functioning.
The children and their parents
were interviewed about their preillness history. the course of the
disease and therapy and the child's
life since - ending treatment.
The study found that the incidence of clinical depression, about
6 percent, was no greater among
the young cancer survivors than the
general childhood population.

37. -).
9'. unc
c2. -1
117 -1'.
c21/. -1

COURTSOU ARE

BETTY BOSTON

Communication key in cancer treatment
PROVIDENCE, R.I.-(AP) - A
cancer's severity plays less of a
role in a patient's mental health
than does how openly the disease is
discussed, says a doctor at Rhode
Island Hospital.
"In general, people think if it's a
terrible illness or you have a terrible prognosis it's going to be more
psychologically damaging. In fact,
that's not what we found," says
Dr. Gregory Fritz, the hospital's
director of child and family psychiatry who conducted the study.
Children who were able to talk
openly about the disease were
found to be better adjusted
psychologically.
"The direct communication, the
s,kay they talked with their family,
their peers and their school teachers, was the variable most predictive of psychological functioning in
a survivor." he says.
The study relates two anecdotes
about young cancer patients who
handled the disease in different
ways.
Jennifer, a teen-ager with
leukemia who was known for her
openess, was shopping in a supermarket when someone told her she
looked ill. She lifted her wig and
calmly said that she was being

36 ,1
l5).

8.75%
8.75%
8.25%

1 Year
6 Month
3 Month
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WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Dahl'

1)1(

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater-Open Monday Thni Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Tropical

Chicken of the Sea

Orange Juice

$159
6' 2 oz. Can

64 oz. Glass

Stokley
ScotTowels
Vess

PaperJumboTowels
Roll

Soda

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, or Mt. Dew
Bonnie

Idahoan Instant

Dog Food

Mashed Potatoes

88C
16 oz. Box

20 Lb. Bag

99
2
$
Folger's Instant

Coffee
8 oz. Jar

$329

Joy Dishwashing

Castleberry

Chili
With
Beans

S209

St

15 oz. Can

49

303 Size

Pepsi,z Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew
12

S288

pk. 12

Field

Bacon

White
es
Potato
Lb

12 oz.
Field

Pro
Leaguer

10

12 oz.
Field

Chili with beans 1Bologna
Lb.
.11

Green Beans
or Corn

99c

Field

Chili
1 Lb. Roll

•-•••

$149

Red Ripe

Tomatoes
Lb

59°
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Prosecution demands Lebanese
militant be sentenced to life term
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP)
— The prosecution demanded on
Tuesday that Lebanese militant
Hussein Hariri be sentenced to life
imprisonment for hijacking an Air
Afrique DC-10 in 1987 and killing
a French passenger.
Prosecutor Willy Heim said the
"horror of the crime" barred any
leniency toward the 22-year-old
defendant he described as a "killer
blinded by conviction."
In a brief statement, Hariri, identified in court as a member of the
pro-Iranian Shiite Hezbollah group.
said he regretted the death of passenger Xavier Beaulieu but that the
hijacking was "not an act of terrorism but was combat."
Hariri faces charges of murder
and hostage-taking in the trial in
Federal Criminal Court that began
Monday. The five-judge panel
hearing the case is scheduled to
announce a verdict and sentence on
Friday.
Helm's final arguments came

after testimony by passengers and
crew members, including by a chief
steward the Congolese chief steward. Andre Memba, who he said
he was an eyewitness of the
execution -style slaying of
Beaulieu.
An American on the plane said
Tuesday that he began writing his
will after the Frenchman was
killed.
Beaulieu was shot from behind
and at close distance after a threeminute deadline set by Hariri for
the refueling of the DC-10 at Geneva airport.
Hariri told the court earlier he
did not intend to kill Beaulieu but
that he fired without aiming when
the 28-year-old Frenchman, whose
head was covered with a blanket
made a threatening move. Memba
said Beaulieu was seated when he
was shot and that Hariri was stand•- -ing behind him.
"The witness was bought, the
way I bought the customs offi-

cial," Hariri protested in French. It
was a reference to the 56 bribe he
paid to slip by controls at Bangui,
the capital of Central Africa, where
he boarded the plane with a 7.65
millimeter pistol, 140 rounds of
ammunition and 562 grams of
TNT.
The French pilot, Edouard Artizzu. testified that a PLO representative, Nabil Ramlawi, who negotiated with Hariri at the request of
Swiss authorities, was to be credited for talking the hijacker out of
killing a second passenger.
Hariri earlier said Ramlawai,
who heads the Palestine Liberation
Organization's Geneva mission,
was a "traitor" and blamed him
for the failure of his mission.
The plane, bound for Paris, was
diverted over northern Italy July
24, 1987 with Hariri demanding the
release of Lebanon and Palestinian
prisoners held by French, West
German and Israeli authorities. The
ordeal ended when crewmembers

overpowered Hariri while Swiss
police stormed the plane.
In earlier testimony, the lone
American hostage in the drama
said he wrote his will on a page of
a travel journal after he saw Beaulieu's body taken off the plane by
two stewards.
"This was the first point at
which I really expected to die
(too)," said Peter W. Schroth, 42.
"I prepared a will which I gave to
the steward."
Schroth, a lawyer and Hartford,
Conn., businessman, was the first
passenger directly threatened by
Hariri while he was collecting
passports to sort out French
nationals.
He said Hariri picked him after
he was unable to turn over his
passport because it was in his
suitcase.
"He placed his pistol against the
back of my head and shouted to the
other passengers, 'Look at this
man, if anyone moves he will die.'

Highlights of President Bush -a
proposal to bail out the savings
and loan Industry •
II Taxpayer cost: Budget director
Richard Darman said the bailout
would cost taxpayers $28 1 billion
over the first five years of the
rescue plan, and a total of $39 9
billion over 10 years
II Bonds: The government would
issue $50 billion in bonds to
finance the cost of failed
institutions. This money would be
in addition to $40 billion committed .nsolvent thrifts and resolve their
affairs within five years
previously by regulators Interest
•Joint supervision: The FDIC
on the bonds would be paid by
will team with the FSLIC in a joint
raising premiums paid by banks
and thrifts for their federal deposit supervisory program with
personnel from the Federal
insurance_ There would be no
Reserve and Office of the
direct fee on depositors
Comptroller of the Currency
•Premiums: The deposit
premium paid by banks would rise II Policing: The Justice
Department would get $50 million
from the current 83 cents per
more to attack fraud in the
$1.000 of deposits to $1.20 in
financial industry. Federal
1990 and $1.50 thereafter The
regulators will be given expanded
fee for S&Ls, now $2.08 per
enforcement authority. Civil
$1,000, will rise to $2.30 from
1991 unti11994. when it will decline penalties will be increased to fines
of up to $1 million per day, and
to $1.80
criminal penalties to 20 years or
•FDIC: The Federal Deposit
more ih prison.
Insurance Corp.. which oversees
•
Capital: S&Ls will be required
would
banks,
13.000
nation's
the
to meet the same capital
become the insurer for S&Ls as
requirements as commercial
well, but the insurance funds for
banks by June. 1991_ They will
kept
be
would
industries
the two
have to increase their capital to 6
separate.
percent of assets, almost double
•Insolvent thrifts: A newly
current requirement
the
Corp.
Resolution
Trust
created
Chicago Tribune Graphic
would be established to isolate

State files claims
against debtors

Save Hundreds
Of Dollars
On All Premium
Quality Mattress
Sets By Jamison

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state has filed 56,081 claims
against possible tax refunds for
people owing money for child support, food stamps, welfare or
unemployment benefits, the
Cabinet for Human Resources said
Tuesday.
It is the first time the state has
sought to intercept refunds to
recoup overpayments for welfare_iLe
and food stamps. a cabinet news
release said.
The state recovered S615,000 in
child-support and unemployment
debts in 1988, the release said.
"When we get a refund on an
individual owing two or more of
these programs, reVayment of overdue child support WM remain the
first debt settled, followed by
-trnemployment insurance claims,''
said Mike Robinson, commissioner
of the cabinet's Departinent for
Social Insurance.
"Any additional money will then
be applied to either (welfare) or
food stamp debts, with the emphasis given to whichever debt in the
closest to being retired," Robinson
said.
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SUPER IGA SAVINGS
IGA offers you only 1st Ouality USDA Choice Meats.
"Making Beef Taste Better Than Ever"

lbw
FDIC
a joint

U.S.D.A Choice
Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Shoulder Roast

Chuck Roast
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Pork Roast

811. Lean

lb

3 lb. Chub

U.S.D.A Choice Boneless

Fresh Picnic Style

Pork Roast

lb.

100% Pure

100% Pure

Ground Beef

ound Beef

Whole Boston Butt
MS

U.S.D.A Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Steaks
Sirloin Tip Roast Beef CubeFamily
Pk.

lb

Quality Turkey
(or
Diets
Lean
and Good Health
Louis Rich Chunk lb.
99
Breast of Turkey
Louis Rich Chunk lb.
$249
Turkey Ham
Mr. Turkey Ground
lb.$139
Turkey
Louis Rich Turkey
$189

Fresh Family Pack Lean

Pork Steak

lb

Packed As Mixed Chops
'/4 Pork Loin

Younp Ten

Field Light Smoked

Sausage

Youngin Tender Fryer

Thighs

Reelfoot Smoked

Picnics

lb.79c
Pepsi-Diet Pepsi
2 liter

then
e) or
phan the
inson

Fresh Cut
Fryer

Young'n Tender
Chicken

Youngin Tender_
Fryer

Leg Qt's

Livers

Drumsticks

DRINKS

79

Fryer

89 99

C

lb.

limit 2

ag

lb.

Kelly's with Beans
15 oz. can

Shortening 3 lb. can

r1SCO

Young'n Tender
Country Cut-Up

lb.

IGA 2% gal.

Crisco

99
$1
limit I
Det. 42 oz.

IGA 12 oz. can

1 lb. pkg.

Tide

Orange Juice

Blue Bonnet Oleo

49c

9c

$159
gi limit 2
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

10th

COUPON -

Bud

Lettuce

Calif. Navel 88 size

4/99c

Chestnut

Oranges
Red Ripe Pint Florida

$11149

Strawberries
Bananas
Dole Golden Ripe

Prices Good Feb.
We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct printing errors.
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Two arrested at home of Winnie Mandela
appear in court on numerous charges

Adults belong in college

1
•
Loretta Jobs, at right, of Century 21 Realtors, co-sponsors of Murray State University's Adult Back to
College Workshop, presents a check to MSU Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach representative Billie Burton. The workshop will be held Tuesday, March 7 from 6-9 p.m. in the Curris Center. Reservations can be made by callin2 762-2159.

Republicans falling in line for Tower
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
Democrats are keeping their own
counsel in advance of a committee
showdown on John Tower's nomination as Defense Secretary, but
Republicans are falling into line
after a fresh show of support from
,President Bush.
"We ought to have a unanimous
vote" for Tower, Senate—Republican leader Robert Dole said Tuesday, as Armed Services Committee
leaders announced a closed door
session for today on the nomination
and a tentative vote for Thursday.
Sen. John McCain, D-Ariz.,
member of the panel, said he had
reviewed the FB — s latest findings
on allegations of drinking problems, womanizing and financial
irregularities, and saw nothing to
disqualify the former senator from
the Pentagon job.
"1 do not understand the problems that others have, and I hope
they will be more specific."
McCain said.
The soundings were less clear on
the Democratic side of the aisle.
Sen. Sam Nunn,0-Ga., the committee chairman, declined to say
how he intends to vote. "I want to
hear what other people think, too."
Sen. Tim Wirth, D-Colo., circu,

iated a letter he wrote four days
ago to the Denver Post in which he
said he was "troubled- by some
allegations against Tower. An aide
said he had no further information
on W'irth's views.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., said
he had read a portion of the FBI
report and was reserving judgement
until he had read it all.
On Tuesday morning, Bush used
a news conference to announce that
the FBI had "gunned down" the
allegations made against Tower.
"What I got from it was that
there has been a very unfair treatment of this man by rumor and
innuendo, over and over again
rumors surfacing with no facts to
back them up," the president said.
The president said he was convinced that Tower "is not only
capable of doing this job, but will
do it in an outstanding way."
Even some of Tower's closest
aides have conceded the former
senator drank too much in the
1970s, but insist that is no longer
true. Asked about that and whether
the Texan had undergone treatment, Bush said: 1 say there is no
evidence of any kind of the disease, alcoholism. None. None
whatsoever.''

Within hours of Bush's public
embrace of Tower, Republicans
began echoing their president.
In addition to Dole's comment,
Sen. Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.,
said he had a reaction of "deep
personal anger...at the system
which permitted so many unsubstantiated charges.—
Wallop, a committee member,
said the report contained 'slots of
opinion but no place in there where
there is corroboration, documentation or any kind of substantiation."
One dissenting Republican voice
belonged to Rep. Mickey Edwards
of Oklahoma.
Edwards said Tower has lost the
credibility he needs to lead the
Pentagon because he has accepted
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
consulting fees from defense contractors since leaving the Senate in
1985. "1 don't think that has anything to do with who he's sleeping
with or whether he has one glass of
wine before he goes to bed or
two," Edwards said.
With most of the attention
focused on the Senate committee, a
House subcommittee called a
closed-door session for today to
hear from Berne Indahl, a State
Department security officer.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Two men arrested at the
home of black activist Winnie
Ntandela appeared in court Tuesday
on charges of murder, abduction
and assault.
Jerry Richardson and labu
Sithole were not asked to enter
picas at their arraignment in Soweto Magistrates Court. Their case
was postponed for a week.
It is part of a growing scandal
surrounding the wife of jailed African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela. and a group of unofficial bodyguards who lived t her
home in Soweto, the huge township
outside Johannesburg.
In a British Broadcasting Corp.
television interview broadcast
Tuesday. Mrs. Mandela again
denied involvement in the murder
of I4-year-old activist Stompie Seipei and accused South African
authorities of trying to divide the
country's black majority to make it
easier to release her husband.
"It would suit the government to
release Comrade Mandela to this
present situation where he has
nowhere to go to in the sense that
here he would find a community he
led 26 years ago as divided as
ever,— she said.
The BBC said the interview was
conducted "within the last 24
hours" at her home in Soweto.
"That it could even be dreamt
that I would be responsible for the
murder of a child when I have
spent all my life fighting - against
these injustices appalls me," she
said.
Mrs. Nlandela said police have
not so far questioned her about the
killing.
Sithole was a member and
Richardson described himself as
coach of the bodyguards, ,who
called themselves the Mandela
United soccer club.
Anti-government leaders last
week accused Mandela United of
waging a "reign of terror." They
renounced Mrs. Mandela, and
urged their followers not to associate with her.
Richardson and Sithole are
accused of helping to beat up four
blacks at Mrs. Mandela's home in
December. One of them, Seipei,
was found murdered in January.
The three surviving young men
have implicated the bodyguards in
their abduction and also say Mrs.
Mandela "was-involved," accord-

ing to their lawyer.
Police raided Mrs. Mandela's
house before dawn Sunday and
arrested four men, including
Richardson and Sithole. The other
two have been released.
They reportedly removed a pair
of blood-soaked sneakers, a knife,
clubs, whips, and a pair of gardening shears. Police also took samples of what state radio reported
were bloodstains from the walls of
some back rooms where the bodyguards lived.
Mrs. Mandela, 54, has denied
being at home when the three men
and Seipei were brought there. But
she has defended their abduction
and said they probably were
slapped to get them to talk about
alleged homosexual activities at the
Methodist Church residence where
they lived. The church denies her
allegations.
In a related development, a former member of Mandela United
has been charged with the killing
of another team member.
Andrew Ekaneng, 20, appeared
briefly in court Monday but was
not requested to enter a plea to a
murder charge in the death of Maxwell Madonda, who was fatally
stabbed last week in Soweto.
Ekaneng had a knife wound that
stretched from one ear to the other.

BE SEEN
AFTER
_ DARK

Clinical trials
For testing effectiveness of medical
therapies on human patients
•Ethical standards: These include obtaining
informed consent of trial participants. emphasizing
patient welfare, carefully following the trial's
scientific plan and diligently monitoring results.

•Control group: A separate group of patients is given
placebos or other innocuous treatment to provide a standard \)
of comparison for the experimental group.
•Randomness: Patients are randomly assigned to experimental and
control groups to enhance comparaoility.
•Bias avoidance: Neither patients nor medical personnel providing
the experimental or control treatments should know which patients are
receiving which form of treatment.
•Followup: Future health effects on patients should be studied.
•Data analysis: Results of experimental and control treatments
should be statistically analyzed.
•Continuous monitoring: The committee overseeing the trials
should regularly review the results for positive and negative effects, make sure the scientific plan is being followed and ascertain whether
the study should be stopped because its goal may have already been
attained elsewhere.
C1
,
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Innerspring Mattresses

MURRAY-Chestnut Hills, 759-4522

the South African Press Association reported. The independent
news agency said members of
Mandela United attacked their former colleague and left him for
dead, but he survived.
Last week, Mrs. Mandela followed her husband's instructions
and decided to remove the bodyguaids from her home.
The scandal has damaged the
credibility of a woman who was at
the forefront of the fight to end
white minority rule in South
Africa.
Her husband, the country's most
revered black leader, has been jailed for 37 years of their 40-year
marriage. Mandela is serving a life
sentence for plotting to sabotage
the government.
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Top citizen award

MCCH offers new service
providing assistance with
personal insurance claims

Family Fashions to
have grand opening
March 4 through 11

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is offering a new service providing professional assistance in
filing personal insurance claims.
The Medical Insurance Billing
Services (MIBS) will sort through
bills and insurance policies and
will file insurance forms with the
appropriate insurance companies.
Located in Suite 173 of the Medical Arts Building, MIBS does not
get a percentage of the money you
receive as benefits.
A nominal $5 fee is charged for
filing the .first claim of a visit io

"Our type of operation also
allows for fast, three-to-seven-day
delivery enabling us to have new
styles in stock at a given moment,"
Lamb adds. "We're not tied to
three-month seasonal delivery
programs as are most department
stores and discount outlets."
"The ability to get fresh merchandise fast allows us to react
more quickly when new styles are
introduced, too," explains Lamb.
Our buying setup enables us to
order any time we want without
minimum quantity restrictions and
still expect delivery within a
week's time."
Family Fashions will have its
grand opening on Saturday, March
4, through Saturday, March 11.
Store hours are 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

The grand opening of a new
retail clothing store, Family Fashions, has been announced for
March 4-11 at Chestnut HIIs Shopping Center. The new store will
specialize in ladies', men's, children's, and ladies' large size brand
name fashions and accessories,
according to Steve and Jane Lamb,
store owners.
"Marketing research indicated a
definite need in the area for a store
specializing in our type of merchandise," says Lamb. "The evidence was clear that the demand
for ladies', men's, children's, and
ladies' large size fashions is on the
rise here just as it is once again
throughout the rest of the country."
Family Fashions will be offering
customers an unusally large selection of designer and brand name
items. The price range of its merchandise will be much less than
that of conventional stores, too,
according to Lamb. "We will be
offering merchandise within the
price range our customers will be
excited about. We believe we can
meet the budget requirement of
almost everyone who enters our
store."

FEATURE
3 Time World Champion Duck Caller
MIKE McLEMORE
& Singing Performances By
"Miss Tennessee." CARRIE FOWLKES
*3RD ANNUAL*

West Tennessee Outdoor,
Sports, Boat & Recreation Show
AT THE
JACKSON-MADISON COUNTY
CIVIC CENTER
JACKSON,TENNESSEE

Brake failure leads to buses colliding

The first bus was driven by Linda Brock. 37, and the second by
Virginia Holbrook, 45. both of
Grayson, Waggoner said. A
spokeswoman at the Family Medi-

Kim McGuire, director of the
Grayson clinic, said 10 students
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,
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KRISP
5.04.••••

Sunshine Krispy

Eggs

Crackers
1 Lb.

89

With Eadi $15 Auchase Excluding
Dairy, Tobacco & Dr inir.a On Special

98

Morton

Bama Grape

Pot Pies

Jelly or Jam
16 oz.

.ft--T
.4_

Florida Large Slicing

Tomatoes

lb.

Fresh Crisp Bud

Broccoli
Fancy Extra Large
Bell Pepper
Red Delicious

Apples

lb.

3 lb. bag

1.39

Mita
OUR

Flour
Lb. Bag

2 Liter

Sunshine 5 Lb. Bag

42 oz. Box

1.39

Dog Food
Golden Grain 7 oz. Box
32 oz.

Dip

1.19

.8

oz. 59f'

*14
.

.2/69

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
I

iidie
1.29 614'1-

Chuck
Roast

Reelfoot Sliced

Bacon

Delicatessen

.39

99

12 oz. pkg.

,v•Valliv litig
'4
-

39"

Mac. & Cheese
Martha White Cotton Pickin
Corn Bread Mix 6 oz. pkg.

lirrET.F,00T

Purex Laundry

Cool Whip

89
3/1.00
1.09
1.39
hunch

Thompson White Seedless

Grapes

32 oz

Pepsi Cola,
Dr. Pepper,
Mt. Dew, 7-Up

5

Prune Juice

Detergent riling

59'

Ne Reserse The Right To Limit quantities
Listen to %%SAP for our dad), Spetiktk.
Ke Accept Food Stamps And NI( %mailers

1L98 98v ,1) 98v

Birdseye 8 oz.

Produce

744-":41erl

lL0

Ketchup

89v

1.39

vrTAMIN

Prairie Farm

2/69v

Blueberry
Muffin Mix

FlAVO RICH

Heinz Tomato

OZ.
Bea, Chicken, Turkey

89v

2%
1 Milk
Gal

Just Rite 15 oz.
Chili w/beans
Sunsweet

7

Duncan Hines Oatbran

14.8 oz.

- Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

No Cholesterol

Doz.

SPECIAL ATTRACTION - 1987 WINNFR
"1987 BUDWEISER /NM CAR"
*WILDLIFE ARTIST' *OVER 100 BOATS*
• MARINE SUPPLIES*
•FISMING EQUIPMENT*
*OUTDOOR RECREATION EQUIPMENT*

Sunflower
I 1
---.--- , . , Plain
OT
Ali.kr...01,4!
,, .••
'S
i
1-.-:,1 Self Rsinf
l‘i SIV.P1

Flav-O-Rich

fiii_i

t Angel Soft
1 Bathroom

•10.,•

Rose Acres
Grade "A" Large
Less Cholesterol

$4.00 adults • $3.00 children 6 to 12 - under 6 free

MKT.
liEll'S SUPER
,

Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.
Prices Good Noon Feb. 22-Noon March 1

000
;

Wed. Feb. 22, Thurs. Feb. 23, Frl. Feb. 24, 1989
4:00 P.M. To 10:00 P.M.
Sat Feb. 25, 10:00 AM. To 10:00 P.M:
Sun. Feb. 26, Noon To 6:00 P.M.

ere treated there. She said most
-,,Ifered from neck pain.
Jennifer Arthur, a spokeswoman
'or King's Daughters', said the
il-e.e students treated there suffered
irom neck pain and one had a
bruised leg.
The injured students ranged in
age from 9 to 14. officials said.
The buses were on their second
run, Waggoner said. and had
already delivered students in Grayson. The buses carried students
from the first to the 12th grades.

nc
in Grayson said doctors
there treated one bus driver, but
he did not know which one.
Waggoner said Ms. Holbrook
:old him the brakes on her bus
apparently failed.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Paul Coles estimated Ms. Ho!brook's bus was traveling no faster
than 25 mph at the time of the
accident.

Robert T. Waggoner, a bus carrying 50 students stopped for a car
coming off a one-lane bridge and a
bus directly behind it slammed into
the rear of the first bus when it was
unable to stop. Waggoner said the
trailing bus carried about 40
students.

GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) - Two
loaded school buses collided when
the brakes on one apparently failed,
but no one was seriously injured,
officials said.
Fourteen students and one bus
driver were treated for minor injuries at a local clinic and at King's
Daughters' Medical Center in Ashland after the accident Monday on
Kentucky 1947. No one was
hospitalized.
According to Carter County
Schools Transportation Director

!ALBS will also assist in gathering information from the doctors'
offices to fill out claim forms for
the intended insurance company or
companies.
For more information call Linda
Norsworthy. M1BS office manager,
at (502i 753-1662. or visit the
office Monday through Friday
between 8 am, and 4:30 p.m.

OUTDOOR SPORTS
& BOAT SHOW

On Monday, Feb. 13, the local Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 presented Mrs. Shirley Johnson with the prestigious Outstanding Citizen
Award for 1988. Mrs. Johnson was chosen for this award for her
desersing and active work with the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens organization Coast Guard Auxiliary, Murray State University Scholarship Committee, president of Alpha Sorority House Board
Murray State University and her volunteering to submit monthly articles in the Senior Citizens News, Silver Profiles for the Ledger &
Times, community theatre and is a loyal patron of the N1SU Theatre
productions for which the Robert E. Johnson theatre was named after
her late husband. Presenting the Outstanding Citizen Award to Mrs.
Johnson included, from left: Mrs. MareIle Andrus, outstanding citizen
committee; Shirley Johnson, recipient of the 1988 Outstanding Citizen
Award; Mildred Horn, committee member; and Candice Dowdy,
president of Lodge 728.

Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday, and
1 p.m.-5 p.m. Sunday. "Come on
out and help us celebrate our grand
opening," invites Lamb. "Register
to win a VCR and sample some
refreshments. You'll also find that
we've reduced the prices of several
brand name items to help make
your visit well worth the effort."

the doctor and a S2 fee is charged
for each additional insurance carrier for which a claim is filed for the
same visit.

Store Baked Turkey

Breast
Metzger Rag

Bologna
Colby Long Horn

Cheese

Fic Id
lb.

0

lb. 1.59
lb 2.49

Chili Stick
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Arm Roast

Tender Cooked

Ern ge

BBQ Chickensib. 1.99

Hot Dogs

Pineapple-Walnut

Salad

lb. 1.79

lb

Reelfoot Sliced

Bologna

lb.

1.29
1.59

79
lb 1.49

12 oz. pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

1.69
7.49

Swiss Steak ...lb
Hormel

1h

Canned Hams
Pond Raised

Catfish Steaks lb
LeanBoneless Beef

Stew Meat
•

lb

2.69
1.99
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MSU faculty members to receive summer grants
len Murray State Universit)
faculty members have been named
as recipients of 1989 Summer
Instructional Improvement Grants.
Awarded through the Faculty
Resource Center at MSU, the
grants provide up to a $2,000
stipend to faculty members whose
projects are selected.
The 1989 recipients and their
projects are:
Dr. Marlene Campbell, assistant
professor. Department of Computer
Studies, will be revising and stan-

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO UMW
QUANTITIES
SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

dardizing course content and
materials for CIS 143, Introduction
to Computer-based Systems;
Dr. Marilyn Condon, associate
professor, Department of Special
Education, is developing a student
study guide and practicum manual
for SED 431, Exceptional Children
in the Classroom;
Dr. Madelyn Flammia, assistant
professor. Department of English,
is writing a student manual and
instructor's manual for new computer software in experimental

composition classes:
Stephen Norwood, assistant professor, Department of Graphic Arts
Technology, is redesigning curriculum and materials for GAT 556,
Graphic Arts Sales and Marketing:
Tharon Kirk, visiting assistant
professor, Department of Nursing,
is developing a workbook to be
used in on- and off-campus sections of NUR 201, Health
Assessment;
Dr. William Lalicker, assistant
professor, Department of English,

PAYLESS
DRUGS

10 -. Senior
Citizen Discount
On Prescriptions

Open Mon. Sat. 9-8; Pharmacy Mon. Sat. 9 6; Closed Sundays

ct
Robilussin
PE

Ratirlav.-1

ROBITUSSIN 4
COUGH FORMULA A.
$139

Fast Pain Relief
100 Tablets

CLIAlk

Robtussin

AA
in

ST. JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

59°

In

•Regular
.CF
•DM
•PE
4 oz. Bottle
Your Choice

$218

4
A.

FINAL NET
HAIR SPRAY

•Atra
•Atra Plus $199
•Trac II
Pack of 5
Your Choice

GILLETTE
GOOD NEWS
DISPOSABLE
SHAVER

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

>A.

8 oz. Bottle

969

u

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll know just what to say to one
friend today, but you may feel
stymied about a career matter.
Expect nothing major, but there may
be some unexpected expenditures
now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though talks with superiors go
well now, you may feel bogged down
with a routine assignment. A matter
of conscience requires careful consideration. Weigh options.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're happiest when on the go
and a travel opportuity may arise
today. Extra expenses may occur
now in connection with children. An
intimate matter may also occupy your
concerns.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A partner has too much on his or
her mind to appreciate your efforts to
be the happy homemaker. Insights
are good about financial interests.
You'll make an important decision.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
1K
-4
You just can't seem to find the right
words to get your ideas across
effectively in business today, but you
have a silver tongue where romance
is concerned.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Insights are good where job interests are concerned today, but pleasure pursuits aren't especially
favored. Perhaps. you just fret too
much about personal matters.
LIBRA
Sept.23 to(tct.22)
Some home problems may overwhelm you now, and it would do you
a world of good to get out of the
house for some relaxing times with

sit

By Clairol
Non-Aerosol
•Regular
*Unscented
•Ultra Hold
•Ultimate

ig

•Regular SI
•Plus
•Pivot
Pack of 5

• AY LES

AT PAY LE

GILLETTE
SHAVING
CARTRIDGES

either friends or a romantic interest.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
You seem to he carrying the
problems of the world on your
shoulders today. Don't keep your
worries to yourself. A talk with a
family member helps you to keep
things in perspective.
SAG Li/TARNS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You're too much of a socially
minded individual to let a financial
concern keep you from enjoying good
times now. Rise above worry and
meet with your friends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Neither sell yourself short nor
second-guess yourself today. You'll
do fine in a business-related discussion. Judgment is good where money
is concerned. - - AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
A talk wiht an adviser will help
alleviate your concerns. Guard
against a tendency to withdraw into
yourself. A contemplated domestic
change needs further thought.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's a poor day to seek extra credit
or to apply for a loan. You'll have to
do some • studying before you can
come up with your answer to a
business proposition.
YOU BORN TODAY have a spirit of
adventure yet are also introspective.
Despite all of your travels, you may
be something of a loner. Avoid a
tendency to scatter your energies bui
learn to specialize. A good education
is what you need to make the most of
your potentials. You may be drawn to
both theatrical Put-Snits and scientific
research. Birthdate of: Peter Fonda,
actor; Elston Howard, baseball star,
and Emma Williard, educator.

A

A

A course for persons interested
in learning the capabilities of computers for personal, business or
educational use will be offered on
Tuesday evenings for five weeks at
Murray State University, beginning
Feb. 28,
Computer Science 110, Computer Literacy, is scheduled from 6 to
9 p.m. on Feb. 28, March 7, 21 and
28 and April 4. Students who complete the course will earn one
semester hour of credit.
Dr. Marlene Campbell, assistant
professor of computer studies will
teach the class, which will include
lectures, videos and computer
demonstrations.
Anyone interested should enroll
prior to the first class meeting at 6
p.m. Feb. 28. -Additional information about the course and registration may be obtained by calling the
department of Computer Studies at
(502) 762-2094.

50 troopers
added to
KSP ranks
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Fifty troopers were added to the ranks
of the Kentucky State Police in
graduation and commissioning
ceremonies on Saturday, the agency announced Tuesday.
Melvin C..heonhart, 29. of Greenup, was valedictorian of the state
police's 66th cadet class, which
lasted 21 weeks.

No. JR-4

ACCENTS SIMMERING
POTPOURRI
Assorted Fragrances

$167

SUN-MAID
RAISINS

•

15 oz. Box

2A144:1 AT PAY LE

13MUSKETEERS

99

6 BAR PACK
CANDY BARS
•Snickers
•Milkway
•3 Musketeers $139
•Mars
•Twix Caramel
$2.40 Value

•AY L 1-1

PLANTERS
MICROWAVE
POPCORN
•Butter Flavor
•Natural

A

X101311MillITV

PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE

Hifi 11141)1411,11g

Natural California Seedless

•

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
Take advantage! of Super Winter Savings
The
Great
Sale
now on super-pretnitini Ai-haw:Age! -eating from Pennsylvania
Hon.?!Superior comfort — cushions packed with soft luxurious down
and waterfowl feathers and Ita. rot, II superior iitvie—eleeam -culptored
designs and pri.mittni extra padding. Superior tailoring—hand-matched
for continuous flow: hand-finished skirts and welting. 4:hnose from
more than 8410 desitnier fahrics—li‘e in pure luxun!

Solid Oak

•

POSSUM BRAND
SARDINES

DOWNY
FABRIC
SOFTENER

In Oil
33/4 Oz. Can

64 oz
Bottle

2/sP°

199

AT PAY LE

S.

AY LE

AT PAY LE
AY LE

MR. COFFEE JR.
4-Cup Automatic
Coffee Brewing System
$1599

5 oz. Bag

• AY LE S AT PAY LE

Five week
*A - computer
1,r
/ik§j course to
%/10.Y be offered
at MSU

Alarket 4/4 7uriftture

•

•

fessor, Department of Industrial
Education and Technology, is
developing a new course, IET 420,
Equipment Maintenance and
Materials Processing.
Grant recipients were chosen by
a faculty advisory committee made
up of representatives from each
college as well as three staff members of the Faculty Resource
Center.

Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, professor, Department of Industrial Education and Technology, is designing a new course, LET 104, Introduction to Computer-Aided Design;
Dr. Camille Serre, assistant professor, Department of Art, is developing a computer literacy and
applications component to curricula
in art education courses; and
Dr. Bert Siebold, associate pro-

FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23,1989

PRICES GOOD
THROUGH
TUESDAY. FEB 28TH

1205 Chestnut St.
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON PRESCRIPTIONS

Ratittussm

is writing an instructor's guide to
assure fair and consistent grading
of essays in the General Education
composition program;
Timothy Philpot, assistant professor, Department of Engineering
Technology, is developing a new
course on the anatomy of buildings
for the civil engineering technology
and construction technology
programs;

PennFylvania House
Bedroom Suite
Reg. $4,650.00

Wing Chairs
Reg $665.00

,254

Sale

All Pennsylvania House

$464
"

30

Oak — Pine — Cherry Sofas and Chairs

/0

Limit 4 Please
•

DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

It
101

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERYDA Y-50" Limit, See store for details
PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY LESS AT PA

jiarket 4/4 iiirmiture
414 N MARK ET STREET

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
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Chapped hands have many causes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter, 53,
has had problems with her hands for
five years. Her palms are always red.
cracked, rough and thickened. They
also hurt a lot. What can she do?
DEAR READER The problem of
skin irritation of the palms has many
causes, ranging from severe allergic
reactions to insufficient circulation
Your daughter needs an examination
to uncover the reason for her problem She may need the services of a
dermatologist.
Many forms of hand irritation are
due to the loss of natural oils from the
skin. This can be accentuated by
harsh soaps, detergents and cleaning
agents. While your daughter is waiting for an appointment, I recommend
she try the following program.
She should use rubber gloves, preferably brand-new ones, when she performs household chores, such as
cleaning, laundry and dishwashing.
She may find that a pure soap, such as
Ivory or castille, will be less irritating
when she washes. She should purchase
a lanolin-containing skin cream - or
even pure sheep lanolin - and use it
generously on the affected skin, rubbing it in well several times a day, especially after her hands have been in
water or exposed to harsh elements.
such as cold and dry air.

the upper extremities is an uncomfortable nuisance. However, when the
disease affects the weight-bearing
joints hips and knees), painful disability can result. Aspirin and similar
drugs are usually useful in controlling
the pain and stiffness of osteoarthritis. severe cases may require joint
replacement.
As a general rule, fibromyositisifibromyalgia strikes younger people
than does osteoarthritis, is more difficult to diagnose, is less common and
is not a progressive condition.
For more information, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Osteoarthritis." Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 with their name and
address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
0 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

If these suggestions are effective.
she can cancel her appointment Otherwise she should see a doctor.
DEAR DR. GOTT What's the difference between fibromyositis and
osteoarthritis?
DEAR READER.. Fibromyositis
(hbromyalgia or myofascial pain syndrome) is a condition of unknown
cause marked by pain, tenderness and
stiffness of muscles and tendons Fibromyositis sometimes affects the
low back (lumbago) or the chest wall
pleurodynia). Sometimes the muscles
are inflamed. more often, they are
simply tender. The condition is benign, often disappears by itself or can
be treated with heat and mild pain
medicine.
One of the hallmarks of fibromyositis is the "trigger point"- Firm pressure on an affected muscle or tendon
elicits rather severe pain. The ailment must be differentiated from
more serious diseases, such as hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid) and
rheumatoid arthritis.
Osteoarthritis, on the other hand, is
a ubiquitous joint disease that affects
most people as they age. It is characterized by a general wearing-down of
joint surfaces (causing stiffness) and
painless swellings around the joints.
It is readily diagnosed by its appearance; the joint erosion is confirmed by
X-ray examination. Osteoarthritis of

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

Residents may sign up for Medicare
People in the western Kentucky
area who dropped their Medicare
medical insurance coverage or
declined it when they were first
eligible have another chance to
sign up for it now, according to
Bettye W. Williams, Social Security District Manager in Paducah.
Between now and March 31
there is an annual open enrollment
period to get coverage which goes
into effect July I.
Many people who thought Medicare medical insurance was not for
them might want to take another
look at it this year. More extensive
services will be covered starting.in
January, 1990, because of recent
legislation.
Among the items of improved
coverage are regular mammogra-

Sunday School
Lesson
H.C. Chiles
BECOMING A BELIEVER
Luke 19:1-10
Among the masses of curious
spectators who wanted to see
Christ as He passed through
Jericho was Zacchaeus, a wellknown and well-to-do man. about
whom we shall note four things.
His Character
Zaccaeus was a Jew by nationality and a publican in position. He thought more of money
than he did his nation, the respect
of his fellowmen, his soul o God.
He was an extortionist, levying the
taxes to the limit, paying the
demands of the Roman government, and adding the balance to
his personal savings. He was held
in contempt by the people.
His Condition
Zacchaeus was small in stature,
a social outcast and a traitor to his
country. With his ill-gotten riches
he could not buy peace with God or
true happiness. Dissatisfied with
himself and his way of life, and
with a great longing for something
better, he resolved that he would
go to see Christ, who had just
come to town. It was not easy for
him to accomplish his purpose

phy screenings and increased days as part of their income tax. For tax
of home health care. A cap is set year 1989, the rate will be $22.50
on the total expenses an individual for each $150 of income tax liabiliwould have to pay in Medicare- ty, up to a maximum of $804 per
approved charges. In 1990, that cap person.
is S1,370.
Anyone with questions about
Coverage of out-patient prescrip- coverage can call a special toll-free
tion drugs will be phased in over a Medicare phone number,
four-year period beginning Jan. 1, '1-800-888-1998.
1990. In 1990, Medicare will cover
Questions about the supplemenhome IV therapy and immunosu- tal premium should be directed to
presSive drugs. Coverage of all the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
other prescription drugs will begin For a free IRS publication, which
Jan. 1, 1991.
explains the Supplemental MediTo pay for these services, Medi- care Premium, call toll-free,
care medical insurance premiums 1-800-424-3676 and ask for publiwill also be increasing to $31.90 cation 934. IRS also has a TELEper month in 1989. In addition, all TAX service which provides tollpeople eligible for hospital insur- free information. You may call
ance will pay an annual supple- 1-800-554-477 and select topic
mental premium based on their 223 entitled "Social Security, Tier
income tax liability and collected
1 and Catastrophic Coverage."

or automatic spending cuts are
triggered.
Sen. J. Bennett Johnson, D-La.,
said that since there are no elections this year, and thus no immediate pressures on legislators seeking re-election, "We ought to do
-Where are the cuts going to
some serious budgeteering." He
come from?" asked panel chairman
said thai many lawmakers, howevJim Sasser, D-Tenn. "We don't
er, "are not willing to engage in a
know. The Bush administration has
charade."
yet to tell us."
Republicans jumped to Darman's
Darman, for the first time, indisupport, including Sen. Pete V.
cated that the administration conDomenici, R-N.M., the senior
sidered the "black box" approach
Republican on the committee, who
to be among the items that could be
said he disagreed with the Demonegotiated.
crats on the need for fine detail.
"That's one option,- he said of
"I don't think we have to know
the grouping of programs. the details but rather an overall
"Another option is one that says if
view," he said. ,
you've got ideas for priorities that
And Sen. Warren Rudman,
need to be funded, we'd like to see
R-N.H., said past budgets proposed
those."
by President Reagan were usually
Lawmakers also repeated 'pronounced dead on arrival.
charges that the assumptions Bush
"Yours is still quivering so I
used about the economy's expected guess you're ahead," he told
performance were so optimistic Darman.
Administration'and congressionthat they would unrealistically
diminish the amount of savings al officials have held several meetneeded to satisfy the Gramm- ings already to discuss Bush's
Rudman deficit reduction law. That budget, and more will be held.
legislation requires a deficit of no Sasser told reporters after Tuesgreater than $100 billion next year, day's hearing.
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tree and joyfully received Christ
into his house. His conviction of
sin, unfeigned repentance, reception of Christ, confession of Hini

people sail,
brood p..ncrease

,

.clisease

American Heart
ir Association

Reg. 7'o 21.99

Great assortment of Spring Cotton Sweater.,
in the hest new colors and styles.

Spring Pants

12.99

••%.

Reg. To 21.99
Great new styles in many
fashion colors.
Junior ct
ifisses
sizes.

J.,

Spring Dresses
Take An Additional
Lovely assortment of Spring
Dresses it: the best new styles.
Choose from casual, dressy
and career styles. Junior,
ilisse.s,
Petite sizes.

5.00 'Will
Hold Your
Spring
Layaway!

SPRING SPORTSWEAR SPECIALS *

T-Shirts...5.88 Reg. 8.99 (Cotton blends, 1-pocliet,Vring Color-v.-)
Shorts 7.88 Reg. 12.99 (Great new styles. Junior kt: Misses.)
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His Conversion

When Christ singled out Zac•
caeus, addressed him by name
and called him to minister to Him,
it broke his heart to think that here
is one who sees me, knows me,
ares-for me, and needs me. Zaccaeus quickly descended from the

9.88
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Cut down on salt.
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$7.00
Temple Oranges
Pink Seedless Grapefruit $6.50
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Go against the grain.
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•
•
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His Call

When Christ arrived at the tree
which Zaccaeus had ascended, He
looked up and said: "Zacchaeug',
make haste, and come down, for
today I must abide at they house."
Christ knew his name, nature,
position and thoughts, so the call
was quite personal. it startled him
that Christ should invite Himself
to his house.

restitution of possessions. joy of
heart and reformation of life are
excellent evidences of his genuine
conversion and salvation. A terrible grafter had been transformed
into a generous giver. .A
marvelous change was wrought in
Zaccaeus, as is true of every person who repents of his sins and
receives Christ as his Saviour
Verse ten summarizes the mission of Christ. With unspeakable
solicitude, Christ is still seeking
and saving the lost. He is seeking
them through His Word. His Spirit.
by His providences and their ow!.
dissatisfaction of heart. And 1+.
saves all who repent of their sii
and exercise faith in Hint

Spring
Cotton Sweaters

The proposal would save $10
billion to $11 billion from budget
growth that would occur otherwise,
but Democrats say Bush's budget
leaves Congress with the painful
job of selecting programs to cut.

Florida's Finest

because ol the multitude surrounhis own smallness
of stature. He went ahead of the
crowd and climbed the famous
sycamore tree. That was a very
undignified thing for a public official to do, but Zaccaeus was out
for something far better thari
dignity, namely, to see Christ
ding Christ and

PAGE 3B

Pre-Season
1 Spring
Sale!

Lawmakers pressing for budget specifics
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lawmakers are pressing President
Bush's top budget official for specifics on how the 'administration
plans to shave nearly $11 billion
from more than 1,000 programs in
the proposed $1.16 trillion budget.
Budget director Richard G. Darman was scheduled to appear
before the House Budget Committee today, a day after telling the
Senate budget panel that the best
way for Bush and the Democraticcontrolled Congress to work out a
fiscal 1990 spending blueprint was
by negotiating.
"We must come to an executivelegislative agreement," Darman
told the senators. -To that end, as
a matter of practical reality, we
must negotiate."
But Darman ran into a torrent of
criticism over the budget that Bush
presented to Congress on Feb. 9.
Much of it focused on what is
becoming known as the budget's
"black box" - a collection of
more than 1,000 programs, mostly
ip domestic areas. that the president wants to hold to the same
$136 billion spending total in
effect for this year.
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WINTER CLEARANCE
YOUR
CHOICE:

REG. TO 21.99

* Mock Turtlenecks
Turtlenecks * Skirts
* Sweaters * Pants
753.7991
*Shirts
Mon.-Sat. 10-8
* Handbags
Sunday 1-5
Lingerie Central Shopping Center-Murray
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER
Piggly Wiggly 24 oz.

Sandwic
Bread

Crisco 3 Lb.

Tuna

areal

su

1.79
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

IT

FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

•

lit

$1000
$854,490 IN CASH
95,160 PRIZES

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

Prices Good Thru Feb. 28th
641 South-Murray
753-9616

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
per day

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PR UD TO SEI

From now on, your groceries will be ha died by a stockhc
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified e ployee now own!
company through participating in our E. 0.P (Employee
ship Plan). As owners, we'll give you he personal ser
desire. Our attitude is positive about he future of our

Value Priced Groceries
Wesson 48 oz.

400 Off Label 42 oz.
Reg. or Unscented With Bleach

Oil

Tide

11.99

1.79

Del Monte 16 oz.

Corn or Beans

3/1.19
Van Camp 8 oz.

AU NATURAL

Duncan Hines 13 oz.

69°
49°

Beenie or Chili Wienies
Campbell Homestyle 10.7 oz.

7.56.
wesson

,

Chicken Noodle Soup
Del Monte 16 oz.

99°
1.29
99*
1.39

Chewy Brownies
Piggly Wiggly

Coffee Creamer
Carnation 12 ct.

Fruit Cocktail or Peaches.79°
Zesta 1 Lb. Box
Crackers
1.19

Hot --Cocoa
Say-Sum 100 Ct.

Tea Bags

Pizza Parlor

604 Off Label 65 oz.

Bleach

Snuggles P

Pizza Parlor Specials:

100

...... as oz. 3.49
oz.
Dish Li uid.........1.75

Palmollw 32

:=Vr-71

Pizza
The Works

Fresh In The Shell

Oysters
36 to 40 ct. Large Headless

2/7.99

Shrimp
Cod

Fillets
Sole

Fillets

3199c
lb. 6.99
lb. 4.99
3.99

lb.

Kraft 2 lb

Grape Jelly
3 Uter

Vess Drinks

Red Delicious 3 Lb. Bag

Fresh Long Stem Bunch

Green Onions
Fresh Crisp-1 Lb. Bag

Carrots
Large Idaho Bakers

Potatoes
Fresh Firm Head

Cabbage

Apples

lb.

2179°
39'
lb 19'
lb.

Coke Products
2 Liter
12-Pack
24-Pack

98
.98
5.7

Large Fancy

Bell Peppers

ea. 1.49
1.69
2/79'

Bud's Finest-Ready To Eat

Slaw Mix

99C

Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

Taco Shells
Old El Paso

Taco Sauce
Chili-Man 15 oz.

Chili

Starting at

3.99

99'

Shredded Cheese
Minute Maid 64 oz.

Orange Juice
Shedd 1 Lb. Country

Crock Spread
Prairie Farm 1/2 Gal.

1 lb bag

Cut Flower

Bouquets

Old El Paso

.4

Biscuits

ea

Cauliflower

INGLES

Piggly Wiggly 6 pk.

79C
Bud, Jumbo Snow-White Head

AMIE MI
NOOSTEDCONN

Dairy

Broccoli

89°

Cat Litter

•

2.99
1.39
89°

Peanut Butter

Potatoes
lb

10 Lb. Tidy

1.99

Jif 28 oz.

Large, Fresh Bunch

Tomatoes

Dog Food .

Drinks

U.S. #1 Russett 15 Lb. Bag

Large Slicing

lent Pack

Diapers

Vess 12 pk.

Fresh Produce

1.99

Party Cups
Luvs Boys & Girls Con

hole

I'.

'-r -t

Solo 20 OS?

Value Priced Grocerilm

Catfish

Combination 12 Inch

••••II

Trail Blazer 20 lb.

Seafood
Fresh

2.79
89

Cascade
Purex 150 Off Libel 128 oz.

Che

Buttermilk
Prairie Farm Gal.

Kellogg Breakfast Show
18 Oz. 1.59
Corn Flakes
15 oz. 2.49
Fruit Loops
14 oz. 2.49
Muselix

Fruit Drinks

All White Rain

Products
Pepto Bismol
75 Ct. Bottle

Rolaids

8 oz.

Piggly Wiggly

1.79
2.19
89°
99'
89°

Ice Crei

1.37
2.77
1.89

Chec
Our t
VI
Sele(

Potatoel
Piggly Wiggly

Pizzas
Mrs. Paul 7.5

Fish Sti
Green Giant

Corn C(
Old Recipe 1,
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THRIFTY SAVER
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Towels

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made
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Tissue

99C
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Boys & Girls Convenient Pack

pers
Blazer 20 lb.

g Food
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t Litter

Chuck Steak

Stew Beef
USDA Choice Beef

1-Bone Steak
USDA Choice Beef
Chuck Eye Steak .1b

OZ.

e
t
t
*
fale

;
l'-779WienerS=1-14

DOG

tVr4
I
1

El Paso

>84
mind_

99c
99°
69°

Shells

:o
El Paso

:o Sauce...,

•Man 15 oz.

iii

Ground Chuck

Fryer Wings.

All Varieties 10-12 oz.

Mrs. Grissom's 14 oz.

Pimento Cheese Spread
Happy Home

Corn Dogs

,6.

Frozen

Pizzas
Mrs. Paul 7.5 oz.

Fish Sticks & Fillets
Green Giant

Corn Cob Nibbler
Old Recipe 1/2 Gal.

Ice Cream
Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

99°
69c
1.39
99°
2.39

lb. 1.69

Lean and Tender

Pork Cutlets

Kids Love It • All American

Emge 12 oz. Pkg. Reg. or Beef

Wieners

lb.

79°
1.69
1.49

All Star Emge

Sliced Bologna
Chili Roll
On Cor Charbroil

Beef Patties

1.29
1.39
2.39

lb.

12 oz. Emge

lb.

Filled With Fruit

Everyone's Favorite Creamy

Cole Slaw

99°
3.99
2.69

lb.

Just Like Homemade

Chicken Salad

lb.

Made Fresh Daily Cherry or

Blueberry Delight

lb.

CUPN 11

Tart Cakes

3.99

lb.

pa. 2.49

Boiled Ham

Great Anytime

Coffee Cakes
Raisin, Wheat, Plain

Bagels

ea.

2.49
6/1.49
ea

Mix or Match

Assorted Donuts
We Slice It Free - 16 oz.

Wheat or White Bread

COUPN

99°

rSClOUoOoS,

o
li

lb.

Bakery

3.99

Piggly Wiggly Is Murray's
Specialty Cake Headquarters.
Call Today For The
Birthday or Wedding Cake
753-0265

lb.

Spare Ribs

Turkey Breast

e--1

DOG

Piggly Wiggly 10 oz.

Pork Steak

Sliced or Shaved

ixt4TUCK/4

1.69
1.29
lb. 1.69
1.59

lb.

Lean & Tender

lb.1.59

Deli

Potatoes

Pork Chops
Small & Lean

1.29 J 39°

USDA Choice Family Pak Cube

Piggly Wiggly .2 lb. Krinkle Kut

Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops

i Fryer Leg Qtrs.

1.19
Tyson Chicken Quick 2.99
Minit Steaks
2.39

Orange Juice

1.29

Fine To Fry

Wieners

emi-Boneless
Ham

Fresh Meats

Sliced Bologna

ts

ezr

eats

Fresh Family Pak

Citrus Hill 12 oz.

37
17
39

Fain. Pak

Field All Varieties 12 oz.

5 pk.

79
19
19c
19C
19°

Breakfast Bacon
Arm Roast
USDA Choice Beef Shoulder

•

2.49
lb. 1.29

lb.

Emge Chief

Field Reg. 1 Lb.

Bugles

11111;141,
4%

Boneless Ham

Fresh

•

Emge Whole

,.

Field Half Kentuckian

1.69
lb. 1.99
It. 4.69

roceril .ts
TAM ME
POOSTA

89C

b.

lb

Boneless-Lean-Fine For Soups

Piggly Wiggly
is Murray's
Complete
Party Center
Call 753-0265

Sliced Bacon

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

Swiss Steak

Chuck Roast

Family Pak
Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Choice Beef Boneless\

1.5D

1.09
8.99
2.99
99,

rty Cups.

Boneless

resh Meats

Attlewww4444414.

Charmin 4 Pack

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

See Us For
All Your
Birthday and
Wedding Cakes!

Good Thru Feb. 28th
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Former intelligence chair first to stand in Iran-Contra trial
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
former chairman of the House
intelligence committee is the first
witness called by Iran-Contram-prosecutors intent on showing that
Oliver North subverted democracy
by lying about his secret support of
Nicaraguan rebels.
Associate independent counsel
John Keker told jurors in his opening statemkgnt Tuesday that Hamilton's panel wanted to know what
North was doing in 1985 following
news reports he was helping the
Contras in defrace of a congressional ban on helping the rebels.
"You'll hear Lee Hamilton say
that there is a difference between
keeping secrets and telling lies and
you don't have to tell lies to keep
secrets," Keker told the jury.
Hamilton, D-Ind., former chairman of the House Select Committee on Intelligence, was set to be
the prosecution's lead witness
when the trial resumed today in

U.S. District Court.
Defense lawyer Brendan V. Sullivan told jurors in his opening
statement that North felt his first
duty was to protect the secrecy of
covert operations whose exposure
could endanger lives.
He said North and others were
reluctant to discuss covert operations with lawmakers because "it
was the perception of the National
Security Council and the president
of the United States that the Congress of the United States leaked
like a sieve."
BUt Keker argued that "to lie to
Congress because you mistrust it
then is a crime and not a defense."
He told the jury that Hamilton
"will tell you Congress can't do its
job if administration officials come
to him and lie."
North, a retired Marine lieutenant colonel and former national
security council aide, is charged
with nine felony counts of lying to

Congress and to a presidential
investigation of the Iran-Contra
affair.
He also is charged with illegally
using a tax-exempt foundation to
raise private donations to arm the
Contras, and with two counts alleging he personally profited from the
Iran-Contra affair.
Keker said North's lies to Congress and subsequent destruction of
key documents during a presidential in 1986 amounted to "a crime
that goes to the soul of our selfgovernment."
"You will hear that he considers
himself a patriotic person, but there
is no higher patriotic purpose than
to protect our system of government," Keker said.
Sullivan disputed the prosecution's version of the Iran-Contra
affair, saying North "followed the
instructions of the highest ranking
officials of the United States of
America."

North "worked in a secret selves above the law and not tell
world" on covert operations "to Congress about Col. North's activiprotect the national security of the ties," when Hamilton and other
country," Sullivan said. .
lawmakers started asking questions
One of the secrets he protected,
in
August 1985, Keker said.
Sullivan said, was President ReaWhen the Iran-Contra affair
gan's plan to solicit donations from
foreign governments to aid the unraveled in November, 1986,
North lied again and shredded eviContras after Congress passed the
dence
to cover up his earlier lies to
1984 Boland Amendment, which
Congress,
the prosecutor said.
banned U.S. assistance.
"When the time came for Oliver
Reagan told aides: "If this leaks
North to tell the truth, he lied,"
out, we'll all be hanging by our
Keker said. "When the time came
thumbs outside the White House to
come clean, he shredded, erased
until we find out who did it," ,Sullivan told jurors.
"The president was angry"
about the ban on aid to the Contras
"and he vowed to find a way to
support them," Sullivan said.
As a result of Reagan's orders, "Doubt is not below knowledge. but
"011ie North was supposed to keep above it."
them together body and soul."
— Alain
North and his boss, then-national
security adviser Robert McFarlane.
"decided they would place them-

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Military plotted against Marcos: conspirator
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Military officers plotted for months
to oust President Ferdinand Marcos
and sped up their plans after the
public was angered by cheating in
the 1986 election against Corazon
Aquino, a leading conspirator said
Wednesday.
Navy Capt.. Rex Robles said
reform-minded officers initially
planned to establish a transitional
council to run the country until
new elections could be held. Later,
they threw their support to Mrs.
Aquino.

In an interview with radio station
DZRH, Robles said the Reform the
Armed Forces Movement planned
to move against Marcos in December 1985 but postponed their move
after he called a "snap" election
for the following February.
"So we decided to postpone
until sometime after elections,
around April or May in the summer," Robles said. "When there
was a backlash (against) cheating
in the elections, we accelerated it."
Robles made the remarks on the
third anniversary of a military

MONEY'S
NEW SEAFOOD
SPECIALS

mutiny, when officers led by thenDefense Minister Juan Ponce
Enrile and then-Vice Chief of Staff
Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos announced
they were breaking with Marcos.
That triggered a massive popular
uprising, during which hundreds of
thousands of civilians poured into
the streets to defend the mutineers
against Marcos' troops. Marcos
fled Manila three days later for
exile in Hawaii.
Enrile and Ramos declared their
support for Mrs. Aquino. Both she
and Marcos claimed victory in the
elections of Feb. 7, 1986, which
the Roman Catholic hierachy and
foreign observers said were marked
by unprecedented fraud.
"Our plan was if we succeeded
in ousting Marcos or asking him to
step down, we would set up a
transition council, either five to
seven members," Robles said.

"Our agreement was whoever
joined the transition council would
not run in the election which we
would hold because it would be
unfair."
Robles did not explain why the
officers dropped the transitional
council in favor of Mrs. Aquino.
The reform movement included
former Lt. Col. Gregorio "Gringo"
Honasan, sought in the violent
August 1987 attempt to topple Mrs.
Aquino.
Movement members frequently
have complained that they were
never given credit for their role in
ousting Marcos.
In the interview, Robles said
Marcos found out about the plot
but was uncertain when it was to
be launched. Robles said the conspirators leaked a series of possible
dates to confuse Marcos' supporters and force them into a series of
security alerts.

Quit smoking.

Seafood Platter...

WERE FIGHTING FOR
lOUR LIFE

Tender fried shrimp, delicious stuffed crab
and lightly breaded fish, golden fried.

American Heart40
Association

Charbroiled Shrimp...
Two skewers of tender shrimp brushed with
dill butter delicately seasoned and charbroiled on a open flame, Served with rice.

Shrimper's Choice...

JUST FOR YOU 5
WE DO IT ALL!
(Mechanica

For shrimp lovers! A generous portion of
bite-size shrimp, fried shrimp and shrimp
baked in dill butter and special seasoning.

Baked Fish...
A tender, delicately baked fish fillet, lightly
.• seasoned.

l or Service Work)

0
N-

i

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change
Lubricate chassrs, drain oil and refill tooth IV to five
quarts of mator brand motor od, and install new oil filter
NoW: special diesel oil end fiber type mey reetilt in
extra cheers

•Charbroiled Steak & Shrimp...

'1295

A U.S.D.A. choice 6 oz. Sirloin Steak charbroiled to your order with your choice of
either charbroiled or golden fried shrimp.

•r"
--

GOODp YEAR
Expires February 28, 1989

Engine Tune-Up
All dinners include rice or potato, dinner bread, cocktail or tartar sauce, lemon wedge and our famous Soup, Salad & Fruit Bar.

•Checs up battery. starting, charging, combustion
systems install new spark plugs •Set timing -Adjust
carburetor where applicab$e (E xtra charge N removal is
oecessary ) Warranted 6 months or 6,000 miles,
whichever comes first.

0
0

MONDAY thru SUNDAY

4 Cyl.

6 Cyl.

8 Cyl.

38

42

'48

GOODTkEAR
Expires February 28, 1989

5-oz, Choice Sirloin....
USDA Choice boneless beef
charbroiled to your taste,
crowned with onion rings
and served with choice of
rice, French fries or onion
rings, toasted Grecian bread
and all the hot homestyle
soup, crisp salad and fresh
fruit you care to eat.

Disc Brake Service

499

N.aw front disc pads. repwk wheel beanngs, resurface
front rotors Conventional rear wheel &we vehicles
Prices vary for front wheel drive Hydraulic service will
be recommended cf needed for safe operation. Metalc
pads extra. Warranted in 12 months or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first

A

$49
GOOD;rkEAR
Expires February 28, 1989

Monday thru Friday
4:00 p.m. till close
Murray
Hwy. 641 N.

Paducah
Ky. Oaks Mall

Computerized Lifetime
Wheel Balance

'6"
721 So
12th St
75? 05q5

per tire

G00D
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and altered. When the time came to
let the light shine in, he covered
up."
Sullivan said North followed the
Marine Corp's motto "Semper
Fidelis" — always faithful.
"He was always faithful to
country, to commander-in-chief, to
his family, to those whose lives
depended on him," the defense
lawyer said.
Concluding his opening remarks
in a whisper, Sullivan said: "Lt.
Col. North has, in the end, been
abandoned by his government."

Expires February 28, 1989

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

2 21 A

•Q 7 3
•Q J 73
•A K 7 5
4 10 8
WEST
EAST
•A 8 2
+54
V 94
A 865
•Q 9 6 2
•J 43
4K 9 7 5
46 4 3 2
SOUTH
•K J 10 9 6
•K 102
•10 8
4AQJ
‘'ulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding.

Today's East eyed the opening
lead with doubt and skepticism.
How was he to tell whether the
heart nine was a singleton or a
doubleton?
West led the heart nine, hoping to
get an eventual ruff, and dummy
played low. East really didn't know
what to do. After some agonizing, he
decided to play his ace and return a
heart. South won and knocked out
the ace of trumps. Since there was
no entry to the East hand, West nev- South
West
North
East
Pass
2•
Pass
er got his heart ruff. Where are the 1 4
Pass
3 416
• Pass
clues to guide East's play at trick 2 NT
44
Pass
Pass
Pass
one?
Opening lead. Heart nine
Eyeing the nine of hearts won't
provide any answers, but rememBID WITH THE ACES
bering the bidding offers a clue.
South holds
2-21-B
What did South rebid over North's
two diamonds? What would he have
4A 8 2
rebid had he held four hearts?
94
There's the answer. Since South re•Q 9 6 2
bid two no-trump instead of two
. 4K 97 5
hearts, he shouldn't have a four- North South
1 NT
card heart suit. And since no imme- 1
diate ruff is available in hearts. 2+
ANSWER: Three clubs. A shade too
East should encourage with his
much strength to make a unilateral
eight of hearts. When West wins his
decision that there is no game
ace of spades, a second heart to
East's ace scores a ruff. Later West _Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
collects his king of clubs for one 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-address*
stamped envelope for reply
down.
Copyright 1989, United Feature Syndicate
"Have a place for everything and
keep the thing somewhere else. This
is not advice; it is merely custom."
— Mark Twain.

NORTH
2-22-A
•7 2
•J9
•A 102
•K Q 10 7 6 5
WEST
EAST
Nothing went right for East and •K 9 5 4
•Q J 10 8 6 3
West in today's interesting deal. Not
K 10 7 5 2
A643
only did they miss a laydown game, •6 5 4
•3
but they then found a way to allow +2
4 A .1
South to score his game.
SOUTH
Who gets the blame for missing
•A
five spades? At that contract, East
VQ8
loses only a trump and a diamond to
•K Q J 9 8 7
+9843
score an easy 11 tricks. West pushed
his cards to the limit with his pre- Vulnerable: Both
emptive tactics, so he can't be at Dealer: East
fault. So it's East who must take the The bidding:
blame. With distributional hands
West
South
North
where either side might score a East
2•
1•
4+
5
•
game, it usually pays to take one
Pass
Pass
Pass
more bid.
How about the defense? West led
Opening lead Club deuce
his club deuce, an obvious singleton,
and East won and returned the suit
BID WITH THE ACES
for West to ruff. Unfortunately
2-22-B
East's only card left in clubs was South holds
the jack. West read this as a suitpreference signal, and back came a
•K 9 5 4
•K 10 7 5 2
spade. The rest is history, as South
•6 5 4
scampered home with his unmak42
able game. Who gets the blame?
Once again it goes to East. Before
giving West the obvious club ruff, he North South
1
should have cashed his heart ace. 1 •
9
After West ruffs the club, he will 1+
cash the heart king and the defendANSWER: Two spades. Offer a
ers will get 200 points. It's not much
raise and leave the driving to
compensation for missing a vulnerpartner.
able five-spade game, but better
than paying off to South's vulner- Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
1.2363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
able game.
stamped envelope for reply

BIBLE FORUM
WHAT ARE YOUR
QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE BIBLE?
Can you really trust the Bible?
When will Christ come again?
Am I born in sin? How can I be saved?
What does the Bible say about evolution?
Is there only one correct church?
How can I be happy?
How can I make my marriage work?
What about homosexuality? Living together?
How can I be sure about God? Heaven? Hell?
What about depression?
Each member of the audience will be allowed to
.
submit any questions
Thursday, February 23, 1989
7 to 9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center -- Barkley Room
Sponsored By The West Murray Church of Christ
For Information Call 753-3800
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Amazon Indians upset over dam
ALTAMIRA, Brazil (AP) —
Angry Amazon Indians thrust
lances and machetes at government
electric power officials Tuesday in
a second day of heated debate over
a proposeii hydroelectric dam that
would flood tribal lands.
More than 500 Indians from 37
native groups packed the city's
community center for the historic
encounter of tribes in this east
Amazon city, 2,000 miles northwest of Rio de Janeiro.
The meeting is the first united
political movement by the native
tribes, and seeks to block construction of the Kararao dam on the
Xingu River, an Amazon tributary.
Brazil says the energy is vital for
development in this land of 144
million people.
Tempers flared when Jose Lopes,
engineering director for Eletronorte, the government Amazon power
company, told the Indians the dam
would not raise the river beyond its
present level.
"You're lying! Everything you
say is a lie!" shouted Tuira, a Kayapo Indian woman as she strode

through the crowd and brandished
a machete in Lopes' face.
Her words in Kayapo were translated into broken Portuguese by
Chief Paulo Paiakan. He said her
gesture is "one of our traditions, it
does not mean war."
Kayapo warrior Uh-Te also protested angrily and repeatedly thrust
a red-feathered lance at the company offical.
"We don't know what energy
means. I was raised on game, fish
and wild honey in the forest. Why
didn't you consult us about the
dam?" said Uh-Te with Paiakan
translating.
The Indians, some wearing a
green-and-yellow feathered headresses and black warpaint on their
faces and bodies, raised their war
clubs in a sign of agreement.
Lopes said Eletronorte was preparing an environmental impact
report on the Kararao projeci If
the dam affects Indian land, it must
be approved by congress," he said.
Brazil's Indian population has
been decimated by development
projects such as hydroelectric dams
and the TransAmazon highway.

There are about 220,000 Indians
left in Brazil, down from an estimated 5 million when the country
was discovered by Portuguese
explorers in 1500.
"The dam is not a reality until
construction starts," and that won't
happen for at least five years,"
Lopes said. He said Eletronorte has
scrapped plans for other contested
Amazon dams at Babaquara and
Iriri.
Chief Paiakan also complained
that Indians had not been consulted
about the name of the dam. Kararao is a Kayapo war cry, he said.
"To our youths, the government is
calling us to war," Paiakan said.
Lopes promised the project
would be given a "white name."
Earlier in Brasilia, Interior
Minister Joao Alves said the government would not consider stopping the Kararao project. He said
the dam was fundamental for Brazil's future and would dislocate
only about 280 Indians.
Kararao will generate 11 million
kilowatts of electricity, Alves said
— second only to the Itaipu dam,
the world's largest, located on Bra-

zil's southwestern border with
Paraguay.
Brazilian and international environmental groups attending the fiveday meeting said the Kararao project was probably unstoppable.
"I don't think it's likely they'll
stop construction of Kararao. But
that doesn't mean the meeting is a
waste," said Barbara Bramble, a
director of the Washington-based
National Wildlife Fund.
"This could be a real milestone
in the formation of alliances among
Amazonian peoples to work
together to save the place they live
in.''
Joining the protesters was British
rock star Sting, who told the Amazon Indian chiefs he was starting
an international campaign to raise
money to create a huge Amazon
National Park. He said the campaign would begin April 12 in
Paris.
"I'm not here on behalf of one
people. If the rain forest dies all of
us are in danger," Sting said.
He said he got permission for his
project from President Jose Sarney.

Experts urge overhaul of IRS penalties
WASHINGTON (AP) — Experts
inside the Internal Revenue Service
are recommending a thorough overhaul of the 150 separate civil
penalties that can be imposed on
people who make tax mistakes.
Although the proposals have not
been approved by the IRS or higher
federal agencies, most of the suggestions have been endorsed by
IRS Commissioner Lawrence B.
Gibbs. He says the present crazy-.
quilt penalty system is difficult for
taxpayers to understand and the
IRS to enforce.
"While the merit of each individual penalty can be defended, when
taken together they sometimes produce unintended results and have a
combined impact that can be too
severe," Gibbs said Tuesday in
presenting an IRS task force report
on penalties to a House Ways and
Means subcommittee.
If taxpayers do not understand
why they are being penalized, he
said, compliance with the tax laws
can suffer.
When the 1954 tax overhaul was
enacted, there were only 14 civil

penalties. Most taxpayers will never encounter the bulk of today's
150 penalties, which are used to
punish behavior ranging from
defacing a stamp on a liquor bottle
to fraudulently failing to report
income.
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants recommended that Congress streamline
IRS penalty procedures but take its
time creating new penalties.
"Now that the interest paid by
individual taxpayers is no longer
(fully) deductible while the interest
received from the government is
'fully taxable, it does not seem that
this differential is necessary, logical or fair,' said Arthur S. Hoffman, chairman of the organization's tax division. "It is a major
irritant to many taxpayers and is
generally perceived as patently
inequitable."
Chief Judge Arthur L. Nims III
of the U.S. Tax Court asked Congress to increase the penalty that
the court may impose on taxpayers
who file frivolous tax suits. Raising
the $5,000 penalty would discour-

age tax-shelter suits, he said. He
also recommended the court be
permitted to penalize lawyers who
draw such suits.
Gibbs said that if the IRS taskforce report should become law, it
would result in considerably fewer
separate penalties. As for simplification, he promised only that the
new system would not be more difficult to comprehend than the present one.
A typical low- or middle-income
taxpayer is likely to encounter only
three or four of the 150 penalties.
For example, failing to file a return
or to pay taxes owed can result in a
penalty. A filing error caused by
negligence can bring another.
Fraud can mean still another.
In 1986, the IRS imposed 22.9
million penalties for S6.9 billion,
but 49 percent of the dollar amount
was wiped out, usually as a result
of negotiations with taxpayers.
For the IRS, the biggest problem
is with informational returns, such
as the requirement that employers
and financial institutions file
reports of wages or interest paid.

Get Two Medium Pizzas
with one topping
for only
12th & Chestnut
Murray, By
759-4646

$999

About 6 million payers send the
IRS I billion documents. Failing to
include the correct Social Security
number or filing the documents late
can result in a penalty on the payer
of S50 per document.
The group also proposed that a
person who is entitled to a refund
be subject to a S100 penalty for
failing to file a return. Apparently,
many taxpayers in that category
now do not file. Gibbs said the
absence of a penalty results 'in
expenditure of IRS resources to
secure a return and inhibits an
audit to determine the person'
claim.

pea/L.)
Extramarital Sex Can Be
Extraordinarily Dangerous
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY During my college
days. I was i very popular girl —
'promiscuous- would be more accurate. If you were to put a gun to my
head and demand that 1 name every
guy I'd ever gone to bed with, I
couldn't do it
I am now middle-aged, happily
married and have children I am
proud f I am avoiding specific
numbers hecause I live in a small
town where everybody reads Dear
Abby, and I don't want to be
Not long ago, I went back to my
hometown to spend a little time
with one if my parents because the
other parent was seriously IF I saw
some of my old friends. and among
them was a fellow I had had a hot
and heavy romance with before I
married my husband. Well, I went to
bed with him again. It wasn't a
"love" thing — it just happened. I
used it diaphragm, wha-h protected
me against pregnancy but not from
sexually transmitted diseases.
-Yesterday, I -receked i telephone
call from this fellow informing me
that his wife just told him that she
had had a one-night stand with an
IV drug abuser who informed her
that he tested positive tor AIDS.
This means that I ir'n at risk, and
so is my husband'
Abby, please warn your readers
that if they engage in extramarital
sex to have the decency to protect
themselv
and their spouses. I
wish I hid
TEA1-{s DI'N MY l'11.1,0W

DEAR TEARS: Your letter
may save more lives than you
know. I hope you are one of the
lucky ones.
Readers: As I have pointed
out in previous columns, sexually active people should ALWAYS use a condom, but because condoms sometimes
break or slip off, one should
also use a jelly lubricant containing Non-Oxyno1-9, which
will kill both the sperm and the
AIDS virus. The active ingredients in a lubricant are listed
on the outside of every package.
so read before you buy.
According to the American
Foundation for AIDS Research,
of which I am a director, the
AIDS virus may lie dormant in
the body for years before causing the disease, so take no
chances. This column isn't exactly an upper, but it is one of
the most important columns
I've ever written.(Would I lie to
you on (eorge Washington's
birthday?) Please pass this on
to a sexually active friend.

Wedding bells? Wedding bills! Who
pays for what and everything else you
need to know if tcou're planning a
wedding can he found in Abby's booklet. "Flow to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send your name and address, plus
check or money order for $2.59 t$3.39
in ('anada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris.
111. 51054. 1Postage is included.)
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Additional toppings extra. Makin' It Great®

1112321111:1131/1_
YOU MADE A
MiSTAKE HERE,
MISS 131.1XLEY

I'M SORRY,
SIR(NF)
I'LL RETYPE
1.1. (Sr-JIFF)

41 kf

TS"
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•
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'•
THAT
HAVE THERE
1:14G WOOD
t

Lunch Special
Personal Pan Pepperoni

Two Medium
One Topping Pizzas
Only
$999
Pan, Thin'n Crispy® or Hand -Tossed
Extra Topping On Both Pizzas
Just $1.59

$129

Only
Supreme Only

12th & Chestnut
Murray. Ky.
759-4446

UNCLE WIALKERA
TAUGHT me TO DEFEN7

I sr

Good for up to 4 pizzas.

Offer Expires 3/8/89
One coupon per party
per visit Not valid In
combination with any
other 0(10

THE PHANTOM

I

-4 FOR
TNE 6H05T
WhIo

Offer Expires 3/8/89
Available I I am-4 prn Mon. Sat.
5 minute guarantee applies only
between 1110 wn-1 pm Mon Frt
12th & Chestnut
Hurray. Ky.
750-4646

ala
4

I'LL GET EVEN vVITH THAT
YOUNG UP5TART..IF
IT'S THE LAST THING -I EVER 00!

•-•
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Articles
FOf Salo

FAMILY HAIR CARE SA
LON Exceptional opportunity to own an excellent
business' Outstanding
clientele and product sales
superior equipment indud
mg 2 Wolff suntanning
beds Good location with
good lease, very reasonable utilities and rent
Owner retiring Excellent
terms with owner financing
long term at reasonable
rates Salon will pay for
itself in less than 1 year
Serious inquiries only
753-8248 after 8p m

PURCHASE Area Building
Maintenance offers a complete line of Swepco maintenance supplies including
driveway, sealant, de icer
and industrial type clean
ers 436-2312

Notice

Melissa C VanHorn,as o
Monday February 20 owe
no debts but my own

Spring is already
here at

A Perfect
Choice
in the Central
Shopping Center
Come in and see our new
lines by Lerch, Easy
Wear, Jeane Derell and
Organically
more!
Grown and Major Damage have all the fashions
for juniors!

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100-, of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20'14 We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses.
For free information
call.
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
75 3-4199
"free local
claim service"

Reg. 130ce

NOW
$25N
Feb 13th to Feb 28th

Kut'N Kuri
Southaide
Shopping
Center

Jody Gardner
Owner

ALMO Kountry Korner
Tuesday Saturday
9a m -5p m , 1824 & 464
Crafts, sweatshirts, pajamas, quilts, customized
rabbits, baskets assorted
antique pieces
COUNTRY Jeans's Special Prices! Group of jeans
$1989 Swearshirts $4 off
regular prioe. New shipment of Lee Zipback Rider
jeans. 3-15 junior sizes.
Guess Basic jeans, size
26-31 waist. Also mens'
Lee, Levi, Jordache 10%
Off ladies' waist size jeans_
Lots More On Sale! Regular hours: Friday 4-6p.m ,
Saturday 10a m -4p m. 5
miles 94 East. Open by
appointment

you are concerned, give us a call for a
The Consumer Guide To
free copy of
Long Term Care Insurance.-

Pre-Spring & Spring
Suntan Specials!
New Wolff Bulbs
30 Minute Sessions
5 - S12.50
10 - S22.50
15 - $33.00
20 - $42.00
Mon- Tucs- Sat 7:30-5
Wed- Thurs- Fri 7:30-7

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

753-1682
LYNDIA'S Pretty Punch
Shop. Complete line of
punch embroidery. Special!
Buy 2 patterns and get 3rd
Free' 2 Miles west of Hazel
on State Line Road (Hwy
893), 492-8580

.;.
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TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246
WARD'S Leather & Skins
New line of all leather
sweaters purses, men's
leather boots belts, $5 bill
folds, etc 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Rd
(893)492-8580

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
goddess
34 Equally
35 Sow
37 Obese
38 Exist
39 Dispatched
40 Equality
41 Hebrew
month
42 Venerable
44 Reddishyellow in hue
47 A — Named
Desire"
51 Native metal
52 English
streetcar
'53 Tissue
54 Sn is its
symbol
55 Barks
56 River in
Belgium
57 Posed for
portrait

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ASEA
CUE
GIOAT
SCAN
APT
A;RC A
AGHAST
PATRON
RENTS
SLING
LOST
OSLO
YEN
ELBOW
WIN
P I
LID
ER
PI T
EATEN
TEN
SEAR
EELS
ABOUT
LASTS
TRIPLE
EITHER
IDLEMAWEICIENS
ERAS
EREPEA
SEL
3 Honor
Blackman
role in
'Goldfinger
4 Performs
5 Click beetle
6 Fears
7 Fur-bearing
mammals

8 Recalls to
mind
9 Anger
10 Noise
11 Series of
DOWN
games
17 Tantalum
1 Supplicates
symbol
2 Sea in Asia
19 Ewell ID
22 Succor
24 Hypothetical
force
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
25 Rend
26 Gaelic
14
12
27 Swiss
13111
mountains
15
28 Warsaw
18111171111
native
29 Emmet
19
20
1
30 Choose
32 National
26
23 24
22
21
hymns
33 Paddle
30
29
rf 28
36 Article
37 Satirical
34
33
31
32
dramas
38 Heads of
37
36
abbeys
38II 40 Duke of TV
lil
41
40
41 Early morn
43 Faroe Islands
45 ill
whirlwind
42 111
44 Sandarac
44lI
tree
SO
45 Silkworm
'II
NIlII
46 Lease
54
52
47 Pigpen
53Ill
48 Threefold
57
55
prefix
seIII
49 Knock
'C 1989 United Feature Syndicate
50 Beverage

11

II

111

111

ill

1111

I39

III
Ill

benefits. Apply at:

West View
Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.

Murray, Ky.

II
II

M /F

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Title
Black's Decorating Center, EXPERIENCED
Clerk Send resume to P0
701 S 4th St. Murray
Box 1040-C, Murray
EXPERIENCED Bookkeeper Send resume to
P0 Box 1040-C

030
Card
of Thanks
El

Pauline Royal,
Route 1, Dexter,
Ky. would like
to thank everyone who has
helped me the
last 2 weeks
since my house
burned. Thank
you and God
bless you.

KUT'N KURL

McConnell
Insurance Agency

1 Container
4 Finds a total
8 Frees of
12 Period of
time
13 Central part
14 Great Lake
15 Female
colloq
16 Handling
usage
18 Narrow
openings
20 Turkish
regiment
21 Concerning
22 Paid notices
23 Small,
informal
letter
27 Simian
29 Three-toed
sloths
30 More unusual
31 Behold'
32 In addition
33 Harvest

11-7 shifts. Competitive salary and

FOE

If

ACROSS

Due to new federal
regulations we are
expanding our staff
of professional
nurses. RNs needed
for all shifts. LPNs
needed for 3-11 &

Open Thurs., Fri
Set. 9-5
Sun. 12-5
Robert & Neil Wigges
Owners
753-4588

753-1682

"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
•Medicare pays less than 2°,,,
•Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
"An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
•In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
•Medicaid. the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

"Hmm ... not bad. Kemosabe ..
but this one little better maybe.

Berkline
Furniture
Gallery
NOW OPEN
at
Shopper's Mall
in Wiggins
Furn. Bldg.
2 mi. N. of
Murray on
U.S. 641

Perms

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

.?

RN & LPN

Hair Care
Special

Card of
Thanks
To all the friends,
neighbors, and acquaintanees
of
Solon F. DarnellOur befovuf husband, dad, grand
father, and great
and
grandfather
goodfrierul to many
has moved to a better place heavenly
glory. To each and
allofyou, thefamily
of Solon Darnell
wouldlike to evress
our deep appreciation and special
thanks for all your
cards, thoughts, visits, calls,fool,flowers, gifts of many
kinds, and most of
all, your prayers during Dad Darnells
illness. 'Thank you
for caring. .
Emma Darnell
Pat Darnell
Kevin Darnell
and Families

$60.00 PER HUNDRED re
mailng letters from home
Details, send self
addressed, stamped enve
lope Associates, Box
3091, Colonia, NJ 07067

EXPERIENCED hairdresser to take over established clientele 3 days a
week or more 753-3191 or
753-9992

FOR SALE
Wolff &
Suntanna
New & Used
Commercial &
Home Units
Will Finance

Sales, Service
& Supplies

Pay LaSS
DRUGS
Pay Less Drugs is now
accepting applications
for Pharmacists for our
Murray, Kentucky store
Competitive starting
salary, excellent fringe
benefits No phone
calls Send resume to
Paducah, KY 42001,
Attn Lonnie Griffin.
MARSHALL County Hospital is recruiting for a parttime RN to work in the
intensive care unit. Competitive wages and benefits
available. Submit
application/ resume to
Marshall County Hospital,
502 Gee McClain Dr. Benton, KY 42025, Att
Personnel
SECRETARIAL position
available immediately.
Must possess skills in typing with shorthand preferred and ability to handle
telephone calls. Should
have some computer background Pay commensurate with skills possessed
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040-M, Murray, Ky
THE SEAFOOD EX
PRESS IS LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD PEOPLE
Day and night waitress or
waiter needed Some experience preferred Must
be hard working depend
able and enjoy working with
people Apply at Seafood
Express, Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
WANTED Auto Frame
Techrecain Must have experience Reply to P 0 Box
7831 Paducah, KY 42001

Instruction
,.
,

-

111' _Train to be a Professional
.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDY /RES TRAINING

.FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
• ON ol A C T Coop
Nail hdperc Pompano Bch FL

gr,-*

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

•No•spenence(
c
.

h a.

•DOT C6H10lur
•Ful/
//swung
•PI•e•ment ORPI
•Rhanctall AC
AvallaiNe

1-800-334-1203

• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDYIRES TRAINING
*FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•./08 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

.6

• • :•

•

WESTINGHOUSE dishwasher excellent condition, $100 Call 753-3520
after 3 30p m

Home
FumIshIngs

Want
To Buy

CALLOWAY County
Cemetary Book by Judah
Ann Maupin 759-1504
FRAME mounted trailer
hitch for pick up truck, class
3 759-4905

PIANO for sale Call Holi
day Inn 753 5986 ask for
Tim Miller

BUTTONS custom made a
Faye's, 514 Main St nex
to Pagliai s
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
GO carts, go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
tor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759 9831
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate deliv
ery Acree Portable Build
ings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831

SPLIT oak wood average
12" in length $20 per rick
picked up or $25 per rick
delivered 753-2878.

WE have special prices and
good service on caps.
calendars, political camDEN Grouping: couch, paign materials, magnetic
chair, rocking chair, coffee signs and hundreds of Advertising Specialty items.
table, 2 end tables, $200
Also, garage repair forms
759-9800 or 759-1509.
and salestooks. Jim & HeHIDE -A-BED couch, len Cain, Route 2 Box 27,
makes queen size bed, Murray, Ky 42071,
gold are! brown $225 (502)759-1602
753-4443
WE service all brands of
PUT in your order for a kerosene heaters and carry
handsome custom made a full line of parts. Keith's
butcher block table From Lawn & Tractor. Industrial
basic to excuisite, any size, Road, 759-9831
height or shape to fa your
need or fancy Genuine oak
250
tops Call today 435-4142
Business
QUEEN-size Woodcrafters
Services
Waterbed with queen
pedestal, dresser and
hutch,
$ 1 , 20 0
615-232-7619

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING

LIKE New 14x70, 2 bedroom wood deck, fully turn
ished, lease purchase option available Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
288
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 BEDROOM 2 bath, very
nice trailer in Hazel area
$2001 month rent, $200 de
posit 492 8806 for
appointment
2 BEDROOM furnished
mobile home with 8x12
buildir g,
storage
$155'month Located in
Green Acres Mobile Home
Park, 1613 East 12th
Street, Benton, KY. Phone
527-9063 or 527-3568
2 OR 3 bedroom,fume lied
or unfurnished Some r ow
furniture, natural gas electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
290
Heating
And Cooling
ASHLEY Sahara wood
burning stove, 3 months
old, $475 759-9256
KEROSENE Heater C1,2,ir
ancel Kerosun Radiant 10,
9,600 BTUs, $89 Kerc,un
Radiant 36, 10.000 13-1 Le,
$99 Kerosun Moonlighter,
9,300 BTUs, $99 Reddy
Heater, 35.000 BTU'-,.
$129 Quantities limeedl
Coast to Coast Hardeare,
753-8604
WOOD Master fireplace in
sert 2 motors, thermo con
trolled 759 4521

Business
Rentals
4000 SQUARE toot tee r
ing in shopping centre `r_‘r
lease Send inquiriee tij
P0 Box 1040-D
BUSINESS space. office or
store space at Southeide
Shoppin"g Center
753 9386 or 753 4509

Creekview
Storage
Center Dr.
Off 641 N.
Private Bays
A size for
every need

IRS Refund Avg 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10

170
Vacuum
Cleaners

AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

Upright
Singer
Vacuum
Cleaners

$39.95
CRASS
FURNITURE
753-3621
103 S 3rd St

753-6734
FOR LEASE Approxe
mately 2,000 sq ft for retail
business or office space.
will remodel to suit Downtown on the square
753-9864
310

25" QUASAR color TV
console, $125 435-4336

Want
To Rent

270

YOUNG couple with e
children would like to reel!
'
3 or 4 bedroom hon,
c,
615-868-0819
1979 FLEETWOOD al
electric, 14x70, 3 bedroom, 527-9182
2 bath, covered front porch
outside storage Days
753-7114 after 5p m
Apartments
For Rent
492-8642
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Sewing
Machines

140

PEVEY Heritage Guita
and amp, $225 6-string
accoustic guitar. $200
345-2597

SEASONED oak firewood
753 5476. Charles Barnett

160

180

2 LONG wheel base top
pers, 1 short wheel base
753-6005 days or
753-6923 nights

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

SEASONED firewood
436-2744

1-800-327-7728

WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and alum'
num cans Call Baleen Re
cycling @ 753 0338

I.

GE refrigerator - avocado
good condition, $125.
White bathroom sink with
faucets, $20. 753-9473.

ALLIANCE

time 7-3, prefer experience
Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE

tail
ullerne
Sales Posrboe
available 10a m -5p.m
for energetic, enthusiastic
individual who ()cloys utile
ing hiseier creative and de
creative skills The suc
cessful applicant will re
cerve an hourly wage plus
employee discount Send

Appliances

TRACTOA•TRA/LER
TRAJNIING CENTERS
LEBANON TN
Call To/IF/re

BUYING aluminum cans
500 & 55c lb , battery,
scrap metal, copper and
junk cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights

EARN MONEY reading
books'$30.000/ yr income
potential Details (1)
805 68 7 6000 E x t
Y-10706

155

BEIGE chair and ottoman
couch. earthtones; Lazy
Boy recliner; rust side chair;
2 swivel rockers, rust, natural wicker bedroom set,
earthone carpet 753-4575
after 6p m

BABYSITTER needed at
I will babysa your children
205 North 6th St for a boy
'at my home for $1 per child
and girl, 17 months and 4
per hour 753-9375
months Come by or call
489-2716
WILL clean houses
Monday Friday Reason
BONUS INCOME Earn
able rates Very reliable
$200-$500 weekly Mailing
Have references
1989 travel brochures For
753 9803
more information send
stamped envelope to. INC., WILL sit with the elderly or
P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL sick Experienced and re
33261
ferences 753-4590 Call
CMA/ Nurses Aide full for more information

DID Christmas get you be
hind'? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or part
time Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753-0171

THERMAL tempered glass
window panes 26x55
759 4864

753-9274

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5p m

WILL take care of children
Have references
753-5149

FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way. 2 TVs,
color 3 lots for sale with
complete hook-ups for mobile homes 2 mobile
homes You have to see to
believe' Call for an appointment 492-8806

Suntanning
Unlimited

HOME ASSEMBLY INCOME Assemble products
at home. Part-time. Experience unnecesealy. Details
Call 813-327-0896, Ext
D188

270
Musksi

Suntan Beds

GOT a car? Need extra
income? Call 759-9980

LPN full-time 3-11, 11-7
Monday- Friday positions
Apply at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.

220

Business
Opportunity

SINGER Sewing Machine
fully guaranteed, full cash
price $49 50 Call Martha
Hopper 354-6075

2 ROW John Deere drill
good condition 2 Row culti
vator (Ford), good oondi
eon 753-5565

1981 BUCANEER 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 14x56, all
electric, partially furnished,
$8,000 753-3518

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment for rent, 121
North next to Fairgrounds
753-3139 No pets

1985 HIGH 14x66, with
furniture, appliances, in
park $10,000 753-6726

2 BEDROOM duplex avail
able in February, deposit
required, no pets Call
753-3415

1988 14x70 2 BEDROOM.
NICE John Deere 4440, 2 bath all electric, CA &
good condition Call CH, wall to wall carpet
759-1204 or 753-4503
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, D/W,
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck By appointment 753-2922, ask
for Tom, after 6p m
1 SET Pinnacle irons
753 7124
3-PW LH, 1 set Power-Bil
metal woods, 1-3-5 LH,and 1988 CLAYTON 14x52,
lightweight bag All in good gas heat, central air, undercondition Will sell com
pinning 753-3310
plete for $200 or possibly
wide and lot
DOUBLE
separate Call nights
24x70 1978 Vogo 3 bed753-6923
rooms, 2 baths, fully furnTROPHIES and plaques ished including disDon't forget to check at hwasher. washer & dryer
Faye's, 514 Main St
Lot size is 100x200 Lo
753-7743
cated in Stella 489-2855

2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood, $250 per
month 759-4406
2 BEDROOM Apartment
For Rent water furnished,
deposit required Call after
5 30p m 753 0089
CONDO style apartment
with garage university
view, quiet area, 2 years
old, central heat and air,
microwave, stove, refnger
ator, 1 year lease $400 a
month 753 8096
MUR Cal apts Northwood
Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Op
portunay 759 4984

100
Business
Opportunity
IF you would like to own
your own buisness now is
the time' Changes are be
ing made with Diet Center
that will mean a business
boom Personal commit
ments are forcing sate For
additional information respond to P.0 Box 115,
Hazel, Ky 42049
SUPPLEMENT your income with the #1 business
opportunity in the world
Taught in more than 200
Network
colleges
Marketing The Wave of the
1990s Call 901 479 3588
Write Malin Enterprise,
P0 Box 401, South Ful
ton TN 38257 Full or part
time Achieve you potential'

Articles
For Sake
BEAUTY Shop equipmen
and suntan bed, 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m
GE dishwasher.$75 Wood
heating stove $75 Warm
Morning gas stove, $200
436 2506
LARGE stock of electric
motor switches Dill
Electric 759-1577
LIGHT Bar with flashing
yellow lights and extra
brake light Perfect for mail
carriers paper carriers, etc
Adiustabie 436 2240
PROM dress and crinoline
lots of ruffles, white
trimmed with red, floor
length, size 7 753 8583 •

•
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Family Fashions
Now OPEN for Business!
Men's, Women's and Children's
Fashions & Plus Sizes
Name brand items for less!

Grand Opening March 3
Going on Now: With $10 purchase you will receive a bogus $1 to
be used towards your purchase Grand Opening Week.
Register for FREE VCR Grand Opening Week to be given away
Saturday, March 11 at 4:00p.m

20% Off selected merchandise March 3-11!
Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10a.m.-6p.m. Fn. 10a.m.-8p.m.
ll Sat. 9a.M.-8p.M. Sun. 1p.m.-5p.m.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
a Billi •
•
•
__1ii
relerrrnma______emierrnIMIL_AIWITTTIM_
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Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Homes
For Sete

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment •/. mile from
campus, water paKI, $175/
month No pets or children
Available March 1
753 5980

APARTMENT For Rent
new Health Center, 2 bed
room stove, refrigerator,
washer dryer, gas heat
and water included $280r
month 759-4923

NEW 1 bedroom apartment partially furnished,
well insulated, carpet, $200
plus deposit no pets Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel carpet, very nice
Will sell for pay off
492-8755

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109

NEW 2 bedroom duplex
appliances, central heat
and air. carpet 753-7457

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN Ill1RRAV
Cars
TODA rs
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

11,984d8 me 258°°*

87 Carry LE...
87 tiissan Maxima ...

13,487 48 rno 315°0*

NICE duplex 2 bedroom,
appliances furnished Also
2 bedroom apartment at
1515 Sycamore Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for 1 bedroom apartments
Section 8. Southside
Manor office hours
9-11a.m & 12-2p m M/F
753-8221
TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilldale Apts , Hardin, Ky
Housing
Equal
Opportunity

'8987 48 mc 200°°*

87 Grand Am

598874s rre 217°0*

87 Corolla FX

17 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am '12,987 48

mc

288°°*

17 Plymouth Horizon .

$5987 48 Tic 125°D*

17 Chevy Celebnty

$6987 48 mo 155°°*

17 Dcdge Orr

$6987 48 me 155°°*

86 Olds 93 Regency...

12,487 48 MO 270°°*
$4487 42 mo 112°°*

'86 lsuzu..............
'86 Hata Prelude.
'86 Toyota Corolla LE
'86 Z28 lroc..
86 Chrysler LaBaron

9887 42 rx 24300*
6487 42 rre 16000*
11,987 42 mc 28630*
16987 42 mo:17200*

'86 Cher, Celebnly

5987 42 MO. 14200*

'86'12 Toyota Supra

$14,900 48 no 32000*
7487 s2mo.18300*

'85 Olds Cutlass Supreme

'84 Cadilac El Dorado...

5887 36 rno' 16500*
18487 36mo. 24000*

'84 Camfy

6987 36 rm. 19200*

'84 Plymouth Counquest

'84 Celica GT

5987 36 mo. 16700*

'84 Dodge Convertbe

6487 .36 mo 18000*
16000*
3987 36 mo. 11500*

'83 Buid( Skylark T Type . ..... *3987 24
'83 Grand PrC(
'83 Olds Cutlass....... .

5987 36 mo. 16700*

'82 Toyota Tercel...

3284 24 mo 13200*
2787 24 MI. 1.1530*

11 Buick Regal

$7987

76 Cavette

Trucks & Vans
87 Toyota 4x4 SWB
17 Dodge Dakota

48987 48 me. 200'

'8987 48mo 200°°*

87 Toyota 4x4

9987 so rc 21500*

87 Dcdge Dakota

$898748nit 20000*

87 Ford Ranger

$7987 48 MO. 17800*

XLT P.0

86 GMC S-15
86 Toyota SR5 P U.

'11,487 42 mo. 28500*
$9487 42 me. 23400*

86 Toyota X-Cab 4x4

$8987 42 mc. 21500*

86 Chevy S-10 PU

$5987 42 mo. 14200*

86 Toyota LWB P U

'7987 48 mo. 17300*

(ID New & Used
4x4s ON SALE
NOW
81 Chevy C10 P.0

9387 42

22800*

85 Chevy S-10 Blazer

$9987 36 mu 27600*

'85 Chevy Conversion Van

$9887 36 mo. 271 00*

'84 Nissan 4x4

$7687 36 mo, 21200*

'83 SwB Chevy P
'83 Ford Ranger
'82 Chevy Van
'79 Jeep

'7487 24 mo 28800*
'4987 24 ma 13500*
$7987 24 rrio 35800*

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
Lakeway Shores subdivi
sion, waterfront, 2 levels
large wood deck Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
3 BEDROOM, double attached garage, $350/
month No inside pets
please 753-7671 or
753 5292
3 BEDROOM, shade offstreet parking, couples prefered, no pets, $3251
month 753-6931
TAKING applications for 3
bedroom, 2 baths in town
Discounted rent $400
Available March 1. Call
Tina days 753-4000, nights
759-9244

FOR Lease Business
space, office or retail, good
location, price negotiable
489-2633
370
Livestock
6 Supplies
REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls ready for
service
light
901-247-5487
330

Pete
& Supplies
3 REGISTERED Chesapeake Bay Retriever pups
for sale 759-4023
AKC registered Boxer pup,
5 months old. shots, $175
firm. Monday through Friday, 8 30a m.-5p m.
753-2554, after 5p.m. and
weekends, 759-1354
FOR Sale or Trade AKC
Rottweller puppies
753-6879
LABORADOR Retriever
pups, 7 weeks old.
753-5812

KOPPERUD Realty otters
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

'AM with 20% down peyment or equal tied, *quay
plus lax5 license lielle with approved credit

Lots
For Sale
1 ACRE lot newly deve
oped for house or trailer
750 gallon septic system
24" well, all 6 months old
Quiet neighborhood with
paved road, 5 miles east of
Almo on Independent
Church Road $5500
437-4322
MOBILE home lot, 2'4
miles east of town
759-9313 after 5p m
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd, Loch Lo
mond and Broach St
753-47/32 No call after
8p m
4150

Farms
For Safe
20 ACRE farm 3 bedroom
home, dining, den, 2 baths,
kitchen, utility, hobby room
or office, 2 car garage
Southwest School District
Days 753-7114, after 5p m
492-8642 \
460
Homes
For Sale

TOYOTA
515 S 121h,
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

1983 CADILLAC El Do,ado
burgundy with burgundy si
mutated convertible root
loaded, 45,000 actual
3 BEDROOM, FHA VA miles, 1 owner extra sharp
financing available. Murray 759 1543 or 753-0509
and Coldwater, little or no 1983 DELTA 88 Royale 1
down payment Coleman owner, excellent condition
Real Estate 753-9898
4 door 436-2427
3 BEDROOM house next to 1984 CUTLASS Supreme
the hospital 753-7837 or 55,000 miles, asking
(-901)664 5128 .
$4800 345-2597
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath brick 1984 DODGE Dayton
split level with fireplace with 5 speed with extra 40.XXX,
wood burning stove in- good condition great price
cluded City water and 753-5486
cable TV, new Dexter Will
sell with or without extra lot 1984 LASER XE Turbo
Priced to selll After black, all power and air,
leather interior, aluminum
4 30p m 437-4697
wheels, nice 762 4300
HOUSE in New Concord,
Ky For Sale 2 bedroom, 1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
central heat and air, par- Stationwagon automatic,
tially under ground, low util- air, nice little car, $2,450
ities, $35,000 436-2639. 759 9698

NEW Homes By Contrac- 1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
tor 5 to choose from, start- Sports Coupe new turbo,
ing at upper $50s Also new tires power windows.
waterfront home 753-3672 T tops, power steering,
after 5p m
power brakes, AM FM steNEW house in Martin reo, cruise control Call
Heights Sub, 3 large bed- 753-5535 or 753-8200
rooms, 2 full baths, fire1985 BUICK LaSabre Limplace, gas heat, 2 car garited collectors edition
age Call 753-3903 after
82,000 miles, extra nice
4p m
car Reduced from $6,000
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath home to $5,600 759-9698
in town Shown by appoint1986 BUICK Regal
ment only. Call before
loaded, 35.000 miles Call
8p.m 753-8950 Low $40s
before lp m 474-2744
470

Motorcycles
1988 SUZUKI Quad Race
250 $1,700 437-4849

1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera
LS 4 door, fully loaded, V-6
engine. 33 MPG on the
road, extra sharp, triple
charcoal gray, wire wheels,
luggage rack, vinyl roof
753-6244

BORDERS Cycle and ATV
Center Used ATVs, parts,
service, accessories and 1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE
tires. 200 North Main, Ben- fully loaded 27,000 miles
best offer 492-8783 after
ton, Ky 502-527-1680
5p m
IRO
1986 PONT1AC Bonneville
Auto
4 door, automatic, air, tilt,
Services
cruise. 68,000 miles, good
MPORT Auto Salvage- condition, $4,450
Specializing in foreign cars 759-9698.
Open Monday through Sa1996 RED Firebird, 20 000
turday, 8a m to 5p m
actual miles Call after
474-2325
4p m 437-4616
490
Used
Cars

1988 CHEVROLET Cavelier red 1 owner 10,000
miles Call 753-5447 after
5'30p m

1974 CHEVROLET Con
vertable new top, new
paint, high performance en- TWO 1979 Monzas 4 cylingine, $1.650 436-2506
der and 6•*cylinder
436-2879 after 5p m or
1979 BUICK Regal good
condition, $1.600 leave message on
machine
753-9746
1979 CADILLAC DeVilleloaded, 425, good condition, midnight blue, sharp,
built-in C B 1986 LTD.
good condition. 474-2342.
1982 HONDA Accord • 2
door, 5-speed, low mileage, very nice. 759-4602.
1982 REGAL Summerset
fully loaded, t-tops, 1
owner, 759-1543 or
753-0509
1984 THUNDERBIRD
1978 Chevrolet C-10 pickup. 753-7271

Now it's

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac. lac. of
Paris, TN
New & Used
GM Executives
orogram Veh,cies
901-642.3900
Hwy. 79 W — Paris

GUN SHOW
February 25 & 26
Saturday & Sunday
9:00 til 5:00

Executive Inn
Paducah, Ky.

440

'3387 12 mo. 25000*

'88 '87 '88 Models 13.9°/0*
'85 '84 '83 Models 14.9%*
'82 and Older Models 15.9%*

Used
Cars

430
Real
Estate

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra siewsh9
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753-1203
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath in
town $30,000 753-0659
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SPORT CLOTHES*COINS*AMMO*
'RELOADING SUPPLIES*GUNSMITH

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961
1988 MAZDA 323 9,300
miles, auto. air, AM FM
cassette 5 years or
100,000 mile warranty
transferable $7.900 Or take
over payments $191 per
month 759 1750
1988 RED Ford Cougar,
V-8, all power, excellent
condition, 9.xxx miles.
under warranty Phone
753-0495 after 5p m
RAIL Dune Buggy new
frame, motor and paddle
track tires 474 2772
1984 TRANS Am t tops
loaded, 1 owner, M F before 2p m 345 2799
Need An tetra Car
For A Few Days?
Uent From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502-753-2617

TABLES $20.00
618 495-2572

Admission $2.00
Kids Free

FIRE FIGHTER RECRUIT
Perform entry level protective service work by training for and participating in fire fighting and emergency
rescue service.
Salary and Qualifications
Salary plus fringe benefits (incentive
pay upon qualifying) and hazardous
duty 20 years retirement program.
Cotnpletion of high school education.
Must be at least 21 years of age.
Must have valid Kentucky driver's
license. Copy of original birth certificate and driver's license must be
submitted with application. Application may be obtained in the City of
Murray Clerk's Office located on 5th
& Poplar Street, City Hall Building.
Deadline Date: 4:30p.m. Friday,
March 10, 1989.

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674 Hwy 121 North
Stella Ky

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings pole
barns general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8 x12'
for $585 489 2663

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

DUNAWAY S Painting interior,exterior, residential
commercial 753 6951 if
no answer 753 2332 Ask
for Mike
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
FOR all your hauling needs
of any kind, city or county
call 436-5574
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753 6763
GENERAL repair- Carpen
try, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
re. Call 436 2642
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutrrs
installed for your specifications Call- Sears -753-2310
for free esnmate

Vans
DODGE Mini Vans 1988
$11,000, PS, PB, A/C
cruise, tilt steering, like
new, 7,000 miles 1986,
59,000 41 000 all options
very sharp 1984 Plymouth
PS. PB, AIC, cruise. lilt
steering, very sharp.
$5,800. 753 0603
500
Used
Trucks
1967 CHEVROLET pickup new engine, real sharp
753-4832, ask for Nick
1977 CHEVROLET pickup- body rough good mechanically. $800
753-5216
1980 CHEVY Silverado
long wheel base, blue and
silver, V-8 automatic excellent condition
759-9921
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front
works 40' pole excellent
condition 345-2561
1985 FORD F150 LWB
1-8, automatic air. 1
owner, 28 000 miles
435-4381 after 4p m

LAURA'S Cleaning Service Weekly and monthly
rates Also spring cleaning
Excellent references
247 4789
LEAKY Roof
Add
Swepccis highly protective
roof coating Business,
schools, churches mobile
homes Guaranteed' For
more information on how to
get a Free roof survey call
436-2312
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759-4751
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203

TELEPHONE wiring lacks
installed phones moved
residence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753 2220

Jim Day

19' FIBERGLASS cabin
:wiser and tandom trailer,
5800 436-2506

DUALITY construction, re
pairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A
436-2617

1987 NISSAN
Hardbody
Standard
Pick-up

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

Fuel injected, 4

Let Barry
repair your
factory stereos.
WORLD
OF SOUND

cylinder, air, tool
box, 23,XXX miles.
Super Nice!
753-9379
or

753-5904
after 6 p.m.
510

753-3716

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, dm
posals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob MaHwy 783
son Rd
753-2455

Jap Seed

Carraway
Farms
1 2 1 South
Neale Road
753-5522

FREE puppies Sheph -el
-ab mixed Call 489

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinet•Drop by & see our showroom

Are you ambitious about meeting new people?
Applications are being accepted at the
Holiday Inn for front desk position.

Qualifications:
*good personal appearance
*people skills
*flexible schedule
Apply in person,

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE

Take Advantage Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916 to place your ad.

Is your tired, worn out
mattress making you feel that nay?
Visit our complete
Sleep Gallery.

UTTER
2 Pc. Twin Set
2 Pc. Full Set
2 Pc. Queen Set
3 Pc. King Set

A:1 TREE ,Service and
stump removal Your pro
fessional tree service All
types, removal, topping.
feeding Free estimates
50' bucket truck and chip
per Call 753-0906

Red Clover
Timothy

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1979, 28' ROOF air, awning. microwave. VCR TV,
new queen. wza sofa bed
and refrigerator. sleeps 4,
excellent condition, $5,950
759-1987

Services
Offered

HAY for sale 437 4702

C.S1:if KT:NEN WINE::

GOOD
Genuine Innerspring
2 Pc. Twin Set
$79
2 Pc. Full Set
$99
2 Pc. Queen Set
$139

530

WILL do plumbing installa
tion & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 C •
753-1308

•

1972 214 CAMPER dual
Axel, gas heat and stove
gas or electric refrigerator,
110 air conditioning Good
,:ondition, $1,800
753-0212 days, 753-9827
nights

LARGE Appache %erg
lass with plastic trailer,
$1,500 436-2506

HAMILTON Culturec
marble and tile 643 Oici
Benton Rd 753 9400

Painting
& Paper Hanging

MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling underpinning, set-ups tear-downs
roofs, floors plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850
PLUMBING repairman
same day service Cl.i
759-4850

11 a.m.

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your pro
tection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753 5484

INSULATION blown in by
TVA approved
Sears
Save on triose high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

1987 JIMMY 5-15 fully
loaded, 26.000 miles, 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509

before

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113

HOUSECLEANING references available 759 9510
after 3p m

das

Campers

Open to the public, be sure to
bring your guns to
BUY -- SELL -- TRADE

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 29 years expen
ence Parts and service
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper 753 4872 or
436 5848

London blouse

$139
$169
$199
$279

FIRM 10 IF AR WARRANTY

BEST

lira Supreme
Posturepedic

2 Pc. Twin Set
2 Pc. Full Set
2 Pc. Queen Set
2 Pc. King Set

$199
$299
$349
$479

LUXURY FIRM 20 YEAR WQARRANTY

Premium Bedding at Affordable Prices!

Purdom's
Furniture
Donnt4n‘n
NIurray
VI vs( Side of %Valli Elkins 753-4872
•

'
1

16

0.
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Group opposes illegal abortions

Thirty-day outlook — The graphic above provides the 30-day precipitation and temperature outlook for
mid-February to mid-March.

OBITUARIES
Aubrey Ahart
Aubrey Ahart, 87, of 'Rt. 1,
Almo, died Tuesday at 1:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired brick mason.
He was married Dec. 23, 1919,
to the former Pluma Williams and
she died Dec. 2, 1982. One son,
Edwin Ahart, died Feb. 22. 1988.
Born July 2, 1901, in Trigg
County. Mr. Ahart was the son of
the late Ed Ahart and Alpha Colson
Ahart.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Bud l (Ernestine) Hargis. Mrs.
Ardath Brandon and Mrs. Byron
(Rhonda) Smith, all of Rt. 1, Almo,
and Mrs. Lynn (Betty) Ball, Paris,
Tenn.; one son, Nicky Ahart and
wife, Diane, Rt. 1, Almo; 13 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild.
Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and R.B. Barton will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Ledbetter
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Laurine Thornton Lassiter
Memorial services for Mrs.
Laurine Thornton Lassiter were
Sunday, Feb. 19, in Bailey, N.C.
The body was cremated.
Mrs. Lassiter, 83, of Bailey died
there on Friday. Feb. 17. She had
taught school there for 30 mis.
Survivors are one daughter, PIrs.
Sue Lassiter Brock, three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren;

two sisters, Mrs. Louise Purdom,
Murray, and Mrs. Dorothy Jane
Wynns, Nashville, Tenn.; two
brothers, Joe Howell Thornton,
Murray, and Edward Thornton,
Wisconsin.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Bailey Baptist Church,
Bailey, N.C. 27807.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America took aim at leaders of the
pro-life movement Tuesday in a
new $2 million national campaign
to "Keep Abortions Safe and
Legal."
The campaign will try to mobilize more than 1 million people to
work at the local, state and national
levels on public education about
abortion and the consequences of
women losing the right to choose
to end their pregnancy.
In addition, Planned Parenthood
is running advertisements in
national magazines and newspapers
around the country, charging that
pro-life leaders oppose not just
abortion, but contraception and sex
education as well.
One of the ads quotes fundamentalist Jimmy Swaggart as saying:
"Sex education classes in our public schools are promoting incest;"
and Randall Terry, a leader of the
campaign to block abortion clinics,
as saying: "I don't think Christians
should use birth control."
The purpose of the ads is to educate Americans about the tactics
and hidden agendas of the other
side, said David Andrews, acting
president of Planned Parenthood.
"We believe the more the
American people know about the
people who are opposing abortion
rights in America, the more compassionate they're going to be in
supporting abortion rights," he
said.
The National Right to Life Committee, which claims to be the
largest pro-life organization in the
country, accused Planned Parenthood of using "scare tactics" in
their ads.
-They're taking instances and
blowing them out of proportion,"
said Leonard Dinegar. "They're
scaring women into believing that
anyone who is pro-life is also
against contraception and is in
favor of putting women who have
had abortions in jail."
Dinegar said his organization
takes no position on the issue of
contraception.
But Andrews insisted that abortion opponents are giving Americans a preview of what to expect if
the Supreme Court, in its upcoming
review of its 1973 ruling that legal-
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Mrs. Cora Lee Todd
Final rites for Mrs. Cora Lee
Todd were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of 1.11 Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the
Rev. Van Russell officiated. Music
was by Mrs. Gela Edwards, organist, and W.A. Erwin and Gracie
Erwin, singers.

Sale Pri
vorite c
lect Milk
ers, Thre
plainor

Pallbearers were Keith Todd,
Kerry Todd, Keith Wilkerson, Barry Mason, Billy Hutchins and
Robert Jameson.
Burial was in McCuiston
Cemetery.
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Sunday.
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Watch the 1989 Miss USA Pageant February 28 on CBS
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Marvin William
Hartsfield
Marvin William Hartsfield, 86,
Mayfield, died at 2:45 p.m. Tuesday at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
He was a retired office of Board
of Directors of Merit Clothing Co.
and a member of First Baptist,
Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Barton Hartsfield; one son,
Joe Barton Hartsfield, Hesperia.
Calif.; one granddaughter, Carrie
Sue Arp, one grandson, Tommy
Hartsfield, both of Mayfield; half
brother, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Murray; step sister, Glynda Harris,
Ledbetter; two great-grandchildren:
two nephews.
His parents were the late, Dr.
and Mrs. J.D. Hartsfield. He was
with Merit Cclothing Company,
Mayfield, for 37 years. Prior to his
retirement in 1962 he was
secretary-treasurer of the firm. He
was a co-founder of American Red
Cross Blood Mobile Program in
Graves County; and also a member
and judge of the IT:S. Trotting
Horse Association.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m.
Thursday in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Charles Dinkins and the Rev. Cecil
Kirk will officiate. Burial will be
in Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Part of Planned Parenthood's
strategy is to organize Republicans
"to tell President Bush that in a
kinder, gentler America there is no
room for back-alley abortions,"
Andrews said.
"Make no mistake," Andrews
said. "Back-alley abortions will
result if the opponents of abortion
succeed. Abortion has always been
and will always be available, even
when and where it is illegal."
Planned Parenthood said it
would spent $2 million from its
national budget on the campaign
and supplement that with resources
from its 178 affiliates across the
country.

ized abortion, allows abortion
rights to be limited.
"One need to look no further
than the case of Nancy and Martin
Klein," he said, referring to the
comatose New York woman whose
husband had to fight pro-life
attempts to stop him from allowing
doctors to terminate his wife's pregnancy in hopes of improving her
chances for survival.
"The millions of Americans who
were profoundly offended by this
monstrous attack on a family's privacy must remember that we will
face scores of cases like this if the
Supreme Court weakens in any
way the current laws regarding
abortion," Andrews said.
In getting its message to the
public, Planned Parenthood hopes
to catch the eyes of the Supreme
Court justices who could severely
limit abortion rights granted under
the court's 1973 Roe v. Wade
decision.
"They do not live in a vacuum,''
said ... "They are just as prone to
read and be influenced by the
media and public opinion polling
and the force of public pressure
that can be brought to bear on an
issue like this."
A Louis Harris poll of 1,248 randomly selected adults, surveyed
last month, found that 56 percent
favor retaining Roe v. Wade while
42 percent want the decision overturned; and 68 percent oppose a
constitutional amendment to ban
abortions while 29 percent are in
favor. The poll had a margin of
error of 3 percentage points.
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Savo
30%
Our 12.99 Ea. Shirts
tor her, fashion plaids
Our 16.99,Pants.. . $12
Shin'
a'r9

1.4-1. pone

p Tomes 3 20

Our 13.99 Ea. Women's separates. Knit
fops, cotton pants.
Saps sops 113W-21* 38-41
Pane 18v#28v, 30-42
StYle5 rvs5vCIfy p floes

Our 7.99-15.99, Entire
Stock Of Bodywear In
Fashion looks, $6-$12
$1
Headbands*
Fun Tights*, 2.50-3.5Q
Fashion logwear*.. $1
One
XL
Bodywear nsizeS S
size itts ad Wes rnOY vary by store

%0FF

25

Our 6.99-9 99
Fun separates for her.
CropToas . 5.24-5.99
7.49
Cotton Pants
lops
So 17 18

pants, S M-1. ), misses
Sty$es may vary DY Slore

12:13 25Zu°r°r_799 5.97
Our 14.99-15.99. Girls'
dresses. Sizes 7-14
Sizes 4-6X
$11412

Girls' spring casuals.
Fun Tops ... .7.49-8.24
Pants, Skirts, 8.24-8.99
Girls sizes 7 14

Our 7.99. Toddler boys'or
girls'jeans in sizes 2-4
Betts, Suspenders, 1.99-3.99

Our 9.99 Ea. Plarwear for
infants. Girls print jumpsuits: boys' 1-pc. coveralls
,r.cy,1gWs 0 18 'nom boys 12 24 mos

2,..$3
Sale Price.6-pack favorite candy bars. Select Milky Way, Snickers, Three Musketeers or
plain Of peanut M&M's
vaned sizes and wizeallts

Our 13.99 Ea. Great looks that herald
spring! Hers with tun sewn-on designs.
eye-catching glitter and appliques, in
sizes S-M-L. His in contemporary styles
in fresh fashion colors or crisp stripes
styles may vaN by Ode

Jeans
Our 16.99 Ea. Cotton jeans with fashion
flair. Hers designed for perfect fit and
built for strength and endurance; jr./
misses' 5/6-19/20. Men's jeans in updated pleated Of unpleated spring looks

Sole
Price Pkg.
Hefty bags. 30 tall
kitchen* or 20 trash**.
139(l .(2-00462/66 "30-cpci .82-

2.2

00210/43144130/31136

1.83Price Ea .
1641.-oz. Woollt• liquid
or rug spot cleaner.

WED

22

NuRs

friaiirritt I

23 _ 24

los - tucs

25 I 26 1 27

28

Color-rich
bath towels!

2$
For

Sale Price. Bath towels in a wide
array of fresh colors to mix-andmatch for that decorator look
Choose from "Santa Cruz" towel
of cotton/polyester or "Charm"
towel of soft, absorbent cotton.
Washcloth In Colors . . ...... $1
Hand Towel in Colors
. .. $2

•99
.....towols

of 100% cotton In a variety of
stripes or tun prints Perfect size to use as a
beach towel, at the pool or after a shower.
Another great value this week at K mart!

MA4/(pantiles lost

CB CANNON.

--,
•
•

'

.4>

• -1,
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USA

30% OFF

Our Reg.
Low Prices
Burlington accent rugs of Antron® nylon or Dacron,
' polyester in a variety of patterns and decorator colors to enhance
any room decor. Choose from 21 x36"-34x54" sizes, all with
nonskid backing. Buy several to create an entirely new look!

•Ou Pont Reg.1M

Our 11.37 Ea. NE
rugs of Antron® nylon.
Choice of 21 x36" bath or
21 x24" contour. Colors.
1rDu pont Rog TM

Save
0.18113 33%
Our 16.37 Ea. 24x40"
"Elegance" bath rugs of
Antron ® nylon with nonskid latex backing. Colors.
•Du Pont Rog 11.4

3.88

Save
35%
Our 5.97 Ea."Elegance"
lid cover of Arltron® nylon in a wide variety of
decorator colors. Value.

•Du Pont Rig TM

4A4(1 & 3-20) AD*1962 PROG 6

.•11b

9.99 11.99
Our 13.99 Ea. Men's
tops; knit, woven styles
BigMen'sTops* ... 9.99

•Nbven styles n sues XXI COI

Our 14.99. Shorts.
Our 18.99, Slacks, 15.99
Big Men's*, 13.99-18.99
•shorts or Mocks In sized 44 50

RUSTLER'
1111AND
n••
c.
MSS&

6E.
Men's casual separates. Longsleeved sweat shirts, Of pants.
Short-sleeved Crew-neck Shirts,$5
sly..
Doted IsoReg TM ol Monsanto Co

ficYoOFF

3

IWOur Reg 499-11 99
Boys Printed T's*,4.89;Jr. Boys'4-7,3.49
Boys' Jeans In 8-16 Reg., 8-14 Slim, 6.99
Jr. Boys'**, 5.59; Huskies' In 10-18, 8.39
•S M t sues 8 18 **SUes 4 789 sawn

a.

250/0 OFF
_

ALL 4racaml°1
athletic
shoes

Our 12.99-29.99 Pr. Save on our entire line of MacGregor athletic
shoes for the family. Choose from leather, hi-top, court, turf and other
popular styles NOW SALE PRICED FROM
9.74-22.49

288(4)AD40 1962 PROG 6
Jr

LIFESTYLES 1989
1
"
111
40

Plot

29

Our $259 Set."Bijou" porch set will help
you relax during the lazy days of summer.
Set includes 55x26x37" settee, coffee table, 2 chairs and cushions. Made of white
rattan with open double-weave back
and matching skirt. Shop today and savei
lomp lode not incluood

ON SALE WED., FEB. 22
THRU TUES., MARCH 7
Our 4.97-15.97.
Roll-up blinds
in white, colors.
2V2x4'
3 77
3x6'
597
4x61
7 97
5x6'
997
6x6'
11.97
ve rob Ml. may vary

23
Saki Price Ea. Table
lamp; white, natural or
/2 high
blue rattan. 251'

'39

Save
21°4
Our 49.88. 2-tier
end/lamp table of
rattan. 18x18x23"

15.88

Our 4.97-16.97.
Roll ups; white,
fruitwooci look.
2x4'
1
2/
3 77
3x6'
647
4x6'
8.88
5x6'
10.88
6x6'
12.81
,
IlcdsMI,rno

Save
23%
Our $129. Wicker
rocker. White with
blue floral cushion.

'99

Our 19.97. Plant
stand of sturdy,—
open-weave wicker.

Sub not Included

139

Uhar-Brnil

Sale Price. Cart-style gas
grill with porcelain grid,
30,000 BTU's, 265-sq -in
cooking area, 20-lb. LP tank*.
6925

Unassembled In carton

•E-uel not Included

11.42(4) AD01963 PROG 6 PULLOUT

'199::Char-Broil *169
Sale Price. Cad-style gas
grill; porcelain grid, 42,000
BTU's, 368-sq.-in cooking
surface, 20-lb fuel tank*
11936 Unassembled In carton
dueled

*Fuel not in

Charamil

Sale Price. Cad-style gas
grill with fuel gauge. 40,000
BTU's, 318-sq -in cooking
surface, 20-lb. fuel tank*
7925 Unassembled In corlon
ducted

'Fuel not n

49.97

19.47

Sal* Price. Tabletop
electric grill with 187
sq.-in. cooking area
knolorOrM* . .. 43.97

Our 24.97. 6x9'
grass-like rug of
polypropylene
Our 13.97, 3x.5', 10.89

EG-135 felectilc) 4.11136 2 lirootlell
6150-10 In cooling surto°,

Sale Price Unassembled. Boys'
24""White Hawk" 10-speed allterrain bike with side-pull brakes.
Fully assembled $10 exit° Sold in Sporeng Goods Dept

Sale Price Unassembled. Women's 26""Savannah" 10-speed bicycle with dual-caliper brakes.
Fully assembled $10 ens° Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

Sale Price Unassembled. Men's
26""Scout Ill" 10 speed all-terrain bike with dual-caliper brakes.
Fully assembled $10 extra

Sold In Spoiling Goods Dela,

Sale Price Unassembled. Women's 26""Nassau"3-speed bike
with front-and-rear caliper brakes.
Gully assembled $10 extra

HUFFY
MADE IN
U*S*A

Sale Price.
bond"sic
in colors. 3

Sale Price Ea. Unassembled."USA
924" 26"10-speed bikes for men or
women Feature lightweight frame
FuHy assembled $10 eirtra

Sold In most Spoilt

Sold In Sporting Goods Dept

29.9763. 3 •
Sale Price. 3-way
ball retriever. Great
for fielding practice
Sold or, Sporting Goods Deco

Ea
Sale Price. Mag Plus soft- Salo Price.Bawlings
softball glove of topball glow of top-grain
leather; open/closed web. grain leather. 13" size.
Sold in most Spoiling Goods DePts

19.97E0.
Salo Price. HI Tech
Little League bat.
28", 29", 30" lengths.

Sale Price. Poo
Woe fielders'glove
with leather palm

Sold In most Spoiling Goods DePts

Sold In Spading Goods Dept

2/3M(5-6 & 125 14* 16-20) AD#2179 PROG 6 AND 2/3M (3-4 & 7-6 & 10-11 & 13 & 16-17) AD#1963 PROG 6 AND 2/3M(1-2 & 9 & 15)AD#1970 PROG 6 PULLOUT

id sp rting goods

'rice. Pee
Skiers'glove
tattier palm

xlIng GcodsOsø

at K mart savings prices

69.97

Sale Price. Black Sheep cabin tent is
constructed of durable nylon designed to stand up to the elements
This spacious 8x10' tent, with rugged
yoke-style frame, comfortably sleeps
3 to 4 persons. Features full-length
screen door and screened windows
with tie-down flaps for maximum
sleeping comfort This camping season, pack up the family and discover
the great outdoors with a top-quality,
value- priced tent from K mart
Tent

1abr,c'
,eater, to be fire ,es.strir
-omonre
, oc
,
84119841

PA,

17.97
Sale Price. 2-person
mountain tent with
carry bag and more.

22.97
Sale Price.

"Vagabond"sleeping bag.
in colors. 33x75" size.
sow tn most Spotnng Goods Deg.

15.97
Sale Price."Aspen"
sleeping bag in
29x72" size. Save!
Sold in most Sporting Goods Dents

'79

19.97

Sale Price.4-person
dome tent with fiberglass poles, more
tent

Sale Price."Allegheny"sleeping
bag in 33x75" size.

labnc heated to be Sre tests
tont in occordOnce witn
CPAI 84
((984)

Sold In most Sporting Goods Deost

rw

MEI°

1.
15.88
Sale Price. Air mattress* with 7" pillow.
Double Mathes*, 27.88
•76■78,Ats1

59.97
Saks Price. PortaPotti camp toilet with
4.3-gal. holding tank.

36.97 27.97
Coleman 2-burner
comp stove. Ideal for
picnics Of camping.

Coleman doublemantle gas lantern
for camping, more
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27.88

37.88

42.88

Our 32.97. Cordless
grass shears with rechargeable battery

Our 46.97. Doubleblade hedge trimmer
with 16" steel blades

Our 49.97. Hedge trimmer features 18" doubleedged blades Value'

8288

3124

8134

36.88

72.88

114.88

Our 43.97. Bump-teed
string trimmer features
12" cutting swath Save!

Our 84.97. Edger/trimmer features 8" blade,
1 25-HP 9-amp engine

823)2

8224

Our 138.88. Gas-powered edger/trimmer with
r blade, 1.5-HP engine
60i

84.88
Our 9748.Gas-powered

edger/trimmer with splitboom for edging, auto-clutch
Vary Al

OM&
DECKER

Our 53.97 Ea. String trimmer in choice of 12" button-feed or 14" bump-feed styles Save today!
WImmen lino",4.44
Our4.97,Strap,3.88;Our 5.38,182332(12") 62314(14') 'NW

"065' or 090'

63.88

108.88

118.88

78.88

Our 128.88. Gas-powef•d brush/cutter.
2.99
cfct•011*
,,
-c
.
W29::44%2

Our 138.88. Blowortvacuum;gas-powered engine
1 8-bushel capacity bag

Our 88.88. Gas-powered
blower features powerful
2-cycle, 31cc engine

Our 72.88. Electric
blower/vacuum features
10-HP motor, canvas bag.

200

38350

520
Regular Pnces May

44.88

Some gores Due To local COMpe41300

laNKT•Ply P404 AKVICIbie in MI Stows

1963 P9OG 6 PU
ALLOUT
& 16-7)D*
11
4CC(34& 7-8 & 10-11 &3

117
411=111 11
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EUREKA
VACUUM CLEANERS

E

.5

Our 2.67,3-pock "C","F &
0", "H" 1loc Bogs, 1.97
3-pack"B"Bogs . 2.27

USA

Save 21%
vacuums
Eureka
of
Choice
Ea.
Our 79.97
with furniture guard 2-position upright features Dial-A-Nap carpet-height adjustment,
4.0-amp motor, power-driven brush roll, steel
hocd and Edge Kleenero? M-steel canister
vac features powerful 1.0-HP motor, 7-pc tool
set, tool caddy, 20' cord, cam/ing handle
630 6.42001 621 IcootOefl

marown•

159.97

Our 179.97. Eureka canister vac features 2-motor Power Team
system with 3 O-PHP motor, automatic carpet-height adjustment,
Beater Bar brush roll, tool set and headlight. Vacuuming is a
breeze with this high-quality, value-priced Eureka from K mart
626

15

Sale Price Ea. Desktop
phone with last-number
radial and more. Selection of updated colors.
&WS

5AA(1-141 AD4111962 PIZOG 6

39.88 69.88 69.88
Sale Price Ea. GE desktop/wall phone with 32
number memory, onetouch recital, more
16286

Sale Price Ea. Fullrange cordless phone
features one-touch
rediol, 2-way paging
KV111078CX73605 Range ron reo,6
and may imeed 100011

Sale Price. GE answering
machine. Beeperless remote
control performs 8 functions
Features 1-touch operation

59.88

Sale Price. MiniMate answering machine features
beeperless remote, voiceactivated recording, more
SCOO

Color TV's

196

Sale Price Ea. Choose 13"or 19"-diag.meas. television with memory fine tuning. 13" portable with remote, 105-channel cable capability. 19" model features
rotary tuning,82-channel capability.
Chr 45.68 Ilr rnoder
vary

CA4.91631 19 mac:1V) Stvle and --

257

Goldstar 19N-diag.-meos. television
with random-access remote, on-screen
channel display, memory fine tuning,
auto-color control and 139-channel cable capability. Outstanding valuel
CMT0428,CM191681C98507

style and mly

may vary

Sale Price Ea. VHS movies for children. Choice
of titles including "Scruffy", "Oliver and The Artful Dodger", "Dinosaurs". "Wizard Of Oz"

49.88

*259

129.88

7.97
.4

GoldStar

Sale Price. Sharp electronic
typewriter with memory, automatic lift-off correction, more

Sale Price. DeVille 750 word processing typewriter with correction cassette, dictionary, memory

Sale Price. Printing
calculator with
memory and more

PA-310011.4.43100(

64800

504611

AC operation

Dew.
Dusty says.

"You'll like our new
PhotoBonus Program."

500
POINTS

•Bring us your color print film
for developing - - - we'll give
you Bonus Points in return
•Save them in your PhotoBonus
Passbook for developing at
no charge
•See Photo Clerk tor details
Dusty Lonscap, Goodwill Ambassador
For K mart Film Dovoloping

Take Pictures And Earn Bonus Points

ZILJUMIL/11A

Awn+CAIILA ri

*189

*99

AM/FM/FM stereo
system with remote,
rphic equalizer

Sate Price. AM/FM/
FM stereo system
with dual cassette

31,37

6842 46,6857 57

Sale Price. 10-pack
cassettes.60-min
recording time ea
( 60

Sale Price. Scientific solar calculator
with memory, more
X991

6AA (1 &3 213) AD#1962 PROG 6

4

AP

tasco*

$49

*

79.97

7.97

5.97,

Sale Price..22-cal.
semiautomatic rtfle*;
18-shot magazine

Sale Price. 4x15"
scope fits most .22cal. rifles, air guns.

Sale Price..22-cal.
L.R. ammo*. High
velocity, 40 grain

Martin 60

Sale Price. Deluxe fiberglass backboard
with waffle bock for extra strength./
3
4
"thick
5/8"Steel Goal .... $11
Steel Mounting Pole, $49
tAtft may ParY

250 rounds

Not sok1pAnsie PrOhlbiled bAelatA

27.97

22.97

6.97

Sale Price Ea. Rod 'n reel combos. Choose 574 Abu-Matic spincast or 563 Cardinal spinning

Sale Price. Rod 'n reel combo.
201 spincasting reel and 707
crappie 2'6" solid-glass rod.
,

7.97

Sale Price. 338 B8
pistol. CO2 powered
Powedipts*, BB's**, 2.77
•5-pock •*Carton 01 2500 Sold
in most K mart Spading Goods Depts

70 yards ot #8 tithing Vte

Wilson

Sale Price. Basketball; official size, wt.

SPARKOMATIC

•

*69

*15

PT
Sale Price. 4"doormount speakers with
80-watt peak power.

Sale Price. AM/FM
cassette stereo with
equalizer, balance
Se 3B

K54

•77 Everyday Low Prices
Motorvator 45 battery; many U.S., import cars. 420 CCAs.

Motorvotor 65, 40.77
Centura650 .. 52.77
Centura 650 .. 62.77

battery peon are $3 len wen excncia0.

7A11-1 14-6

11-14) AD4111962 PROG 6

*24

*22

Sale Price Pr. 6x9"
3-way speakers.
160-W music power

Pkg
Salo Price. Car
seat covers in bucket Of bench styles

SK 693

3.97

s8

Sale Price. Mini
flashlight with adIustable beams.

Sale Price Pkg. 12
Top-Filte X-out golf
bails. Color choice*

Battery It extra

•Notote yellow a orange

25.97

1.97

12.97

89.97

Sale Price.6-gal.
portable air tank;
gauge, hose, handle

Sale Price. Cleaner/
degreaser. 12 ft oz
23-11.-oz.Stze .. 2.97

Our 19.93. Halogen
driving light* clear
or amber lenses.

Sale Price. Home
organizer box with
chest and cabinet

Not available in New

Sold tn Aullomollve Dept

K1043K (clean

1000 Sold In Automotive
CKBP1

IS

C 1043K lcrnnerl

.c=s w—
s*.fAwe
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For

Sale Price. Blank VHS
videotape with 2-, 4-,
6-hr. recording time

Sale PTiCe. Purex liquid bleach in convenient 128-fl.-oz. bottle.

Mtr moy vary

••••72
erP6 to"
ISO 200 of 410

Sale
Price Pkg
3-pack color print film.
110*, 135** or disc***.
3-pack 136**** Film $7
•72 sitar; toll. ISO 200 ••72sax

1.97 2.88

Our 2.58. Celebrity
cooked ham for salads, more. 1 lb.*
*Net oft

Your Choice. Pkg. of
drink mix. Choice of
flavors. 1.5-3.3 oz.*

'Net wt

VON* quantities ast

told ISO 100 •••415 saps 1010 ISO 200

USA
k

Sale Price. Sweet
'N Low; 100 packets. Tastes great'

1.18

2Pkgs.$
Sale Price. Writing
needs. Envelopes
or writing tablet
My may vary QuOokty Orvi sire
may vary depending on style

Lime 4 pkgs

Save
29:
4"
3
Our 1.68 Pkg.50,8/
Hefty plastic-foam
plates in 2 styles*
•F at or comportment

NA

$3

$1

Mini snack mix is
great for parties.
4-lb.-net-wt. pkg.

Sale Price Pkg.
candles in many
varte`ties. 6 oz.*

Atille du:Inertias kW

•P40-wi

Mallen!

1.59
acre

LPN/ 3 Pikcp

bornws!

Sale Price Pkg.
Tasty cookies in
16-oz.-net-wt. pkg.
PRMI

4141k...
-

Io

USA
k arareeeet.

Sale Price Ea Miss
beck hair spray.
10.5-oz net wt.

2For$3

TiA
•skeeter,'

Sale Price. Speed
Stick deodorant in
scents. 2-2.5 oz.*

1.47

2.33

Sal* Price. Turtle
Wax vinyl prolectant. 10-8.-oz. size.

Sale Price Ea. Lysol
disinfectant in varied scents. 12-oz.*

•Net vrt
Regular prices May Vary At SOro• Slone Due To Local Competition

Lin*4

USA
k =Mien'

*Net wl

Layaway Not Available In Al Stores

4111.

1.78.
Sale Price. Pine $ol
liquid cleaner. 28fl.-oz. bottle. Value.

.
78

Pkg
Salo Price. 2 batteries;"C" or "D" cell
4"AA" latterlips, 1.27
Sold In Nome Improvement DWI

Apillasum
Cl9.9 K mart•Corporation

8AA(1 & 3-20) Ma011962 PROS6

"
4=0 ilr

01410Iff Place

Assorted varieties
Serve N Save

Lean Trimmed
Boston Butt

Lunch
Meats

Pork
Roast

Bryan Hickory Crest

Fresh Pre-Pak

Regular or Thin Crust

11

Boneless
Pork
rloin Tip PilaMa Rosa's
es Whole Ham I
Pizzas Neckbon
Steak Deluxe
pound
16 oz. package

1
s69
iun
$229039 39
pound

IA"TRIM

•
Sliced

U.S.D.A. Mks

IS.D.A. Mks WM PH Beef

NOM,tot 100% Gemini

Ground
Chuck ANY Sin MG

lb

Grade A' Wig Fonts

Fryer Thighs or
lb
Drumsticks
Wok A Nit,faros Mks Pietas

Combination
Fryer Pak

$179
99t
0139

Boneless
Filet Mignon

lb.
$

BSI& Mori*NI
EXCEL BRAND
ONLY!

Eye of
Round Steak
Abe 1110n111

Sliced
l
Ettleel
12 oz. pkg.

lb

Hot Dogs

79

12 OL

lb.

Meat
Franks

12k.
11111

Refillar or Not Circle

Smoked
Sausage

429

3$299
pg: riff

99

12 Oz.

Fish Sticks Shrimp In Shell

$399

59

8 oz.
pkg.
14.5 OZ. PACKAGE .... 52.19

5 La BOX
ONLY,

lb.

Booth Fisher Boy

Booth Fisher Boy

Fish Sticks Fish Portions
$169 $139
12 oz.
pkg.

16 oz.

pkg.
3202.PACKAGE .$2.79

Booth Fisher Boy

Booth Fisher Boy

Fish Fillets Fish Nuggets
89
1
$
LEANER CUT
LB 51.99

Pkg.

lb.

-St to 60 Ct. PreviOuSly Frozen

sooth Microwave

Mod

Hot or Mild
Bryan Pampered

79

-

lb.
CATFISH FILLETS... LB.$3.99

Pork
Bryan
e
Dogs Sausag
Cornpound
pound

Bologna
$1.29

row

Pork
Steaks

Meat or Beef

Reelfoot Red Label

1 LB.
PKG.

/14

$179

Reelfoot Red Label

John Morrell

99

lb.2

Beef
Franks

$148 Fresh Catfish Perch Fillets
59 $399
429

lb

Apy Slto Package!

U.S.D.A. Choke Grate PH Beef
UCEL BRAND

Fresh Ocean

Whole Pond Raised

Rib Half
it $259 Pork Loin

Leg Of
Cube STORE COT ONLY!
Steak ANY 1111"6.1 lb $269 Lamb

*Salm Syeads•

39
2
pkg. $

119
"2
okg $

OMMEIWYa

"New Crop'Fresh Yellow

Sweetcorn
"IN HUSK"
LARGE
EARS
inch
pot

for

111

TRIMMED AND TRAYED 4for II
•

Florida 32 Size White or

California Seedless
113 Size

Garden Fresh

Pink Grapefruit

Navel
Oranges

Pole
Beans

each

pound

for
only

Crook Neck

Washington State
125 Size Red or Gold

Yellow Delicious
Apples
Squash
Only

89t 15c 119C 794 49c

California 235 Size—Sunkist

Juice Lemons
doz.
PAGE1 FOl R Bs

California

California

Fresh
Fresh
Russet
Fresh
Spinach
Slaw Mix Potatoes Carrots
large bunch
3 lb. bag
111 oz. pkg.

sunkin $149

U s WO 1 All Purpose

Seedless Grapes

pound

IBAG OF 10.51.45)
Mrs. Weaver';

Imported Red

13 lb. bag

99t $299 99c 89c

ul 994
Jumbo California

Kiwi Fruit

3

for
only

1

WE ACCEPT
VISA AND MASTERCARD
ON ALL PURCHASES

Individually Wrapped
Slices Kroger

American
CheeseFood
12 oz. pkg.

Shedd's Spread

"Our Dairy Best" Kroger

Country
Crock
3ib. bowl

cottage
Cheese
12 oz.ctn.

Carnation

Corn Chips

Great Par Dipsi Krogr

Evaporated Milk

Nice In
Cheesy
2 lb. loaf
2
99

Super Dry Anti-Perspirant Deodorant By Mennen

Speed Ric
2oz. Stick
/
•21
•21A oz.
Anti-Perspirant
•400*.spray

your
choice

NEW!Patented Metal Guard

Assorted Varieties

Bic MetalShavers ,Edge Shave Gel
9
$13
pkg.

$169

Light Bulbs

TWOS AD EFFIECTIVE FOR 7 DAYS
SU

MO

—

23

. 22.
I

26, 27

24

_

SA

Fe

TM

WI
NS Ma

TU

4

—

24

24

_

Brownsville, TN &
Murray, KY
RN, right ?Kenai Nose

to Mitts Orris/

rs.(met Co

2

Florida Grown Red Ripe

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A Holly Farms

WHOLE FRYERS STRAWBERRIES

'78
Full Pint
LIMIT THREE
FRYERS PLEASE!

lb.

•..

•

•

k‘•

I
't

All Convenience Sizes!
Thick Pampers or

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Store Cut Only! BONELESS!

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST ULTRA PAMPERS BIRDS

$

$

Regular
Whipped Tbpping

EYE COOL WHIP

T

TRIM

lb..

MO WW1SASS MT.

your
choice

as sOeCitIcallYrIOLIPO In this ad.If we do run out Of an advertised Item, We Will Offer you your Choice of
AD iTIM POLICY: Each of these items Is required to be readily aVallable for sale In each Kroger store except
purchase
the advertised Item at the OthrerTIMO WC* within 30arm Limit one vendor Coupon per Item.
to
vOu
a comparable item when available reflecting the same savings Or a RainCheck which will allow

PAGE ONE BS-AA
•

Selected Varieties!

Reg.or Crinkles Ore-Ida

Golden
El Charrito
Potatoes
Dinners
21b. bag
oz. pkg.
14

Assorted Plilvors

Country Club
Ice Cream

2 Ply,96 Ct.,66 Sq.Ft.

Kraft Regular

Hi-Dri Towels

Macaroni& Cheese
t

single II
rolls

7205x:
b 13

Original or Low-Salt Keebler

All Varieties! Keebler

Honey or Cinnamon

Club Crackers

Soft Batch Cookies

Keebler Thin Bits

$149

$149
box

$149

AVAISABLE AT
Da1/13AKERY STORES!

Whole Barbecue
icken

9
for
Sweet b Creamy

Cole
Slaw K1 99

Donutsdozen
5169

16 Varieties'

Fresh Baked Cookies
sedialiepper Cheese

$499

ah iiiaied
dotes

fr

99
2
lb $

Russer Boiled or

Virginia
Brand Ham
69
lb.
AVAILABLE AT CHEESE SHOPPE STORES/

Pecan Covered

RN!de Litt

Sticky $199 Cream $399
Cheese
Buns
each

lb

•
AVAILABLE AT CHEESE SHOPPE STORES!
9-inch Individual Size

Deli-Style
Pizzas
alri:Saitile Pizzas

for

2.5588

• DELI HOT LINE •
Let The Deli Do It For
All Your St Patrick's Day i.paloaa
11
8.3354
ippreness
ssu raosts
assis
rir
Party Needs!
G-2

Fast, Effective

REAlk
LIa-SEF
eltzer
with

Alka Seltzer

Nig
cot])
ttli
ilk,si net
am.
„jIn

Plus
Atria

Seltzer
•0
o

3

•

•

Extra
Strength

Alka Seltzer

AlkaSeltzei

Plus

ottue
Sip
Eitnh
44
7;
• Effervescent Antaci
.
1 613
Pain Relim

EFFERVESCENT
ANTACID &
PAIN RELIEVER

Plus
Cold Medicine

Cold
Medicine
.0
.1 Slit
4.10,61 ill)

(
1"
E iir
eizer

20 ct

$279

20 ct.
pkg.

$279

So You Can Get The Rest You Mall

Alka-Seltzer
Night-Time Cold Medicine
Original or

Flavored
Alka-Seltzer

24 ct
pkg

$1179

Effnrvescent Antacid & Pain Reliever

Extra Strength
Alka-Seltzer

12 ct.
pkg.

179

Buy one pair of(Any Variety, Any Size)

G-1
•

